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In Living Color 37
TOTAL IMMERSION Take OUT ColofTest—designer 
Christopher Coleman, above, did—and learn why your gray 
and beige living room may not really suit you.
EDITED BY DAN SHAW

Hues You Can Use 75
COLOR YOUR WORLD From a zippy electric-green 
Benz to an orange Armani umbrella that makes the 
wettest day bright, new products and updated classics 
offer no end of ways to pur a .splash of dash in your life.

Departments
Welcome 16
BY DOMINIQUE BROWNING

Contributors 20 
Letters 26 
Fin*nituie Rc'jxjrt 114
AMERICAN BEAUTI ES Twice a 
year, retailers go to High Point, NC, 
to shop the new furniture collections.
So that you can shop, too, we 
photographed our favorite pieces,

Dip: It 122
WORDS TO GROW ON Next to 
the proper tools, a gardener’s best friend 
is her library. BY ethne clarke

Home Bivse 126
hill’s HALF ACRE In Connecticut, 
writer May Brawley Hill follows her own 
script for growing old-fashioned beauty.
BY SENOA MORTIMER

VTewfiiick'i'
EARTH ANGEL Robect ParkcHarrison’s 
photographs mend our cormeccion to 
the natural world. BY Caroline cunningham

Alt & CV.ift 132
BENCHMARKS High over the Hudson, 
a great folk-art garden created in the 1970s 
still survives, by Arthur c. danto

Rcxl iscroN'ei’ic^ 142
WHITMAN SAMPLER In Camden, NJ, 
the ordinary house of an extraordinary poet 
is lovingly restored, by Elizabeth pochoda

Petssin^^ Pander 146
(don’t) paint it BLACK

The vogue for the absence of color is now
declared over, by david colman

L'nc*ork<.Kl 150
FUTURE RETURNS Theycarsit 
takes for the earthy wines of Brunello 
di Montalcino to come of age are the 
best investment, by jay mcinerney

Pa-sl PcrfcKt 156
APRIL 1958 BY VERONIQUE VIENNE

Soluxi-es 214
Where to buy everything.

P)lite Society 218
BY WILLIAM NORWICH
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How Far Would You Go
If Nothing Was Holding You Back?

A deck should never fence you in. Set yourself free with Trex* Easy Care Decking. No scaling. No splinters. No limit



•.trex.com or call 1-800-BUY-TREX ext.373 for a book of inspiration.



welcomE

the character of
our furnishings

amazing night. Cold, black western sky, sharp stars, and a waxing 
Snow sparkling and ice crunching under our feet as we made our way up the moun
tain, sucking in the thin air at 12,000 feet. The branches of the firs around us bowed 
heavily under the weight of an earlier snowfall. And suddenly the silence of enchant
ment was broken by the shockingly high-pitched whine of a small boy....

know I’ve been a chair, holding a child tight in my 
lap for a cuddle (back in the days when I was allowed 
such liberties), small head leaning into my shoulder, 
leg draped heavily over the crook of my 
La-Z-Boy recliners have nothing on my technique for 
immobilizing sleepyheads.

Come to think of it. I’m the dat^ter of a vault; one 
of my mother’s admirable traits is that she is entirely 
discreet and can always be relied on to keep secrets. 
(Atrait that is also frustratingwhen it comes to learning 
anything about her mysterious childhood. But a vault 
is a vault, and there are no teller’s hours.) My father is 
more of an armoire, brimming to overflowing. And, of 
course, it’s always flm to think about whose personality 
tends toward the Baroque, whose is Gothic, and whose 
is simply, elegantly Colonial. I think, as an armoire on 
that snowy night, I must have looked Rococo.

It’s been ftin being furniture. 
It puts a new slant on being 
home. It could even be said 
that certain styles of furniture- 
particular chairs, say—speak to 
us, call to us, because they 
remind us of their human equiv
alent in our storehouse of expe
riences. And as for the children.’ 
They’re my hope chests.

T WAS AN moon.

“Mom . . . Mom . . . I’m hot . . . I’m too hot. 
Mom. Here. Take my hat.”

Another 40 or 50 feet up the trail: “Mom. Take 
my scarf.”

Twenty paces later another boy, the larger of the 
species, joins in: “Here, Mom. My sweater.”

So whose idea was it to go on a Moonlight Snow- 
shoe Hike?

arm.

Mom, meanwhile, is stuffing all these articles into 
her pockets, and, when those are full, down the front 
of her parka. Mom now resembles nothing so much 
as ... an armoire. A very untidy one, at that. Doors 
hanging open, every corner hastily crammed, stuff 
spilling off the shelves. Full, but messy. Or messy but 
full, is another way to look at it.

You want sturdy? Comfortable? Portable? Endur
ing? How about biomorphic? Collapsible? Let’s talk: 
Mom as furniture, the ultimate 
piece of furniture.

I’ve been them all. Of course,
I started my children’s lives 
as their cradle, literally rock
ing them to sleep as I walked 
through my pregnant days, 
and feeling them wake up to 
kick off the covers and tumble 
and turn inside me after the 
cradle stopped rocking as I lay 
down to rest. I’ve gone on 
to be their ladder, and their 
footrest; I’m sure I’ve even 
been a table a time or two. I Dominique Browning, editor

16 HouseCrGardeo • APRIL zooo
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coisrtributors
E JOHN MORRIS DIXON
o The former editor of Progressive 

Architecture realized, while he was 
earning his architecture degree 
at MIT. that he “much preferred the 
typewriter (now the laptop) to 
the drafting board."Journalism ha.s 
since earned him a fellowship in 
the American Institute of Architects. 
This month. Dixon reports on the 
Mexico City home ofTeodoro Gonzalez 
de Leon (“Inner .Sanctum," page 182), 
which, he says, “clearly expresses the 
philosophy of the owner-architect.
He has created a rich and comforting 
p>er.sonal environment using only 
the modernist vocabulary of abstract 
forms and structural elements.”

u
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c A LYGEIA GRACE AND CAROLINA IRVING 
It seems only fitting that senior editor 
Lygeia Grace, left, and editor at large 
Carolina Irving flew off to England 
to gather material for their story parsing 
the style of the late decorator David 
Hicks, no stranger to the jet set himself. 
The two agree that it was a dream 
voyage. “It was incredible to walk into 
rooms weVe only seen pictures of, 
like his London apartment and his 
country house,” says Grace. “I’ve been 
obsessed with him for years,” sa)T5 
Irving, “because he shaped a j>enod 
I love. It's the chic side of the ’60s.”
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o >CATHLEEN 
MEDWICK 
Whether she is 
writing about 
an artist’s 
farmhouse or 
a Palm Beach 
extravaganza, 
this contrib
uting editor 
makes interiors - 
sing. “Every one is a little world,” she 
explains. “You try to read the life 
that’s lived there from what they’ve 
done.” For “Saturation Point," page 
176, Medwick visited John S. Knott’s 
glowing New "fork apartment. “It’s a 
wonderful house,” she says. “He’s 
interested not only in the furnishings, 
but in the way everything works 
together architecturally. His taste is 
classic but eccentric—acombination 
I respond to.” Medwick’s first book, 
Teresa of Avila: The Progress ofa Soul, was 
published by Knopf in December 1999.

o A BRIDE M. WHELAN
“There is an order to understanding 
color,” says Whelan, an expert on the 
psychological effects of color. “Like 
music, it is a combination of science and 
art.”This month, the Fulbright scholar, 
who holds a master’s degree in art 
history from the University of Chicago 
and teaches color theory and magazine 
design at Parsons School of Design 
in New York City, developed with 
House O’ Garden a test for readers so 
they can discover the colors they really 
love—and what their choices reveal. For 
Domestic Bliss, “Analyzing the Ejqjerts,” 
she administered the test to design pro
fessionals. And she weighed in on this 
month’s interiors, analyzing the color 
choices in each home. Whelan is also 
the author of Color Harmony 2 (Rockport 
Publishers) and the executive director 
of the Society of Publication Designers.
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A IRISH HALL
An editor at large for House & Garden 
and a real estate columnist for The New 
Tork Times, Hall began writing about 
real estate and design “after buying and 
renovating four dilapidated places—over 
a number of years, not simultaneously— 
that no one in their right mind 
would have considered.” This month, 
she wrote Domestic Bliss, “In Living 
Color," page 37, and worked with 
Bride M. Whelan to develop the Color 
Test booklet. Thanks to Whelan,
Hall is trying to put more red into her life.

A TREVOR RAY HART 
Although he is often found in Los 
Angeles or New York indulging in 
celebrity portraiture, for this issue the 
Ivondon-based but peripatetic photog
rapher made his first trip to High 
Point, North Carolina, where he treated 
furniture with the same fines.se he 
usually saves for rock stars (“American 
Beauties,” page 114). Hart called this 
shoot “relaxing.” (He didn’t have to 
move any of the heavy pieces into their 
precarious px>sitions.) It also allowed 
him to consider his own taste for classic, 
simple design, “At the moment, I’m 
looking for an L-shaped soft for my pad,” 
he says. —SABJ NE rothman

FINE FURNITURE

I8th Century - Italian & French Country - Empire - Executive

Permanently Open to the Trade 502 North Hamilton Street High Point, North Carolina 27262 
Tel: 336.882.1880 Fax: 336.882.0322 www.giemme-stile.lt 

ATLANTA, CHICAGO. CINCINNATI, COSTA MESA. DALLAS. DENVER 

HOUSTON, MIAMI, MINNEAPOLIS, NEW YORK. PHILADELPHIA, PITTSBURGH 

SAN DIEGO, SAN FRANCISCO. SCOTTSDALE, SEATTLE. ST.LOUIS, TROY
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letters

risom rules!
TAKE THE “A" FRAME 
1 WAS DELIGHTED to see Jens Risom’s 
house on the cover of your January issue 
[“An Open House”]. I loved working 
for him back in the ’60s, and I am a 
proud owner of several Risom pieces.

ANNE COLLIER, Design Consultant 
New York, NT

all the details. With such gorgeous photos 
of so many different views, it’s hard to 
believe that they all came from the same
garden. I’m very h^py that you included 
a site plan to bring it all tc^cther.

MARTHA MACl

Oaklyn, NJ

PUPPY LOVE
WITH ALL DUE RESPECT toJcHS 

Risom, Buddha Pie [one of the canine 
hotel guc.sts featured in “Putting 
On the Dog,” January] should have 
made the cover! A couple of us at 
work have cut out his photo, which we 

keep in frames on our desks.
We have voted Buddha Pie best 
name for our future puppies!

ALISON HONG 
Hastings-on-Hudson, NT

I AM A SUBSCRIBER to
and was quite interested in the prefab 
home built by Jens Risom on Block Island. 
Is there any way to get hold of the plans?

DOUG WHIPPLE 
Rixeyville. VA

INSIDE TRACK
THANKS SO MUCH tol!>ominique 
Browning for reminding readers 
at the beginning of every issue that 
home and garden fashions arc 
inane pursuits unle.ss you recognize 
that it’s the living, thinking, and 
feeling that goes on within these 
environments that matter most.

CHRIS ROLCZYNSKl
Seattle, WAm

REST STOP
WHEN YOUR JANUARY iSSUe

came, I had to put it aside, due 
to my busy schedule. This morning 
I retrieved it and was lost for several 
hours within its pages of deep calm 
and simplicity. When I finally glanced 
up through the window and into the 
woods, a feeling of peace and calm 
covered me like a soft, warm blanket. 
Thank you for this special morning.
It will stay with me forever.

The Editors respond:
We have received many requests^plans for 
the Jens Risom house that we featured on our 
January cover. Alas. Sianmar Inc., the com
pany that provided Risom with a customized 
building kit in 1967, is no longer in thepre- 
eng^neered-housing business. Because the plan 
is relatively simple, you mi^t try discussing 
it with your local builder. The Web site of 
the National Association of Home Builders. 
www.nahb.com, has a consumer reference 
service that can help you find a firm m your area

JERRY RHODES
Louisville, GA

GROW OLD ALONG WITH ME
AM ANTIQUE (age75), retired, and 

happily living on Social Security. Your 
magazine gives me joy and ideas. You 
don’t have to be rich to benefit from 
these lovely pages. Tell your readers to

FRONTERA' MAPPING [TOUT
EVAN SKLAR’s PHOTOGRAPHY in

“The Garden of Rocky Delights” 
[December 1999] is breathtaking! I really 
enjoyed seeing, as well as reading about,

IFURNITUM FOR THE HOME AND GARDEN

A Superior Shopping Experience 

www.frontera.com
800.762.5374

HouseerGardcn - ai’Iiii. zooo





lettErs illustrated in your February issue. It is 
most often the case that photograph.s, 
no matter how fine they are in and of 
themselves, fail to capture the particular 
ambience of a landsc^^e. Not so here!

for instance, while the name of the
composer is important, the orchestra 
and .soloists are seen as equally important 
to the interpretation of a piece. Can 
you imagine a classical piece being 

JEAN SCHMIDT, landscape Designer performed and only the composer 
East Aurora. NT getting credit? In interior design (and 

often architecture), professions that 
rely on group efforts, only the designer 
is credited, while the output of time, 
labor, and skill of a vast army of trained

buy quality, to choose wisely, and to care 
for what they own. and their possessions 
will grow antique along with them.

JEAN HILDEBRAND
Sacramento. CA

IT TAKES A VILLAGE
PICTURE PERFECT I FIND IT HARD to understand why 

it is seen as a faux pas in interior design 
magazines to mention the trades and 
builders of the lovely rooms, houses, 
and furniture presented. In music,

YOUR PHOTOGRAPHER HAS recorded

with remarkable fidelity the spirit 
of the magnificent Deborah Nevins 
garden [“Beauty Without Boundaries”],

craftsmen is ignored. Building is a col
laborative process, and it is as dependent 
on the skills of tho.se who are building as 
on those who provide the blueprints.

VIRGINIA HOGE
Brooklyn, NT

THE OTHER BUBBLY 
WE HAVE ENJOYED manyofJav 
Mclnemey’s “uncorkings.” In particular, 
we have been exploring Italian wines. 
Last summer I pureed a quantity of 
peeled white peaches, added a 
splash of ginger syrup, and froze it in a 
Baggie. On the millennial New Year’s 
Eve, using 1 larry Cipriani’s recipe from 
the June 1999 wine column {“Just the 
Ticket”}, I made Bellinis with chilled 
Prosecco and the partially thawed 
peach slush. It was well worth waiting 
for. I was hooked. Molto bene!

onginal designs, Peal S’

Company clcWers. Peel's

d taff nale.sii^ s pen ongi
desi^s that are works 

or art in themselves
HANNWILSON

via Internet
then choose the finest

craftsmen to replicate 

the true CLOSE ENCOUNTERSof theessence
DOMINIQUE BROWNING’.SeditOr's 
letter on the “starter chateau” Q^uary] 
is right on. We have plenty of space, but 
I almost always want the people most 
important to me—my husband and two 
girls—to be right with me at the table, 
on the sofa, reading in bed, etc. T*hank 
you for the well-versed insights.

ASHLEY BERNHARD
Brooklyn, NT

design in febne. Master

dqer^ and
weavers

create each Peel
rug,

Aubusson, Sumack'*^

and needle-point.

Peel '5 own master
craftsmen personally ^ 

monitor each step as the 

individual pieces are being

madctoensurcoutstandingcjualrty. 

The result; Ped and Company 

delivers beauty and 

lasbng value that 

demand. ^

PLEASE WRITE US at Ilouse & Garden 
(4 Times Square, New York, NY 
10036). We also accept letters by 
E-mail (letters^house-and-garden.com) 
and fax (212-286-4977). Include your 
name, address, and daytime phone 
number. AH submissions become 
the property of House 6" Garden and 
will not be returned: they may be 
edited and published or otherwise 
u.sed in any medium.

you

Tor more information or for your nearby Peel Company 
dealer visit us at wwv/.pcclrugs.com or call 500-SH-M5P

'' tUjpyright dcMnns 
by Ped & Compiiiy 1 louse ^Garden • APRIL 2000
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Because he’s known
for his deft use of coCOTt'
we photographed
red-hot New York
intertor designer
Christopher Coleman
on a set that ceebraM
his favorite hue

tib B r

t’s been said a million times, but we just have to say it again: All color is personal. 
There may be years when everything seems to be gray, or navy, or green, but in the end, 
it doesn't matter what other people like. What matters is your very visceral, ^ 

very individual reaction. To some people, bright orange is nothing short of 
a nightmare. In surveys, it is singled out as one of the least popular colors. ^

But to others, it is all-embracing, warm, and peaceful the color
}niyy.

of monks’ robes, a color to love. “Orange gives a boost of youthful page48
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in living color
analyzing the experts

vitality” says Christopher Coleman, a color- 
loving interior designer in New York. “It 
seduces the senses. It makes you feel young.”

There is no objective color reality, be
cause when people see color, they arc 
merely processing light, and not everyone 
sees In the same way. But historical periods 
do become defined by certain colors as thev 
seem to sweep through the stores and into 
our homes. Who doesn’t associate pink 
with the 1950S or black with die 1980s?

Now, at the beginning of a new century, 
everything is seemingly more colorful, TTie 
choices are more vast and complex than 
ever before. Even those of us who are 
so wedded to neutrals that gray seems like 
a pastel arc feeling the need for a blue 
couch or a yellow wall.

House & Garden invited four design professionals, each with an impeccable 
of color, to pick their favorites, and we had our expert, Bride M. Whelan, interpret 
their choices. You can try this at home (see our attached Color Test booklet).

sense

demise spatafora
FLORAL DESIGNER 
Each morning at the flower 
market, Spatafora is 
confronted with hundreds 
of hues, so she had no 
trouble picking favorites 
when she took our quiz. 
“There’s nothing ambiva
lent about Denise,” said 
Whelan after seeing 
Spatafora’s picks. “While 
Denise doesn’t crave power 
for Its own sake, she 
does get a little depressed 
when things don’t go her 
way.” Though Spatafora 
is used to designing 
according to clients' moods, 
she said she’d be “thrilled” 
to do a party “exclusively 
in purples and blues.”

AKE MARGARET WALCH, director 
of the Color A.ssociation of the 
United States, who cringes when she 
recalls the old colors of her living 

room, In retrospect, she says, all that gray 
and black seems dreary and depressing. 
Walch, the author of several books on 
color, decided a few months ago that she 
was ready for some vivid colors in her liv
ing room, and she added furniture uphol
stered in yellows and greens. She believes 
this puts her in sync with a general move 
toward color, although not necessarily 
with the specific ones we’re likely to sec. 
The Color Association, which advises 
manufacturers on trends, believes the 
country is turning toward red, in fem
inine hues, reflecting the growing 
influence and power of women.

Of course, analyzing color trends 
is a hazardous business. While ex
perts are heralding a return to color, 
it’s impossible to go through the 
national stores that define our com
mon visual world—Pottery Barn. 
Banana Republic, Crate & Barrel— 
without seeing a lot of beige, gray, 
black, and mossy green. Nevertheless, 
those colors are feeling passe, because 
they’ve been omnipresent.

Often, color trends change simply 
because the eye is ready for something 
new. Robert Lachow, director of sales 
for J. B. Martin, a 150-year-old velvet 
manufacturer in New York that was 
originally based in Lyons, France, says 
that clients like Brun.schwig & Fils 
and Ralph Lauren are requesting a lor

jonathan adler
CERAMIST
“I don’t know which came 
first, my love of orange or 
my love of Hermes,” entre
preneurial potter Jonathan 
Adler joked as he took our 
test. “He is obviously very 
powerful In his craft,” said 
Whelan. “He controls the ciayl 
He has to please himself.” 
Adier acknowledged that he 
“had to be in control from 
day one,” which is why he 
has never liked working for 
others and had to start his 
own business. “I’m post-nice. 
I'm post-pieasing,” said Adler, 
who thought Whelan was as 
sensitive as any psychologist. 
“I would have paid $150 for 
forty-five minutes of this!”
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in living color
Sharon simonaire
INTERIOR DESIGNER 
Clients invariably change 
their mind, but that doesn’t 
rattle Simonaire. ’’Her colors 
show that she is willing 
to make accommodations 
to Keep them happy ” 
Whelan said. “But once 
she has bent to meet their 
demands, she feels they 
better damn well like ft.” 
Simonaire was impressed. 
“That’s an extraordinary 
characterization of me,” 
said the designer, who noted 
that her modus operand! 
has served her well.
“I’ve never made a color 
mistake with a client.” 
Whelan was not surprised: 
“It shows in her colors.”

of rich, saturated navy blues, as well as 
terra-cotta and pomegranate reds.

While green has been a popular color 
for the past decade, there is now a move 
away from it toward blue, for reasons 
both sociological and environmental. 
Kathy l.amancusa, a trend analyst at Cre
ative Directions in North Canton. Ohio, 
says that blue has .sedative and calming 
qualities that appeal to people who feel 
stressed and ovetcommitted. (Not sur
prisingly, Pantone, which forecasts color 
trends for the fashion and design indus
tries, reports that 35 percent of Americans 
say blue is their favorite color.) While the 
popularity of earthy greens, creams, and 
browns reflects ecological concerns, so 
docs the new blue mood, which stems 
from a desire for purity, “As a society,” 
Lamancusa says, “we're really searching 
for cool, clean water.”

The look and feel of water shows up 
not just in color but in texture. Increas
ingly, fabric.s are translucent or lay
ered, and materials seem to change 
their color depending on the light or 
the angle. What started with metallic 
flaking in paints, Lamancusa says, is 
now moving into dozens of materials, 
creating iridescence and opalescence.

douglas wilson
DECORATIVE ARTIST 
If you are looking for a 
talented and accommodating 
decorative artist, you should 
consider hiring Wilson, 
who frequently participates 
at the best show houses 
and Is now dabbling In interior 
decorating. “His choices 
indicate that he likes to make 
people happy and that he is 
willing to make changes in his 
work to keep clients satisfied,” 
Whelan said. “Nevertheless, 
he is secure In the knowledge 
that he is the authority on 
what he does.” Naturally, 
Wilson couldn’t disagree. “N’s 
a very accurate assessment,” 
he said. “It's true—change 
doesn’t bother me.”

OLOR EXPERTS bclievcthat 
certain colors have specific 
p.sychologica] and ph)'siolog- 

ical effects. They say, for instance, that 
orange and red stimulate the appetite, 
and shouldn’t be used in the kitchen 
by anyone who is dieting.

Leatrkc Eiseman, director of the 
Pantone Color Institute and the 
author of Co/ors for Tour Every Mood, 
believes that the colors chosen for 
a house, both exterior and interior, 
have definite psychological conse
quences. She, for example, lives in 
a claret-red home near Seattle. “It’s 
very cheerful and outgoing,” she 
says. “I could never have done a gray 
house.” Inside, most of the walls are yel
low, a color she says represents sunshine, 
happiness, and good cheer.

Leslie Harrington, director of color and 
design for Benjamin Moore, says her own 
ejq>erience tells her that the psychological 
dimcn.sions of color arc valid—that people 
who like green really do tend to eat more 
and love material possessions. Research

into color, like that into holistic health, 
she says, lags behind what people in the 
field have learned from observation. “Peo
ple are trying to substantiate why things 
happen," Harrington says, and she expects 
great progress in the field.

Making the best decorating choices 
ultimately depends on knowing your per
sonal reactions to color. As more people

recognize their responses to color, Harring
ton says, directions in color become more 
diverse. “Probably the biggest trend in 
color,” she says, “is that the trends are 
harder and harder to discern.” Ultimately, 
and ideally, we will all live with the 
paints and fabrics that inexplicably make 
us smile, regardless of fashion or the 
opinions of others.—TRiSH hall
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in living color

the wheel of fortune
OST OF us intuitively know 
that certain colors complement 
each other—Alben Hadley’s 

pink and green, for instance, or Mari- 
mekko’s blue and orange. We can also tell 
when a color combination falls flat, such as 
pale blue with yellow-orange. As most 
first-year design students learn, there is a 
science to color matching. The key is to 
understand the color wheel, whose 12 seg
ments consist of primary, secondary, and 
tertiary hues, and their tints and shades.

The three primary colors arc red, blue.

and yellow. Since all other colors 
combinations of two or three primaries, 
every hue consists of varying proportions 
of red, blue, or yellow. To appear balanced, 
a color scheme should consist of hues that, 
taken together, contain equal amounts 
of the three primary colors. The color 
wheel helps to recognize and calculate 
these relationships.

As Bride M. Whelan explains in her 
book Color Harmony 2, colors on the wheel 
can be combined to convey a mood. For 
in.stance, to create a rich-looking color

scheme, pair a powerful hue with its dark
ened complement, such as vivid red with 
deep forest green. A room designed to 
soothe, such as a spa bathroom, could have 
cool colors, which are based in blue, with 
some added yellow. These hues fall be 
tween blue and yellow on the wheel.

The principles outlined below will guide 
you in utilizing the color wheel. Learn how 
to use it and you’ll never again have to 
jettison that burgundy Persian when you 
realize it clashes with your new lime 
upholstery.—INGRID abramovitch

are

tints and shades Adding white to a color creates lighter 
values called tints. Adding black or gray creates darker tones

called shades. Eggshell is a very pale tint of yellow, 
while olive is one of its shades.

complementary colors As Ralph
Lauren knows, colors directly opposite each 

k other on the color wheel—such as red and
green, one of his favorite combinations— 

are complementary and will look 
balanced together. This color Vision 

can also convey a sense of power, 
which is why sports team 

including the Lakers, with their 
yeUow^and-viotet uniform 
often choose complementary 
hues as their colors.

analogous colors
An analogous color scheme 
uses any three consecutive 
colors, or any of their 
adjacent tints and shades, 
on the color wheel. The 
English gardener Gertrude 
Jekyll used analogous 

combinations in her plantings, 
such as red blooms flowing 

into crimsons and dark violets.

clashing colors A color
will clash with the ones to the 

right or left of Its complement on

r
the color wheel: blue-green together 
with Crayola red. A clash scheme can 
look vibrant and need not be ruled out.

It worked for the late Mexican architect 
Luis Barragan, who paired bright yellow 

and royal blue on walls in his modernist work.
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bliss history’s most colorful moments
From yellow ribbons to Green Giants, popular culture provides us 
wKh a multitude of color connotations that seem, well, true-blue

1850
Nathaniel 

Hawthorne 
wntes The 

Scarlet 
Letter.

1904 Buster 
Brown becomes 
a Qopular cartoon 
figure after 
debuting at 
the VWorld's Fair.

.■'j
1830
Stendhal 
publishes 
The Red 
and fhe 
8/ac<f.

1906 The New
Sun declares: "[Charles Lewis]
Tiffany has one thing in stock that you 
cannot buy of him for as much money 
as you may offer; he will only give it 
to you. And that is one of his boxes."

1863 The Red Cross 
is founded. Will Potts ad apis

1901'1904
Picasso’s Blue Period

signals for tias fir 
traffic light, whic 
has red. amtaws=

1957 ■ 1953 Color green lights and1958 Crayola introduces the Mark ' television located m64-color crayon box with the Rothko's 1938 Brooks Brotherspremieres
built-in sharpener; Binney & Smith. work
Crayola's parent company. epitomizes
renames
Prussian
Blue as

Midnight Blue.

1927 Kohler introduces plu'^ib
fixtures—heretofore available
only in white—in colors such
as Spring Green, Lavender
Autumn Brown. Old Ivory. Wes
Point Gray, and Horizon Blue.

1985 Jesse Jackson!
establishes the
Rainbow Coalition.

1979 Est6e Lauder. Inc.. 1984 Diana Vreeland
launches Prescripttves, publishes her memoir, D.V.,1999 The Cleveland 1999 Janovic which specializes in which she declares,Browns football offers up the
in tolor printing" 'There's never been a blue :team returns Colors of Kips
and custom blending like the blue of the Duketo Cleveland. Bay collection
color cosmetics. of Windsor's eyes."of decorator

paints.
Lrffl including 

Ralph
Harvard's Deviled 
Egg Yellow and 
James Rixner's

1998 Customer demand 
prompts Restoration 

Hardware to market Silver 
Sage paint, which has been 

Pistachio Panache, used on the walls of its stores.

1991 The Ribbon 
Project conceives 
the wearing of red 
ribbons to promote 
AIDS awareness. .

r.

V ■i

lALPHLAURB

1999 The Time 
hotel opens in 
Times Square.
Each room is 
decorated in a 
primary color, 
and guests are 
encouraged to 
Think about how color affects your 
moods, psyche, your sense of place.'

1992
Pink ribbon 
becomes 
a symbol 
for breast 
cancer 
awareness.

1996
Ralph Lauren 

introduces his own 
paint line, with colors 

like Mariner Blue 
and Relay Red.V'I ■■44 HouseCrGarden • apbil 2000
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1960s Pauline de Rothschild's
enchanting Paris bedroom

1973 Heinrad
Prem's mural
offsets a scarlet
carpet in a Milan
apartment by
Carla Venosta.

bold and beautiful
ike many of the best things in life, decorating with color requires rigor
and experience. Color shouldn’t be scary. It's life-enhancing. And when
used with subtlety or panache, it can make you dream. But there's nothing

worse than overwrought rooms crammed with color for its own sake—

1976 Architect Luis
Barragan used a sunny
yellow to add magic
to an open corridor.

1991 Karl Lagerfeld’s
magenta moment in
his Monte Carlo villa
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’■rbynewell turner \r
*bliss :

buzz L'- •m
m

Th« look of the pn*t i«i 
to achieve today^^ 

^ finiehee like 
Milk Paint, ■ 

^lron,bg^

Martin Senour’s paint, 
shown in Tucker Cupboard 
Orange, reinvigorates 
Earty American style.
The Colonial Williamsburg 
Foundation. 800^77-5270.

Wash,
Liquid 
'ailable 

^■■IPl^ydney Harbour 
Wnnt Company, Studio 
City, CA. 818*623-9394.

Utorical associ
ext time you paint a room, you might try a deep color or subtle shade from 
one of the new boutique collections that are flooding the market. The 
National Tnist of Great Britain and the Colonial Williamsburg Foundation 

have both used the latest chemical analyses to re-examine paints of the past, and they 
u^rc stunned by the boldness of some of the colors they (re)discovered. Patrick Baty, 
owner of Papers & Paints in London, is a purist. “These colors arc created as they 
were originally intended. Th^ arc not distorted to satisfy anyone clse’s ‘good taste’ 
or personal prejudice,” he said. Companies are now producing pigment-rich formulas 
steeped in history. Eating Room Red, Imperial Chinese Yellow, and Wythe House 
Gray arc names that evoke history while they delight the eye. Finishes like Sydney 
Harbd|^ Lime Wash give new meaning to patina as they “bloom” wi

paint collectiom from the past create an electric palett^o^oday.
;e. TTicse

auth

Tnese test pots of colors are
just a sampling of the growing

Farrow & Ball paint collection.
Rooted in color schemes found
In houses under the protection of
the National Trust of Great Britain,
the original collection was organized
under the eye of John Fowrter,

These charts have actual paint 
color samples. The Historical Colour Range is 
based on period decorative art pieces. Papers 
and Paints, London. 011-44-171-352-8626.

for truer the legendary English decorator.
Farrow & Ball paints are available
through Christopher Norman, NYC.
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Qt goods bv

StainickS'
stMl Up*
dispenser,
S118

Whit

Soiid^olor wrai
papers, $3.25 per

-ink bottle, $10.95,Large round
and black woodlabels, 2SC each
fountain pen, $4.50
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It’s not how it looks on me that's important. It’s what it stands for.

One stone for our past, one for the present, one for our future.

Okay. I admit it. That it looks fabulous doesn’t hurt either.

De BeersThe three-stone anniversary ring. Most exquisite with a center stone of 1/2 carat or more.

De Beers, the world’s diamond experts since 1888. www.adiamondisforever.com 5 FOREVERA DIAMOND
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hip house hunting
here's a witty real estate site that invites you to pull up a chair, get 

comfort^le, and have fun searchtng for the modernist home of 

your dreams in the Pacific Northwest. "1 began researching archi

tectural modernism like some kind of archae

ological detective." says real estate broker 

Tom Holst, who created seattlemodem.com a 

year ago. "Friends thought 1 was crazy. Most 

realtors stick to an area. But I wanted to do 

something I felt passionate about: showing 

minimalist, modernist homes up to the pres

ent day for the entire Seattle area. I am con

stantly amazed by how many coo* fifties and sixties 

houses hit the market. Many are underadvertised, 

underpromoted, undiscovered classics. I love this 

stuff." It shows. The site includes his black-and-white 

line drawings of imaginary houses. (If only fftey were for 

sale, too.) “Many of my buyers are architects, de

signers. and young computer/Internet types, who are 

demanding and hip. I feel there's a wonderful mo

mentum build-

ing in the Seattle area. And X 

I am working on establishing 

links and integrating my sen/ices

The images on Tom Holst’s real estate
Web site include his groovy line
drawings and some of his favorite
modernist buildings around Seatti
even if they are not for sale.

more with the architectural/design/ 

art community." ESLIE BRENNER

CHOICE

Whether you're a professional interior designer or a layman, you can 

order custom draperies at silktrading.com. The on-line arm of the cult 

L.A. fabric shop run by Andie and Warren Kay highlights a portion of Silk 

Trading’s well-priced linens, cottons, silk taffetas, and organzas, along 

with trims, rods, and items like the silk tufted bed (left). After followirtg 

the site's directions on how to measure your windows, you can browse 

through drapery styles and fabrics and then proceed to the "Get a 

Quote” page to price your order (though, for now, final orders must still 

be made by fax or phone). Even if you don’t have an eye for color, you 

can’t go wrong at Silk Trading, because the Kays have introduced a line 

of organic milk-based paints (available in 1-gailon cans and 4-ounce 

tester pots) that are similar to late-eighteenth-century casein paints 

and perfectly complement the fabrics. Now you can be absolutely sure 

that today’s Wow/doesn’t become tomorrow’s Whoa/—meg buckley
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Add lounge chair to portfolio.

Meet new neighbor. 

Delete lounge chair. Add drapes.

What will you put in your portfolio?

homeportfolio.com
Where dreams become homes;

■. 'W' j



a very house & garden day in... denver
f you miss your connection to Aspen, 
why not spend some time adjusting 
to the altitude in the Mile High City?

Start your day dramatically with 
breakfast in the Hotel Teatro (1100 14th 
Street; 303-228-1100), whose lobby is 
decorated with costumes from the Denver 
Performing Arts Center, 10 km. Take (he 
(free!) tram up the 16th Street Mall to the 
Civic Center Cultural Complex. Gio Ponti's 
Denver Art Museum (100 West 14th Avenue

Parkway; 303-640-4433), designed by local 
architects James Sudler and Joal Cronenwett 
in 1971, is a fortress clad in more than a 
million silvery-gray 3-D tiles. The Denver 
Public Library, just next door (10 West 14th 
Avenue Parkway), is a Michael Graves 
extravaganza. 11 am. For Victorian decorating 
ideas, visit the Queen Anne-style Molly 
BrownHouse(1340 Pennsylvania Street; 
303-832-4092). The Capitol Hill home of the 
■‘Unsinkable" Molly Brown, it has a Turkish

comer that's a precursor of “rich hippie" 
chic. 12 noon The Broadway Corridor has 
long been known for South Broadway’s 
1400 block, jam-packed with antique stores, 
but all the way down, there are great finds. 
Eron Johnson Antiques, Ltd. (451 North 
Broadway; 303-777-8700) has garden 
ornaments and fantasy furniture, like a 
Victorian antler chair, perfect for a mountain 
house. Rule Modem & Contemporary (111 
Broadway; 303-777-9473) exhibrts paintings

Houm:j'G«rden • april 2000



TiUnk Steamer Chair 
in mahogany from the 
Titanic Deck 
Chair Company.

Antiquity Tile 
Aqua Leaf Man 
natural stoneware.

Accents of France 
Pissaro Trellis 
in glossy white 
kiln'dried pine.

Scalamandr^ 
Gertrude’s Rose 
100% cotton fabric.

Weber Summit Series 
4^0 Gas Grill 

in stainless steel.

:hoose what you want to put in your portfolio, find the nearest showroom or buy online.

t HomePortfolio.com you can even e-mail your ideas to friends, architects or designers. And with thousands

f the world's best home design products available, your portfolio can change whenever you want it to. It’s the

Itimate resource for home design.

homeportfolioxom
Where dreams become homes:

.'"itPortlolio and Where Dreams Become Homes are trademarks of HomePortfoflo Inc.
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road trip
by new and established 
artists. Across the street, the 
Mayan Theater (110 Broadway;
303-744-6796), designed in 1930 by 
Montana Fallis in the Art Deco Mayan Revival 
style (we're not sure that’s a bona fide architectural 
denomination), is beloved by fans of independent 
films and independent architecture. At Mecca 
Modem Interior (21A South Broadway; 303-722- 
4242), you’ll find favorite brands like Herman 
Miller and Ligne Roset. At Decade (56 South 
Broadway; 303-733-2288), owners D^^an 
Moore and Kristen Tait mix mld-’50s furniture 
with Bloom bath products and vintage 
clothing. 1:30 p.m. Sit down to a civilized 
lunch-cum-tea in the lobby of Denver’s 
grande dame, the Brown Palace Hotel (321 17th Street; 303-297- 
3111), Raise your eyes past six stories of wrought-iron balconies to 
the stained-glass ceiling, and thank heaven for Devonshire cream! 
2:30 Cherry Creek is a baby boomer's delight: Boutiques near
the Cherry Creek Mall (3000 East First Avenue) include PIsmo 
Contemporary Art Glass (235 Fillmore Street; 303-333-2879), where 
owner Sandy SarcJella stocks $30,000 Dale Chihuly pieces; The 
Alchemist (2737 East Third Avenue; 303-377-7567), an old-fashioned 
apothecary shop; Djuna (221 Detroit Street; 303-355-3500), which 
has a huge selection of Mexican church candles, ranging from 
$3 to $125; and The Tattered Cover (2955 East First Avenue: 303- 
322-7727), a simply phenomenal independent bookstore. 3:30 pjn. 

Spend the rest of the day in LoDo, a swank yuppie stomping ground. 
Begin at Genki Oxygen Bar (1632 Market Street; 303-892-1600). 
Zen out and inhale oxygen infused with soothing or invigorating 
aromas. 3:45 witVisIt Union Station (17th and Wynkoop). a landmarked 
Beaux Arts classic. You've heard of hdtel sil\«r? Roundhouse 
Antiques(1701 Wynkoop,Suite 111; 303-628-0070) sells railroad 
silver and china, lanterns, and memorabilia. 4d)0 pj«. Stuart Buchanan 
(1530 15th Street: 303-825-1222) has European armoires perfect for 
the high ceilings of an Aspen compound. At cheery Studio 1818(1818 
Blake Street; 303-296-9132), Eric Bazarnic and Lynn Ducey have 
assembled an eclectic mix of glass, jewelry, paintings, and works 
on paper by local and national artisans. Lucy and Barry Jelinski sell 
furniture and folk art at Rue 22 (1307 22nd Street: 303-297-8156). 
Looking for a nice pediment, a cast-iron bathtub, an entire bar? 
Check out Architectural Antiques (2669 Larimer Street; 303-297-9722; 
www.archantiques.com). And do not miss the Rocky Mountain 
Seed Company (1321-1325 15th Street: 303-623-6223), a true find 
for high-altitude gardeners that appears to have changed little since 
1920, when owner Kenny Vetting's grandfather. F. C. Vetting, started 
the business. Seeds are stored in old oak drawers and weighed on 
antique brass scales. LoDo also boasts more than 50 art galleries 
where you can take a breather, or continue consumption. 5:30 p.m. Pay 
homage to the great American pastime, and see how Coors Field 
was designed to fit into an existing neighborhood. 6KW p.m. The 
most stylish martini in town is at the Oxford Hotel’s Art Deco Cruise 
Room (1659 Wazee Street: 303-825-1107). which opened in 1933; it 
was designed by Charles Drake, after the Queen Mar/s lounge.
7:30 PM. At Vesta Dipping GriH (1822 Blake Street; 303-296-1970), 
make sure to order dessert, since you've burned as many calories 
today as you would have on Ajax Mountain. —sabine rothman
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bOOkC3SG by lygeia grace

stepping out j

pring is upon us, and suddenly 
it’s impossible to stay inside for 
another minute. Whether you’re 

inspired by tales oflifc on the road, an
insider's guide to a new city, or a colorful THE GARDEN COLOR BOOK (Chronicle,
approach to planning the garden, you won't $27.50) Paul Williams's clever flip book lets 
be able to resist the urge to get up and go. you plot plant combinations by color before

a trip to the nursery, Notes on zones, sunlight, 
and grow/ing seasons assure compatibility.

CITY SECRETS ROME (The Little 
Bookroom, $19.95) With entries by poets, 
architects, and historians. Robert l^hn’s 
guide reveals the pleasures of the Eternal 
City through the words of those who love it.WGARJXHS

VIRCIIIM WOOLF

KEW GARDENS {Trafalgar Square, $24,9§r*~ 
This facsimile of Woolfs neglected 1927 gem 
brings to life—in saturated detail—the heady 
experience of London on a summer day,

AIRSTREAM (Chronicle. $19.95) Wally 
Byam, inventor of the iconic trailer, exhorted

ANNUALS WITH STYLE (Taunton, $29,9^ 
With wit and much helpful advice. Tom

his customers to Travel with all the comforts Christopher and Michael A. Ruggiero
of home." Photos of Airstream caravans celebrate fast-growing plants that bring
in Egypt and Afnca prove that they did. almost instant color arxJ shape to the garuci

THE PALLADIAN IDEAL (RizzoN, $65)
The enduring grace of Andrea Palladio's
(1508-1580) vision bums bright in Roberto
Schezen’s portraits of the great architect's

BREUER HOUSES (Pha'JJf', $49.95) 

Best known for the Whitney Museum and 
for his Wassily chair, Marcel Breuer also 
built residences over half a century for 
generations of rich, adventurous clients.

villas and the buildings that they inspired. THE GARDEN AT E1CHSTATT (Taschen. 
$49.99) This gorgeous, well-priced edition 
of Basilius Besler’s AOO-year-old botanical 
contains bonus photos of the newly restored 
German garden on which it was based,

events (jesigner bill tansey’s hit listREOUIRED READING

THE LANDMARKS OF NEW YORK Volumes I,
II, and III, by Barbaralee Diamonstein 
(Abrams) “When I do events, I often have 
to draw on specific periods. These books 
are an essential reference for New York City.” 
ROOMSCAPES: THE DECORATIVE 
ARCHITECTURE OF RENZO MONGIARDINO 
(Rizzoli) “A perfect study In refined opulence." 
PORTRAITS by David Seidner (Assouline)

“He captures modern-day aristocrats with the 
camera the way Sargent did with the brush.”

DAVID HICKS: MY KIND OF GARDEN 
edited by Ashley Hicks (Antique Collectors’ 
Club) “Or anything else by David Hicks.
He refined modernism to its essence."
MARK HAMPTON ON DECORATING (Random 
House) “His books are wonderful. Hampton 
was a great writer as well as a great decorator.” 
THE GARDEN: A HISTORY IN LANDSCAPE 
AND ART by Filippo Pizzoni (Rizzoli) “Relaxing 
views of serene European landscapes. I steal 
ideas from It for tent and property designs.”

House :JG«rden • a i** 11, zooo



Every so often something along

Thermadarcomes

that inspires your creativity. Makes you

talented. Even says go ahead, improvise a little. And, everytime you do.more
conversation. Thermador.it brings people together enjoying good food and warm

J-800-656-9226 www.thermador.cornLet it spark your imagination.



THE NEW 2000 MAXIMA. The numbers don't lie. But what s mosf impressive is that these performance gains were achieved on a 

powerplant thready hailed as 'simply the best V6 engine'' What these numbers don't reveal are fbehedon/sf/ccomforfs of the new Maxima's 

interior-including a new. available custom tuned. 7-speaker Bose audio system with CD player and an even more generous bounty of 

rich Seton leather trim. Add to this a re-engineered steering system so responsive it feels connected to your synapses. A re-funed suspension 

that provides a taut, yet silken ride. Even a reinforced body structure that helps silence the entire cabin. Tally it all up and you'll net out to 

the 2000 Maxima. And nothing else. Inquiries'? Phone: 800-335-3568. Click: nissandrlven.com. The new 2000 Maxima. CARS LIKE IT: 0.

01999 Nis;>iin htorih Amem a, )nc. Nissan, the Nissan Lo£o. Maxima and DRIVEN are traOemarks Owned by or licensed lo Nissan. Bose is a registered trademark of the Bose 
Corporation 3000 EPA mileage figures shown Actual mileage may vary with drivir^ conditions. Use lor comparison only. * Ward's Auto World. 19^. 17" wheel late availatMlIty.





LOOK, irs THE NEW 2000 MAXIMA.

- J

WANT TO SEE IT AGAIN?
Call our 800 number or visit our web site to order an eye-opening 

7-mlnute video featuring insights from Jerry Hirshberg, Nissan Chief 

Designer. You 'll also receive a compre/iens/i'e 32-page Orocrture 

full of spectacular photos and packed with facts-from the Maxima's 

huge 32-horsepower increase to its bigger, even more luxurious inter

ior to Its sports-car-like cornering capabilities. Amazing but true.

800-972-9888 maximal.com

01999 Nissan North America, I(k. Nissan, the Nissan Logo. DRIVEN and Maxima are traOemaiks owned Dy or licensed to Nissan.
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by paulfo

cultural materialism
* don’t know about you, but my recent museum visits have been abysmal.

I used to look forward to the escape and the stimulation. Now I just want 
to escape. My dear, the crowds, the noise, the exhibits! Gone are the days 

of leisurely strolling through halls of dusty artifacts and snoozing guards. 

You might as well be in your local mall. Even when Angie Dickinson was
being stalked through a New York City museum 
m Dressed to Kill, you barely .saw a soul, and that wasn't 
so long ago. And she dressed properly—no shorts! Anvw'ay, 
there is an alternative. Find those obscure, low-key museums 
that don’t have fashion galas, billionaire donors, or huge

Q
f or\o 

2i!^Sishe could be alone, natch). My 
favorite is Fred Astcure's 1927 

Rolls Royce, the most sinfully 
luxe set of wheels ever to hit 
Sunset. Behind the front ^

seat, there’s a toiletries ’
shelf replete with clothes 
brushes and a mirror, so that 
Fred could arrive as well- 

A groomed as a star should.
And make sure not to miss the BMW sports car designed 

^ by Raymond Loewy in New York in 1957 and made in
France and Germany. It’s the most beautiful car you’ll ever sec.

What I wouldn’t give to take that baby for a spin up the coast!

m
Q.

Q
.00

lights fantastic
I was shocked to find that the Mona Lisa can now be found in
downtown L.A. Actually, it’s a neon rendition of the famed muse, 
and the logo for the Museum of Neon Art. Uli Lakich founded 
the museum in 1981, to preserve the incredible array of signage 
that used to pulsate through the Hollywood nights. Once housed 
in a Little Tokyo loft, the collection is now located downtown. 
Exhibitions of contemptorary anists who use light and motion arc 
staged several times a year, but it’s the vintage signs that evoke 
the old glamour. The mu.seum offers a monthly nighttime double- 

decker bus tour of the many restored neon signs of Hollywood 
and downtown—with complimentary champagne and 

snacks! As we plow into our digital 
future, cars and advertising- 

elements that proved seminal 
p to the development of L.A.— 

remind us what glamour was,

advertising budgets. Guess what? They’re empty!
After two decades in L.A.. I’ve only recently discovered 

the Petersen Automotive Museum. This winter, there was 
an exhibit of woodies that made you want to dump your stupid 
SUV off the Santa Monica pier. They’re incredible. (Hey, Detroit, 
what the hell happened?) The woody’s first incarnation was as a 
“depot hack”; it was built by furniture makers and often used 
to traasport guests and servants from the railway station. i

The woodies have been restored to the waxy max. /gSofS 
One was fully equipped for camping, with a tent ZyUn
attached to the roof. For the exhibit, chic cots \vj
were added, turned out in tartan blan
kets—perfect for the next Ralph Lauren 
campaign. If this were a showroom, I 
swear it would have been empty in two 
minutes. The other displays are just as 
fascinating. “Cars of the Stars" is rivet
ing. Each automobile seems to illus
trate perfectly the style and personality 
of its owner; Mel Twme’s 1937 Jaguar 
(smooth); Rita Hayworth’s 1953 Cadillac 
(sexy, with its red leather interior); Greta 
GailM's 1925 Lincoln Brunn (with pull
down shades on the back windows, so

%

back in the twentieth century.



blis^euro by meredith etherington smith

in pursuit of the extraordinary
■ have never been averse to violent, inauthentic color. The hallways of my 

late-eighteenth-century house are not dragged with Adam green but lacquered 
a vivid turquoise, to match a jolly nineteenth-century Burmantofts majolica 

pillar and shell jardiniere; the stairs are carpeted in scarlet. But, seeing the tidal 
wave of Ixige, stone, tinted whites, mocha, parchment, and wood shades replacing

jolly color in trailblazin|; decor in 
^ Europe, I have l-elt a lirtlc 

left out. “It’s because 
people don't like 
the arbitrary use of 

color at the moment,” 
explains my friend

H
" '*-* .. StephmCalloway.

whose book Authentic 
Color ■mW be published 
later this year by 
V & A Publications.

Calloway, who has 
authored such tomes 

of taste as Baroque Baroque
and Twentieth-Century Decoration, observes that “people 
now like real stone, real wood, natural fabrics—left in the 
neutral colors nature gave them." I'm longing 
to get my hands on his book, because it will 
document what color to paint eightcenth- 
centurv railings, Victorian houses, and Edwardian 
villas. The book isn’t about paint swatches,
Calloway cautions, “it’s a genuine history of 
color, based on contemporary documents."

There wasn't a whole lor of color to be seen 
when your intrepid correspondent donned a 
white plastic hard hat for a rather muddy tour 
of the Tate Modern, the split from the present 
Tate, which will become the Tate Britain. The 
site is the old Bankside Power Station, designed 
like a cubist brooch by Sir Gilbert Scott on the 
south bank of the Thames, opposite St. Paul’s 
Cathedral. Mammon (the museum) and God 
(the cathedral) will be linked by a millennial 
footbridge designed by Sir Norman Foster, 
which looked a bit rickety to me but no doubt 
will be all right on the night.

To enter the extraordinary ground floor,
500 feet long and 100 feet high, which used to 
house turbines, is to step into tomorrow right 
now. “The Swiss architects Herzog & de Meuron 
were chosen, because they wanted to respect 
the integrity of the building,” I was told by 
my Tate guide, as we toured huge galleries, 
painted variou.s shades of, yes, you’ve guessed 
it, white. The museum opens on May 12, with 
an exhibition of Louise Bourgeois. Find out

more at www, tatc.org.uk. And go! It knocks spK)ts off Bilbao.
I was (juitc entertained, on my return to the Visitors’ Center, 
to abandon my hard hat and discover just one room done 
in an arbitrary color. It was the rest room, ever so prettily 
tiled m primrose yellow, with a dado of yellow honcvsucklcs 
and roses—obviously left over from the office ladies who 
used to work at the Power Station.

David Linley isn’t afraid of arbitrary color, judging by the 
stained-glass effect of the hunky wool hand-knit bv Kichard 
James he was wearing the other day when I had a coffee with 
him and looked at the second piece in his Extraordinary 
Furniture series. And this one really is extraordinary “It’s a 
bureau based on Blenheim Palace.” he said as we gazed up at 

^ a piece of furniture so large one could practically set 
up home in it. “The Duke of Marlborough was 

^ incredibly enthusiastic, and we had a lot of fiin 
going round Blenheim Palace with his agent," 

Linley told me excitedly. I am sure 
^ Vanbrugh, Blenheim’s 

origi nal architect. 
mSf would have been flattered 

to see his masterwork 
HD reproduced in marquetry.

Designed by Linlcy’s 
F colleague Tim Gosling.
■ the cabinet exhibirs the
■ virtuositv of contented 
" craftsmen whose briefwas

“All the time in the world 
and no cost restraint." As Linley 
happily told me, “There 
were no parameters at all."

But at £7^0,000, will this 
extraordinary piece find a buyer? 

“Well, the Sevres cabinet, the 
first piece of extraordinary 

furniture, had .seven people 
seriously interested in it when 

we showed it at the Wallace 
C’.ollection, and we .sold it 

then and there,” he siiid perkily. 
With major patrons of the ilk 

of Elton John, Peter 
Marino. Juan Pablo 

Merfyneux, Wendy Startt. 
and Mouna APAyoub, 
he shouldn’t worry,

(L

u
I■ i }
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MICHAEL TAYLOR DESIGNS • 1500 SEVENTEENTH STREET • SAN FRANCISCO CA 94107 • 415,558.9940 • FAX 415.55S.9770

PLEASE SEND FIVE DOLLARS TO REQUEST OUR FULL-COLOR BROCHURE. THE MICHAEL TAYLOR DESIGNS CATALOG

IS AVAILABLE TO THE TRADE FOR FIFTY DOLLARS. TO BE CREDITED TOWARD YOUR NEXT ORDER,



larder by lora zarubin
Blanch Romanesca cauliflower,
white cauliflower, carrots, and turnips
to bnng out their luscious colors.

a tall order
There's no ^atcr entertaining cliche than the crudites basketpiled

Rosy 'Chemette,' 'Flamivil,' andwith woody carrots, dried-out celery, and a hollow cabbagy filled
'Purple Plum' radishes need onlywith a one-size-fits-all dip. When I see that at a party. I head
a dusting of snowy sea salt.the other way. It's a sham, since there's nothing more delicious

thofi fresh young vegetables—available at a growing number of
farmers markets—matched with special dressings. Hove serving
them in combinations of flavors, stacked in a tower: baby
artichokes, tender cardoons. and anchovy garlic sauce

For a divine Greenon one level. Ulliputian carrots with a Green
Goddess dressing.Goddess dressing on another. It's a tower of power! ^
puree a ripe
avocado, the juice
of 1 lemon, 1 Tbsp.

To make the tower, hot-glue fresh lemon and olive oil. 2tsp.
bay leaves to Styrofoam disks and a particle- white wine vinegar.
board base. Toothpicks fix the disks to the central 1 garlic clove, and 4
tolumn"—rounds of Queensland Blue squash. oil-packed ar>chovy

fillets in a blender.

Fennel's snap complements
the sugary bite of baby ift^ite.

orange, and red carrots

I coat Red Cloud and
'Chioggia' beets with olive
oil and roast them at 350
degrees for 20 minutes.
Peeled and mannated m
olive oil, a dash of vinegar,
rosemary, salt, and pepper,
they are awesome.

For my favonte cap. grind 1 tsp, of coarse sea Produce from Chino NojoRosemary
salt, 5 cloves of garlic, and 10 salt-packed in Rancho Santa Fe, CA,sprigs tied to
anchovy fillets into a paste in a mortar. Bring is my Idea of heaven.toothpicks with

paste and a cup of heavy cream to a boil, Peeled and blanched,raffia make
stining to Wend well. Simmer for 30 minutes. white-, yellow-, and black-

pretty skawers Serve warm. It’s perfect with steamed and 

quartered 'Impenal Star' artichokes and sliced 
cardoons, a celerylike cousin of the artichoke.

skinned turnips need no 
garnish. I fix the larger 
red ones as I do beets.
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Respect the earth and you can create great things. 
Robert lives by this.

- Alice Waters
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A

Robert Mondavi, a family of wines, www.robertmonda\ i.com



garde
bliss by carol king

cool customei
Hai’Clv annuals fill 
your flower garden 
with spring blooms

1^1

■V-;

yo sow A SEED in the ground is to 
commit the most basic act of gar
dening. It is also the best way to 

acquire some of the easiest, most charm
ing, and most ethereal-looking plants ever 
to grace a garden. Cool-weather annuals 
are old-fashioned early bloomers that give 
the garden a weil-iurnishcd look while 
heat-loving annuals are still lounging in 
their cozy six-packs. Bachelor’s buttons, 
sweet alyssum, and poppies are familiar 
cool-season annuals. Others, such as the 
pale purple annual woodruff, lacy bishop’s 
flower, and grassy-stemmed com cockle, 
or Agnstemma, arc equally easy and deserve 
to be rescued from obscurity. Though the 
beginning of hot weather usually spells the 
end of their performance, their transience is 
more than made up for by their charm.

Many hardy annuals are simple meadow 
flowers with such dainty appeal that, early 
on, they became cottage garden staples. 
Some cold-loving annuals reliably self-sow, 
which means that once you ha\'e them, you 
have them always, and in abundance. In my 
garden, with no effort on my part, a sea of 
true-blue forget-me-nots billows around 
the new red shoots of peonies and roses in 
early spring, and forms a blue tutu under 
pale yellow tulips. At the same time, a l^on 
of purple and yellow Johnny-jumr^ups 
swarm around daffodils and hyacinths.

J k

In June, silene forms Schiaparelli-pink but coarsc-foliaged wildflower Queen 
pools at the base of delphiniums and lupines. Ajinc’s lace, Ammi majus is a well-behaved
Bv the time hot weather arrives, they garden plant that is as gracefully airy in a 
have all bloomed themselves to bits, and bouquet as it is in a mixed border. Also

known as bishop’s flower. 
Ammi grows to a stately 
three feet, and benefits 
from inconspicuous sup
port from twiggy brush 
when the seedlings are 
about four inches tall.

Even airier is annual 
baby’s breath, a whole 
different animal from the 
florist’s filler. Sow it wher
ever frothincss is needed. 
Baby’s breath is good for 
facing dowTi leggy plants, 
and makes an ethereal

get pulled out. But before
RESOURCEStossing them on the com

post pile, I shake their 
seeds around wherever I

OTHER HARDY ANNUALS 
Candytuft {Iberis amara) 

FarewoH-to-spring {Clarkia) 
Flax {Linum grandifiorum) 

Flora’s paintbrush 
{Emilia coccinea) 

Hawk’s beard (Crepis rubra) 
Mignonette {Reseda odorata) 

Night-scented stock 
{Matthiola longipetala) 

Sweet sultan 
{Amberboa moschata) 

Toadflax {Unaria)

want them to appear the 
following year.

To get them going in the 
first place, cool-weather 
annuals should be sown in
late winter or very early 
spring. Since hot weather 
arrives earlv in the South, 
many, including larkspurs 
and Shirley poppies, per
form best if planted the 
previous autumn. Though extremely pro
lific, love-irva-mist or Nige/ia. is a welcome

contrast to stockier plants.
Why wait? If you sow some of these easy 

bit of daintiness wherever it pops up. and annuals now, while it’s still chilly, you’ll have
is also good for picking.

Though a dead ringer for that beautiful begin to color up. If vou don’t, you won’t.
a garden in bloom well before most gardens

april showers bring may flowers Ifs the right time to sow .STEPHEN ORK

Select an area for your 
plants—one with bare 

earth In early spring is best.

Tap seeds directly from 
packet into moist soil 
that has been raked to 

a fine consistency.

Place a light dressing 
of soil over the seeds, 
and tamp down gently.

Keep seed bed moist 
as plants germinate. 
Identify and remove 
any weed seedlings.

To make a stockier plan 
thin seedlings as they 
mature, according to 
packet instructions.70
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As a homeowner, it’s cas\’ to be tempted by superfluous luxuiy. A much wiser decision, however, would be

install Andersen’ windows. Every windtnv designed with the I'crma-Shield System offers the utmost in energy ^

efficiency. Andersen High-Performance Low-F“ glass insulates considerably better than standard dual-pane

bills. And who wouldn’t loveglass, keeping warmth inside and cold outside. That means lower energy 

^that? So don’t be lured into ordering Indonesian teak towd racks. Opt for a red luxury

efficient Andersen windows. To learn more, call 1-800-426-4261, ext. 3536.
energy

f. s Z n <if. t m ep r o oW e ro r r p r 0 o

www.andersenwindow.s.com
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WHEN THE WATER DROP SIZZLED ON THE

STAINLESS STEEL,
I KNEW IT WAS SHOWTIME.

SPREADING OUT, WARMED BY THE EVEN HEAT,
I BUBBLED WITH ANTICIPATION. i

NOW, BEING DRIZZLED WITH A CITRUS GLAZE,
I AM LAYER AFTER LAYER

OF DELICATE GOLD.



Introducing the 36" Pro Line’“ Cooktop with the cooking power of 15,000 BTUs. Combine it 
with five-ply Stainless Steel Cookware and the legendary Stand Mixer, and you'll never want to 

sleep in again. For our Lemon Souffle Pancakes recipe, and to view the entire 
KitchenAid® line, visit www.KitchenAid.com, or call 1.800.422.1230.

FOR THE WAY IT'S MADE.TM



A Certified Pre-Owned Lexus.

You Won’t Believe You Own One.
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hues you can use
LIVING COLOR.” Designers and makers of everything from sofas to dish 

racks, automobiles to umbrellas, are introducing lines in colors that are bold, bright, and 
fiin. These are hues so strong they can change your day Feeling blue? Slip on splashy orange 
mules. Green with envy? Loosen up on a yellow motorbike. In color, you’ll always be cool.

NOW, THIS IS

PRODUCED BY BROOKE STODDARD PHOTOGRAPHS BY BILL STEELE WRITTEN BY RYAN MATHENY
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tutti-frutti1 Previous page: Up,

down, or sideways, we’re
mad for stripes! Kate
Spade handbag, $240.212-274-1991.
Pillow by Diane De Clercq, $185,
at Barneys NY. 800-777-0087,
Ilamaca Rojo fabric
by Donghia.

e play of 
is

/ favorite 
olor. It 

generates all color99

3 Art — Lee Mindel, architectin motion; Joel 
Hotchkiss’s nylon and alumi
num Tri-lumen mobile, S375, 
at the Guggenheim Museum f
Store. 800-329-6109.

kO
4 A place to clean your

clogs after an afternoon in
the tulip garden, this2 Ivy Ross’s sculptural
doormat, $30, from SmithButterfly rack holds

& Hawken, may be j- 
k purchased by call- t
Bk ing 800-776-3336. I

200 pencils (not
included), $615, at
Felissimo, NYC. ^
800-565-6785.

' .t-

5 Worry beads for a new millennium 
Stressed-out Web site developers will 
enjoy tossing around these fun felt 
balls by Mitsuko Tarui, $24 each, from 
Troy, NYC. 212-941-4777.
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My favorite color?
As the great Fats Waller 

once said, ‘I 
loves ’em all!
—Alexander Julian, designer

6 A swatch-filled Clarence 

House rainbow bag is an icon to 
decorators and designers alike.

7 Floral artist Marc-Antoine 

reimagines the bouquet. See 
more at www.marc-antoine.com.
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I like mineral 
colors: amethyst, m 

topaz, garnet, 
citrine, earth, tones. 
They symbolize depth 

and are subtly erotic

a'i im
I t H

y,i

'i-
99

m ii j—Judith Thurman, biographer

For a sexy sushi date, try lacquered 
I chopsticks by Takashi Kamijo, 
k $23,50 for 12 pairs, at the MoMA Design 
\ Store. 800-793-3167.

M 9 Like the Bee Gees

B be dancing—on Christine Van 
B Der Hurd’s 5-by-7-foot wool Disco 

i B rug in cheerful colors, $3414*
\ H ft

B H 212-966-0669.
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P&B Italia. The choice for quality, harmony and modern living.

I‘>nlo, seat system designed by Antonio Citterio,
To reach the dealer nearest you call 1-800-872-1697

B&B Italia U.S.A, INC, 150 East 58’*' Street. New York, NY 10155.
Internet: hnp://www,bebitalia.it E-mail: bbitalia@nyct.netAlso available through Architects and Interiors Designers.

Timeless and Treasured
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true blue10 One great blue deserves another. This 

chic nylon handbag with leather handles is 
$90, from Longchamp. 877-LONGCHAMP.

11 The civilized way to keep in touch: paper
from Smythson of Bond Street makes a lasting
impression. Nile Blue envelopes, $18 (for 25),
at Bergdorf Goodman, NYC. 212-753-7300, or
877-SMYTHSON.

13 They may look good enough
to eat

but we don’t suggest it. These vintage 
cobalt glass grapes, $150, are better suited 

to decorative uses. Dimson 
Homma, NYC. 

212-439-7950.

I i^aliiled my
living iTxim walli

in peacoc'k
blue, after

i Wliistler’t
I Peacxick Ro< i

at the Fret
Gallerv in

«/
Wasliin^o 

and Loixl 
Leighton’s tilt 
Arab Hall at 

Leighton Honse, 
London”

— Kristin Hein 
Talisman textile

*4

I live m white44

and wear black,
but I love tbe

color of a
Tiffany^s box

— Mariette Himes Gomez 12 From
interior designer

the man who
made pottery hip

again, this graphic
ceramic lamp, $550, is part
of Jonathan Adler’s couture

^ collection. Different
I patterns are available. In
J NYC, 212-941-8950.

12

. >
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read lightly and luxuriously in Lincoln Navigator, the world's most powerful full-size luxury SUV. Tread spaciously, too. Navigator has room 
for seven in three rows of leather-trimmed seats. Call 800-688-8898, visit www.lincolnvehicles.com or see an authorized Navigator dealer.

I Lincoln Navigator. American Luxury.
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16 Organization
can be attractive as well as 

smart. Marie Papier stationery, like 
these notebooks in soothing 
blues, is both; $io 
to S50, from - 
Papivore, NYC.^

212-627-6055.

\
m ^

17Jennifer

Benjamin s fused 
glass plates, S20 each, 

y evoke island waters, ^ 
I and beckon us to dive in. 1 
I At Zipper, L.A. 323-951-9190.

m Tj-

■v^m m

f

18 Dodge those pesky April 

showers with Lambertson Truex 
powder blue umbrella with 
leather handle, $150. It feels like 
necktie silk, but worry not—it’s 
really waterproof twill. At Bergd' 
Goodman. In NYC, 212-753-730

a
plastic umbrella stai 

$104, at Kartell. I 
^ NYC, 212-966-

EQ

r W 14 Alaple patio umbrella,

$4,165, from Santa Barbara 
Designs, is lined with i
Marimekko’s skylike J

> Lepo Blue outdoor 9
'] fabric. From DelGreco M

& Co. 888-376-7285. B

15 Ooh-la~Lalique! The

Cabochon bracelet of blue crystal set 
\ in i4K-gold plate is $1,250 to $1,350, 
j|p depending on size. 800-993-2580.

■t 10At•. 4

the beach
M a leather but- \

terfly chair, $6 ,000 
' from the Ralph Lau

ren Home Collection, 
offers casual high style. 
In NYC, 212-642-8730.

:

h\ !*►
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My dining room is 
decorated in bluec fand white tile panels;

I;

; '■'9h.■i'
the majority of 

^ my shirts are blue. 
Alas, I do not have 

blue eyes

y

39 -John Loring 
Tiffany & Co.

/
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DE VIE

ILTY. Sofa bed collection designed by Claude Bnsson, Distinctive, understated furniture beautifully crafted in France Ligne Rosat 
•I S versatile pieces created by top European designers Visit one of our showrooms and experience the innovation and subtle luxury 
igne Reset. Shown with the Multy sofa bed, the Epuiiibre lamp designed by Christian Werner,

tfind out more about Ligne Reset, please visit our website http;//www,llgne-roset-u8a.com or call l-BOO-BY-ROSET for your 
irest distributor or to order our current catalogue

anta, Boston, Chicago, Cincinnati. Denver, Dea Moines. Detroit, Houston, Indianapolis. Los Angeles, Miami, Minneapolis, New Orleans, 
w York, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Raleigh, Sacramento, St. Lou'S, San Francisco. San Juan PR, Seattle, Washington DC, Westport CT. 
Igary, Laval, Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto. Vancouver. Winnipeg



I love all colors, 
but I adore green 

because green 
is the color of 

leaves, the 
essence of life”

66

green acr
20 Nancy Corzine’s new, 
lo-piece collection includes this 
celadon chinoiserie candlestick, 
$295. In NYC, 212-223-8340.

— Diane Von Furstenberg, fashion designerE3

t 23 This hand-painted armchair from

Stark Fine Furniture, upholstered in 
Lelievre’s exquisite Albatros Lampas silk, 
about S 6,000 as shown, is a contempo
rary example of old-world craftsmanship.

1 : \ir7

21 Saxony’s wool pile Dur-
rington rug in hunter green.

Si,320, was designed by Nina
Campbell and is made in

England. Available in sea
foam, tan, navy bl red,ue

and gold. From Saxony
Carpet Company. In

NYC, 212-755-7100.

I can never
see enough green.

So many hut's, so little time'
-Afta Tingle, The Gardener boutique

22
From Alessi, the Italian purveyors of fiin kitchen

accessories, comes the sleek Stavros bottle opener,
$22, designed by Marc Newson. In NYC, 212-431-1310.
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HMu'Snas
cNcmais.Also availaiu£
IN PINK AND 
BKONZK, PIIRPIX 
AND 1-KRRA COTTA. 
STANDAim SIZES 
4’x6't() 10‘xU: 
Custom sizes

AIX.> AVAlLAUli:
TO 20’X 3o;

Niu* CurroM 
IN TOMAI'd 

AND BRONZi:. 
Also AVAIIAni£ 
IN HRONZI-: AND 

CAMEU C.ARNITAND 
(iOU), AND CITRUS. 

Si'ANDAKI) SIZES 
4’x6'td 10'x14.‘ 

Custom sizes 
ALSO AVAIIABIE TO 

20’x30:

Hiu’ Snsnu 
In I'Ink
AND RRON^..
Aimi AVAILABU'
IN OAKNI':i AND
Goij). Standard 
siZKs4’x6’it) 
lO'XU! AND 
RUNNERS CUSTOM 
SIZES UP D) 20'XM

Nim«' LAMnun
IN YMiilW.

Standard sizes 
4'xfi’ix> lO'xlC 

Custom sizes 
ALSO AVAtUIII£

Tt) 2n'x3o;

oi!rmi>iH<.AiY>< m

After all, originality is what interior design is all about.

ODEGAKD
U f >.■ ..V X ) !• . iA > U a i C. it r > L ^

Alinnta. l>«*HiRner Carpels (404) 202-1720: Bcachwood. OH, Classic OrietUal Rurs (2lti) 300-0104: hoAtnn, Steven 
Kinu. InC' (017) 42&-3302: Houalun, Creative Mooring (713) 522-1 Ull: Ia>s» AnRclen. J. si Umliaii Rurh (323) (£1-1444: 
MinneapoliH. Weskuske (and the trade). (612) 339-6030: New Orleans. Jacqueline Vance 't-iast' (5U4) 269-2'238: San 
FtwtctMCO, Alexander's (415) 626-H430: Settle, Driscoll RoUnns (206)292-1115: Toronti>. Templeton Carpels (416) 1K&2147

The New York De-sicn Center 200 Lexington Avenue Suite 1206 phone 212 545-0069 fax 212 545-0296 
The Washington Design Center 300 D Street SW Sum- 519 phone 202 464-5886 fax 202 464-6077 

The Chicach) Merchandise Mart 200 World Trade Center Space 1828 phone 312 644-9638 fax 312 644-l)639

inm) ndnard. I*r TVifamm fcyOdntfA. Im md m*- by the l'»#rd !WMpih»J MMunilnid MvndMr, KtHiiMkHMi terlk»4«nlM«wllT
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favorite color is
yellow-green, for thq

happl^ss, energy, and
illuminatioi^ it has. It’s the 

color of my new Beetle 
and my btj^siness card99

— Catherine Malandrtio, designer

24 Grab the green! A chartreuse 

doorknob made of cast resin, $285 
for a set of two, turns an otherwise 
boring door into an intriguingly chic 
entranceway. By Poignee, from 
Simon’s Hardware Sc Bath.
In NYC, 212-532-9220.

m

27A new take on a
US-

midcentury classic, 
Charles and Ray Eames’s 

and graceful curves define iconic lounge and 
Ashley Rosebrook’s new ottoman, $3,350, is

26 Simple silhouettes

•y;. avocado green ceramics brightened by custom 
collection for Nan Swid upholstery in apple green 

suede. Chair, from 
Herman Miller, Inc., in 
black or brown leather.

Design; this 5-inch bowl, 
$45, plus four other 
pieces. 8oo-8o8-swid.

800-646-4400.

Green 
vj^is nature’s 

’^^backdrop

66
m

25pi«

deverre^as^ ^ 

making is exem
plified beautifully \] 
by Daums yellow- Jp 

green Mimosa if 
vase, $2,730. In V 

NYC, 212-355-2060.

99

—Jenny Arm it 
interior designer





AVAILABLE AT

i
ARIZONA

mPLEASANTRIES
SCOTTSDALE 
ABO/StS 8921 28 Peter Vaughn made a

CALIFORNIA
splash with an acid green 
room at New York’s 1999 
Kips Bay Decorator Show 
House. You can, too, with this 
one-of-a-kind table lamp 
$945, from Mrs.
MacDougall Inc.

PEACOCK ALLEY 
I os ANUELES 
KOn/944 I I7K

BIRDCAGE
SOLANA BEACH 

619/79} 62*4

BRENNAN’S OF CALIFORNIA
OHIMIA 

92S/2S} 1 290 
SAN RAMON 
92S/3SS 012}

J

it
WCHARLES KELLY AT HOME

1 ACUNA BEACH 
949/*** B4 } I

COLORADO

LE TUB
ASPEN

970.92S 7161

ILLINOIS

THE RUGCERI GALLERY 
CHICAGO 

Il2.i97 9200

SCANDIA DOWN SHOPS
NO RTHBROOK 
847/20S 1010 29 Luxury needn’t be

stuffy. Mercedes Benz’s new 
Designo program offers buy
ers a range of flashy, custom 
colors—like the electric 
green on this SLK model. 
800-FOR-MERC.

LOUISIANA

BELLA LUNA 
LAFAYETTE 

318/2}} }}| I

MICHIGAN

SCANDIA DOWN SHOPS 
ruoY

348.649 767}

MISSISSIPPI

RAY’S 
lUtXil.l AND 

aoo/s&j S206 30 Bring English

gentility home with Cowtan & 
Tout’s new minty fabrics. 
From top: 100 percent silk 
Damas de Poitiers; Delafield 
silk and cotton damask; and 
linen and cotton Moss Rose.

countryMISSOURI

SALLIE 
ST. LOUIS 

3U/S67 7*8}

SCANDIA DOWN
KANSAS CtTV 
aI6/7S} 4144

NEBRASKA

THE LINEN GALLERY
OMAHA 

402.399 S242

NEW YORK

PEACOCK ALLEY 
NLW YORK 

800/496 2880
Crreen fabrics tire 

fashionable* 
frt'shTcx>king;. 

Tliey combine 
well with other

coloi-s and ai*e 
eas> to live with 

Ann Grafton 
Colefax and Fowler

66

GRACIOUS HOME
NLW YORK 

2I2/SI7 6300

SOUTH CAROLINA

PALMETTO LINEN 
HIITON Hi AD 
800/972 7442

TEXAS

PEACOCK ALLEY 
DALI AS 

80U/6S2 1818

LONGORIA COLLF.CTION
HOUSTIJN 

713/621 4241

mClURED. 1009 COnON 4I.EXANDHA, SC4II04 PlOUC 
PHQ1D^Af>><v BV BCOCm UAVO

lIouACLT'Ciurden - april 2000



FOR MAXIMUM PERSONAL GROWTH. 

SPRINKLE DAILY WITH TRANQUILITY.

CELEBRATING OVER 25 YEARS Of THE FINEST LINEN.S for BED AND BATH FOR RETAILERS NEAREST YOU SEE FAR LEFT OR CALL 800 810 0708
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33 When art-book publisher

Taschen released i,ooo Chairs, a
history of the 20th century’s most
brilliant designs, Vemer Panton’sol Like
1959 creation was on the cover. We

attention? Feel the love it in yellow. From Vitra, $830,
need for speed? The at Moss, NYC. 212-226-2190.
Supersport 750 from Ducati,
$8,295, designed by Pierre 34
Terblanche, will quench

34 Adrienyour desires. 888-ducati-2.

Gardere’s Delight32 Lancome’s unusual new
floor lamp, has a

Pollen hues shine. Eye shadow tmolded silicon\ and lip gloss, $32.50; elastomer shade;
eyeliner, $16.50. $650, from\

Ligne Roset.
800-BY-ROSET.

> fa\()i*ite C'oloi* Lk a vei'sion 
*)f > t'lJow. U l)rinfa:s smi into 

m.\ life. I wear it in many 
vai'iations. M,\’ bedixx)m 

w is yt'llt>w. rny livin4^ 
^i*(X4in is Ii^lvter yellow. 

\ly towels ai*c' yellow"
Stephanie Odegard, designer



Nina Campbell

RATFORD
distriin leed Ty

OSBORNE & LITTLE
bNERS AND -AROiJ^CTSAVAILABLE THROUGH i:

CUTf0690290 COMMERCI •RD, CX)NN
/TEL; (203) 359 ISOOj le.cotnwww.usl
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35 Miele vacuum cleaners have about the 

same cachet in the realm of household .35
appliances that Gulfstream Aviation 

has among jet-owning tycoons. 
s. But rest assured: You can 

purchase the taxicab 
Montblanc, yellow Miele 5312!,
makers of some of ^ S549, without
the world’s finest writing ^ having to place

instruments, recently intro- your name on
duced the Generations line. Pens a waiting list.^9

and leather accessories come in lively 800-579-4555.
colors, including red, orange, and yellow.
Fountain pen, $150. 800-995-4810.

36

Mtela

I love the y 
of honey. It’s 

and brings me peace. I
It’s a magical color” — Mario Villa, designer!

64

ow37 ^

naturalX

. f 37High-gloss enamel refrigerator, 

$3,800, by Miiller, comes in 200 colors. 
Sonrisa Furniture, L.A. 323-935-8438.

38 Designer Pascal Mourgue calls the 

color of his Calin sofa bed tnai's—French for 
com. Ce nest pas Kansas. $1,960, at LigneRoset.\

Hou»c ciTGarden • APRIL 2000
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INFINITE RED.r?W

\

ROBERT ALLEN
FOR MORE INFORMATION ON OUR FABRIC COLLECTIONS CALL YOUR DESIGNER OR 1-800-240-8189
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The buttei^’66

yellow walls
of my living

room soothe f.

me, no matter 
what my mood”'s.- //-

v: ■Alexandra Mayes Bimbaum, writer

3 9jean Louis Coquet gi 

us these whimsical Limogc 
porcelain egg cups, with 

detached bases, S6o. Also i 
rust and blue. 800-993-25?

!
40 Fendi owns yellow packaging 

as inarguably as Tiffany does blue, 
Cartier red, and Hermes orange—a 
quartet of colored gift boxes better 
known, perhaps, than any others on the 
world’s greatest shopping boulevards.

,-A

X X

41 It’s time Americans learned 

what cosmopolitan Europeans have 
known for years: There’s no need 
to lug heavy groceries when you can 
roll them along in cute little totes.
Jolly Trolley, $45, by Anita Visintini, 

from Kar’ikter in San Francisco I
and New York. 888-484-6846. f

41



CassinaCASSINA USA INC. 
155 EAST 56th street 

NEW YORK, NY 10022 
1.631.423.4560 
1.800.770.3568 
www.CassinaUSA.com

NEST
DESIGNED BY PIERO LISSONI.

MANUFACTURED BY CASSINA IN ITALY.
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orange crush
42 The unfortunate reality of urban winters

is an overabundance of gray. Cloudy skies 
conspire with concrete buildings and asphalt 
streets to deprive your eyes of color. Let this 
small, bright orange nylon umbrella, $55, 
at Emporio Armani boutiques, bring you cheer.

I

Orange is 
unexpected 

and luxurious.
It’s in sunrises 
/ sunsets, poppies, fresh 
juice—and Hermes boxes”

—Todd Hase, furniture designer

66

p

43 Good things come in Hermes’s signature 

orange boxes, above. Our favorite Hermes 
parcel at the moment is the lacquer box that 
cradles the French luxury house’s new Amour 
shoes, $380. Orange lacquered wood joins 
tangerine suede for a result that’s just juicy! 
Visit boutiques, or call 800-441-4488.

44 ^ng and low-slung,

James Irvine’s Lunar sofa, 
$3,064, is an alluring addition to 
any interior. The pared-down 

form is strong evidence for 
the argument that less is 
more. From B&B Italia. 
800-872-1697.

• >.
1

, r •

>-w--
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As I See It, #45 in a series 
Christopher Micaud 
"A Touch of Sunlight'' 
Photography

THE BaO LOOK
OF KOHLER

Sunlight gives life. Sunlight gives warmth. And Sunlight is the newest 
color in the KOHLER palette. Subtle and sophisticated. Beautifully inviting. 
A wonderfully brilliant way to brighten a room. See the Yellow Pages for 
a KOHLER" Registered Showroom, call l-800-4-KOHLER,ext. MR4 
to order product literature, or visit www.kohlerco.com/sunlight
©1999 by Kohler Co.



45 Not all of the oranges we love are
tu-.v

in-your-face neons. Anichini’s spice-toned 
Jamdani throw, S495, possesses understated 
sophistication. The Indian woven silk fabric, 
adorned with a highly decorative paisley 
pattern, manages to be old-world and some
how modem, simultaneously. 888-230-5388.

• V

t I

f

46 Translucent!

rubberized mesh 
compartments slid 
sideways in dcsignt 
Annick Magac’s 
Sagesse cabinet. In 
NYC, 212-337-9713

■ j “My favoiite
color has always 

W iDeen or*ange—
# tlie color of 
^ summer, my first 

car, the Buddhist 
monk's robe 1 got 

in Tliailand, coffee 
mvxgs from Ikea, and 

my coiYluroy shirt from Prada 
— Michael Formica, interior designer

47Th
ese

realistic Citrus pat
terned photo tiles 
are slip-resistant foi 
floors, and perfect 
for countertops, 
too; $25 per squar< 
foot, from Imagin 

Tile. 800-680-8453

48 48 The king of

muted minimalism takes a 
^ chance on bold color. 
% Orange-and-red bar 
Jfc graph towel, S40,
. J 100 percent cotton, 

from Calvin Klein 
Home. 877-256-7373.

49 A Ford concept car, this Mar 

Ncwson-designed retro-futuristic 
sedan, with push-button gears and 
B&B Italia seats, isn’t for sale. Darn!

■’'■ft?

Tmm }!r

100



A huge improvement 
in home improvement.

Sove time 
and hassle

Great design ideas 
and product 
information

Find a iocai 
pre-qua/rfied 

contractor
Remodeling 
budget estimotors

Expert advice and 
personalized assistance And it's alt FREE!

Our website hos more useful, practical, and helpful information, ideas, and remodeling advice 
than anyone could pack into a book. In fact, ImproveNet has everything you need 

to make your home improvement project a success. Packed with great design ideas, and 
loaded with product information, ImproveNet helps you turn your remodeling dreams into reality. 

You can even get help finding a pre<|ualified local professional.
Plus, you have access to real personal project advisors to help you every step of the way. 

Call 1-80^^8-2929 or visit us on the web.

"I thtnk the service /mproveNef /io$ is great.
I would meat definitely use ftie service ogam 
in ftte tufure. ImproveNef will save you a lot 
of ttme searching for a contractor.'

—G. Sye, Sewidciey, PA

'You saved me hovrs...l am totally enthus/astic 
about your service. I've recommended you to 
several people and would most certainly use 
you again.'

—0. Mofloio, Andover, MA

ImproveNet
Visit us at www.lmproveNet.com

AOL tieywoid: ImproveNet02000 ImproveNet, Inc. All rights reserved.
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50 Some products are so universal

that we fail to appreciate the brilliance
of their design. Such is the case with
ergonomic Fiskars scissors, Sio to $15.

Many of us have used the orange-handled
result of Finnish smarts—initially made in

1967—since we first needed to cut
something. Where to get them? Just

about anyplace that sells scissors.

Peoi)le say Tm tlie queen 
of neuti*als. but I love color. 

Right now I have orange on the 
brain. Tin helping my son 

vvatli his house, and we're using 
lots of deej) oranges— 

like i>aprika and Titian orange.
It looks fantastic 

i — Sally Sirkin Lewis, J. Robert Scott

44

•*

52 Celebration 53 Orange seems to be Australian
to

go: Champagne Veuve designer Marc Newson’s favorite 
color. (See number 49.) His Dish Dr. 
drying rack, S65, for Magis, can be 
found at Moss. Vintage 
Rosti plastic bowls and 
soup ladle, S25 each, at

Clicquot’s magnum of
La Grande Dame 1990
comes in a Lucite travel
case with silver details
and leather handles,
$500, to march the C.I.T.E.,NYC
bottle’s signature label. 212-431-7272.
In NYC, 212-888-7575.

m
51

Part of a collection inspired by
flowers, Melisca Klisanin’s
Yoga Zinnia rug, $5,160,6 feet
in diameter, is made to order.
Only nine rugs per design will
be made. At Klisanin Ross
Gallery, NYC. 212-358-8720.

House .^Garden • apem. 2000





red alert
54 The legendary Diana Vreeland

might have kept her rubies in a case like 
Coach’s red suede jewelry box, $348, 
sheltering Van Cleef & Arpels’s i8K-gold 
and diamond Fantasy watch (with 
interchangeable colored straps), $18,200. 
Coach, 800-262-2411; Van Cleef & Arpels, 
800-822-5797.

55 Piero Lissoni achieves a balance between 

sexy looks and practical comfort with his 
p^5er-thin yet sturdy and supple Paper chair, 
upholstered in red cotton duck; $771, at 
Cappellini Modem Age. In NYC, 212-966-0669.

“As the great 
Elsie de ‘Wolle said;

Put a ahj' person m a 
\red C5iiair. and watch 
\ tlTBrn blossom

m

Nna 0ampbE!i, intero'dffiignef

57 “Red China”-

this bisque rooster 
jar boasts a gold 
hand-painted 
chinoiserie design. 
From John Rossclli 
& Associates, $2,500 
for a set of two.

56 Like baseball,

decorating is a game ^
of inches. You’ll mea
sure up smartly with 
a red-leather-cased 
tape, $28, from Coach.
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HOW LIFE’S
little dramas play out

DEPENDS
in part on how you set

THE STAGE.

E.irnc'ir discussioas bv die lircpiace. Infectious laughter in ihc dining room. Quiet reflection in the 
suidv. If idl happens in vour home. .ftnJ Karasian can help create a setting of intimacT. making those 
times ei-en richer, t ear after vear. After all, don't life’s most cherished moments deserve the world's 

most cherished rugs and carpets? Pictured is Garden Breeze from the Woolcheck Heathers"collection.

IiKaraStafC
O200() Karastan. Tor a Karasran Collections Brochure: I-B(X>-2-}4"1120. exi, N,\25 or karastan.com 

Please coatacf vour Gallcrj' o( IXsign [Icalcr or la)cai Imcnor [)c.signcr
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58 Red lacquered walls 

longer require several coats of 
paint. With Camouflage I papcj 
from Stark WaUcovering, all 
you need is glue.

n>

■■ r •

Am
Ki:

Red is exotic, ^varm, 
sexy, and strong.

I love it as an accent in my wardrobe and 
my borne. I am in ecstasy wben I have

‘Black Magic* roses in my li\'ing room” - 
— Gail Baral, Aigabar Home & Gardens ^

60 Scarlet lips will always set ^

pulses racing. Get the look right 
with ChaneFs Red Coromandel 
Hydrabase lipstick, $21.

/59 Some peop!

sunglasses so as not to be 
recognized. Not so the 
woman who wears Bulgari’s

e wear

61m-

weather wickerbold, red-framed shades,
by Lloyd/Flanders$285. She’s most definitely

goes m exciting newnot afraid to be noticed.
directions with theSeveral shapes available.
royal red color option,800-BULGAR1.
in pieces ranging from

daybeds to porch swings
Below, a round end
table, S406 (includes
glass top, not shown).
888-227-8252.

been my favorite color. To
me, red symbolizes a zest

for life, love, courage, pure
optimism, adventure, and deep

loyalty. It reminds me of
wine, the heart, blood, and fire*

Susan Miller, astrologer
108



call BOO-648-82 I 0For an authorized retailer.
www.swarovski.com

Years of
the Dragon

1904

19 16

1928

1940

1952

1964

1976

1988

2000

20 12

2024
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white hot
62 Slatkin & Co., maker of the 

hottest scented candles of the 
’90s, gives us Elton 2000, S54, a 
light marine scent in gel form. A 
portion of the proceeds benefits the 
Elton John AIDS Foundation. At 
Neiman Marcus. 800-937-9146.

✓ / Ti
/

J 63 The stylish Stadium Daybed, by
interior designer Christopher Coleman, 
is an Art Deco dream in white doeskin

[S3

^ vinyl and chrome, $4,800.

I love white walls, white flowers, and 
a fresh white sketch pad

44

99
— Reed Krakoff, Coach Leal

Effective in modern and 
classic environments, mono
chromatic ohjets are increas
ingly popular with interior 
designers. Blanc de Chine, 
the white porcelain from the 
Dehua region of China, is 
one example where beauty 
meets flexibility This bottle 
vase, $15,000, at the Chinese 
Porcelain Company, is 14.5 
inches tall and dates from the 
Qianlong period (i8th cen
tury). In NYC, 212-838-7744.

Wfiite c larifk^
in its

tx)okin^ at
wliito the

iiiincl and brings 
ix^ac-o, and no one^ ever 

p:ets of ii"
—Federico de Vera, designer

L HouseCfCardcn - apkil zooo



THE ONLY THING OUR NEW CASEMENT WINDOW 

CRANK WILL CATCH IS YOUR ATTENTION.
At long last, blinds, shades, and curtains can breathe a sigh of relief, and so can you. Because with Pella's all-new

casement, nothing can get poked, prodded, or caught on a protruding window crank. It comes with afold-away handle

that flips open when you need it, then tucks neatly back into place when you don't. It's always out of the way. In fact.

you might not even know it's there. And that's truly noteworthy. To find out more, contact us at 1 -800-54-PELLA or

visit our website at www.pella.com.

VIEWED TO BE THE BEST*C2000 Pella Corpaaoon C357Z0FB



Illinois

Carlson Floors, Inc. 
Geneva, IL, (630) 232-4964

Carpets by Komick, Ltd. 
Chicago, JL. (3J2; 467-9500

Central Rug & Carpel Co., Inc. 
Evonsfon, IL, (847) 475-1190

Deerpath Caipel & Rug, Inc. 
Lake Forest, IL, (847) 295-3737

My house is 
white space, 

my office is white 
space, I wear whi 

shirts seven days a 
week. I am the link

— Rand Elliott, archit

DeSitler Carpel & Rug, Inc.
Carol Stream, IL. (630) 653-5200 

La Grange. IL. (708) 352-3535

Lake Shore Carpet 
Highwood, IL, (847) 926-0066

Pedian Rug, Inc. 
Lincolnwood, Oakbrook Terrace & 

Arlington Heights, IL. (847) 675-9111

65 With their space-age forms that 

also harken back to tribal art, Olivier 
Gagnier’s distinctive ceramics, like this 
20-inch-tall Marly 
vase, $400, are beau
tiful and thought- 
provoking. From 
Pucci International.

Sweeney Brothers 
Bloomington, IL. (309) 662-7800

Village Carpets 
Wmnfifea. JL, (847) 446-3800 
Chicago, IL, (773) 935-8500

66 Dramatic in 
scale, this milky, 
opaline glass chemist’s 
jar with removable 
lid, $2,250, stands 33 
inches tall. From 
Lorin Marsh.

Indiana

Bialdey’s Designer Floors 
Carmel & Indianapolis, IN, (317) 576-8200

The Carpet
Craftsman-Lagemann Carpel 

Fori Wayne. IN. (2J9) 490-3655

My favoT'ite c^oIot—or lack 
of coloi—is wliitc. it is a 

clean c-iinvas. a 
backdrop to inmxJtice the 
'c*olor of the moment"'

— Larry Laslo, designer

Michigan

McLeod Carpet One 
Bloomfield HilLs, MI, (248) 333-7086

McQueen’s Carpets & Rugs 
Bloomfield Hills. Ml. (24S) 647-5250

67zap tables, I
$1,060 and $1,140,3 
by Piero Lissoni, fro 
Cassina. 800-770-35

Ohio

The Final Selection, Inc.* 
Braehwood, OH, (216) 360-0747



I he wool used in a Wools of New Zealand branded carpet ensures that it will look belter longer and 
,ge more gracefully than most carpets. Too bad other things in your home don’t get the same chance, 
learn more about the finest carpets in the world, stop by one of the retailers listed on the adjoining page. 
For additional information, visit us at www.woolsn2.con1, or contact vour interior designer.

WP



AMERICAN
Twice a year, retailers make a pilgrimage to High Point, North Carolina, to preview the latd

PRODUCED BY NEWELL TURNER AND SUZANNE SLESIN

PHOTOGRAPHED BY TREVOR RAY HART STYLED BY MICHAEL REYNOLDS



I
Geometric The great lines of the Tonic
Maple Grid cabinet. S2.250. opposite page, by Brian
Kane and Mark Kapka for Offi and Company, and
the bright red Fleet stacking shelf ur>it $4,485, by
Bradley Narduzzi for Dellarobbia, Irw.. frame Karim
Rashid’s American Landscape sectional. $9,995,
for Galerkin Design. Post & Beam Ralph
Lauren Home Collection’s Stockwell four-poster
bed, this page, $11,385, is a teak beauty.

BEAUTIES
umiture. Here, shown on their home turf, are our favorite pieces from the new collections

"5



Furniture that takes its cue from the great outdoors, bringing faui

Wild Ones A trio of elk chairs wait to 
be snared for the modern-day squire. 
Designed by William G. Faber for Century 
Furniture’s British Open Collection, the seats 
combine maple with pin-knotty cherry 
veneer and cushions upholstered in leather.

ii6



flora to decorative pieces, will add natural charm to any room

Lyrical Birds and leaves are entwirted 
in an intricate grapevine motif on this 
dramatic hartd-forged iron screen, $3,465, 
by La Barge. The 7-foot-tall freestanding 
screen provides a cathedral-window divider 
for an entryway or garden room.

117



Dive In Woven resin and pool-patterned fabric, below, are perfectly 
suited for Brown Jordan’s outdoor Fusion chaise, $1,899, and 
ottoman, $589. COUntry Club Woli-heeled sofas, bottom, 

include Alain Huln's yellow Seashell Arm sofa, $4,200, tor Harden 
Furniture, Inc.; a blue floral English Country sofa, $6,454, from 
Century Furniture; and Alexa Hampton’s Drawing Room sofa. $5,500, 
for the Mark Hampton Collection at the Hickory Chair Company.

Rrst Class This butter-yellow soto, 
$9,593, by John Black for the Continental 
Collection at Baker Furniture is top of the 
line. Pack your things in trunk and suHcasa 
look-alikes from Milling Road, MulhoHand 
Brothers, Sarreid, artd Henredon.





Gracious living calls for pedigreed pieces with a touch of whim

Manored Stylish grandeur unites a hand- 
painted armoire, $5,700, from the Coronado 
collection at Bernhardt; a walnut side table, 
$3,915, from the Victoria and Albeit Museum 
Collection at John Widdicomb; and the Grotto 
chandelier, $1,800, from Currey & Company.

120



Mixed Doubles High-back chairs make
compatible partners. Henredon Furniture’s 
dark wood designs are $2,115 each. The 
Thompson side chairs, about $4,700 each, are 
Thomas O’Brien’s opening serve for Hickory 
Chair Company. Sources, see back of book.

121



dlGlt by ethne clarke

hot, dry South, where I now garden, I 
picked up a copy of Betsy Clebsch’s A 
Book of Salvias. Then a friend loaned me 
Elizabeth Lawrence’s book on southern 
gardening. Soon afterward, I attended 
a conference; Clebsch was one of the 
speakers, along with Bobby J. Ward 
whose A Garden of One's Own, co-edited 
with Barbara Scott, anthologizes some 
of Lawrence’s best writing,

Like so many of us, Lawrence started 
gardening as a child, enchanted by the 
Latin names on the seed packets her 
mother got for their North Carolina 
garden and by her mother's recitation of 
the parable of the sowei; A^iiich established 
for Elizabeth “the relation between

words to grow on
Next to the proper tools, a gardener’s best 
friend is her library

o
NJE MV ST be as willing 
to study as to dig for a 
knowledge of plants is 
acquired as much from 
books as from experience. ”

Elizabeth Lawrence wrote those words 
in the introduction to her 1942 book, 
A Southern Garden. With two medium
sized walls supporting a couple of 
hundred linear feet of gardening books, 
I can only agree. My titles range from 
plant monographs to dictionaries like 
Scooter Cheatham and Marshall John
ston’s The Useful Wild Plants of Texas, 
Volume 1. Abronia to Arundo (Texas is a big 
state) to manuals of landscape design. 
There is also a fair smattering of histor
ical (and possibly hysterical) texts, such 
as Shirley Hibberd’s nineteenth-century 
best-seller. Rustic Adornments for Homes 
of Taste, and every book (jraham Stuart 
Thomas has ever written.

Like many gardeners, I began my 
collection with a lavishly illustrated, 
step-by-step manual in the “all you 
need to know” genre. I soon realized its 
title should have been Almost All Tou 
Need to Know. It wasn’t long before the 
world of secondhand and antiquarian 
gardening books captured my anention. 
One of my first bargain acquisitions was 
The Fragrant Garden, by H.L.V. Fletcher, 
a popular British writer of the 1960s. 
He had a delightful way of lacing prac
tical instruction with snippets of gar
den lore and passages from antique 
gardening texts such as John Parkinson’s 
seventeenth-century Paradisi in Sole 
Paradisus Terrestris, a facsimile copy 
of which I purchased with a large part 
of a small inheritance — I don’t even 
want to think what a genuine edition 
would have cost.

Fletcher’s chapter on old-fashioned 
roses got me hooked. The description of 
their deliciously fragrant flowers was as 
heady as their romantic histories and 
names. To this day, I’m a sucker for a

curiously named plant, or one that 
has claims to “heritage,” and believe 
that, next to a stainless-steel trowel 
and a sharp border fork, the gardener’s 
most useful tool is the written word— 
somebody else’s or your own, since 
the keeping of a garden journal should 
be as routine as deadheading.

In thinking about what to grow in the

A

«
M
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of the dog’s tooth violet (Erytbonium 
dens-cantj) are edible, hence its other 
common name, wild peanut. You can 
understand how easy it would be to 
become totally preoccupied.

And that, it rums out, is what h^pened 
to Betsy Clebsch, who met Lawrence in 
the early 1960s. Reflecting on their early 
association, Clebsch recalls how she, 
too, started writing to market bulletin 
suppliers, ordering plants and then try
ing to identify what arrived. The experi
ence helped to set Clebsch’s course in 
gardening, so that when she discovered 
the genus Salvia, she was ready for the 
challenge of its tangled taxonomy. 
“There were ail these wonderful sages 
for the garden, some unnamed and some 
sharing names; it was a complete mess 
and something I could really get my 
teeth into.” And she has been chewing 
on it ever since the early 1980s, when 
she first trundled off to Baja California 
in Mexico to stalk the wild salvias. 
Which is pretty much what happened to 
me in reading A Southern Garden. One 
thing led to another, and before I knew 
it. ... Now, what page was I on?

die it HOOK SOIRCKS

Ql KST IXXIKS
774 Santa Ynez 
Stanford, CA 94305 
(Gretl Meier) 
phone: 650-324-3119

poetry and the soil.” Ward tells me that 
Lawrence’s book collection held about 
400 volumes and that many were 
interleaved with seed and plant lists, 
newspaper and magazine clippings, and 
even pressed flowers.

Lawrence’s passion for plants led her 
into a quest for all the old-fashioned 
flowers of America’s garden heritage. 
In the 1950S, Eudora Welty introduced 
her to market bulletins and agricultural 
reviews, whose advertising pages offered 
plants and seeds for sale or exchange. 
Many of the plants that Lawrence 
received via the market bulletin cor
respondents came with only a common 
name, so she set about identifying their 
Latin names. But it was the poetic 
charm of the old-fashioned labels that 
seems to have inspired her: cat-bell 
{Crotalaria saptalis)-, spider’s legs {Cleome 
lutea)\ feather hyacinth iMascari comosum 
plumosuni). The plant lore that she gath
ered was part of the romance also; one 
correspondent told her that the bulbs

IHI'; .\!Mi;i*K'A.X Hfyi’A.MS'l'.

P.O. Box 532 
1103 West Truitt 
Chillicothe.lL 61523-0532 
(Keith Crotz) 
phone: 309-274-5254 
fax: 309-274-6143 
agbook@intco.com

B.VItIVVKA I AH>H\VOHTH. 

j:it
P.O. Box 9 
407 Route 12B
West Cornwall, CT 06796-0009 
(Barbara Farnsworth) 
phone: 860-672-6571 
fax: 860-672-3099 
bfbooks@snet.net

I l.OILV &: I VI >A IKK)KS 
121 First Avenue South 
Seattle, WA 98104 
(David Hutchinson) 
phone: 206-623-4727 
fax: 206-623-2001ciiitP
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These are just a few of each ^ dtSCribe what to expect fromA picture ii worth a thousand 
•Avkky BOARl>.^L\N’s new' siGNATiritK A fresh new line of custom upholstered,
estate-quall6|?^bfas. Each and every piece is promised to he as custom, as comfortable and as durable 
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built to withstand New England winters, 
the buildings have acquired that air of 
having been here forever, and, mindful of 
preservation, the Hills have made few 
changes. The main house stands next to a 
bam, atop a fairly steep slope, overlook
ing a woodland pond. A diminutive early- 
nineteenth-century cabin sits across the 
water. Originally situated near the house, 
the elegant shack was too small to be use
ful, the Hills felt. So they moved it to the 
far side of the pond, thereby increasing its 
popularity with their children—now 
grown—who used it as a clubhouse.

The grounds of the Hills’ farm, how
ever, have seen dramatic change. Where 

subsistence crops once grew, May HUl 
has created some of the most alluring 
flower^rdens in Connecticut. An art 
historian by training, in the 1980s she 
took up a vigorous interest in Ameri
can garden history In the intervening 
years. Hill has written two books on

In Connecticut, garden writer
May Brawley Hill follows her own script
for growing old-fashioned beauty

on canvas. It is the site of the oldest 
recorded farmhouse in Warren, Con
necticut, and of the Hill family home for 
the past 25 years.

In many ways, their farmstead still 
looks the same as it has throughout the 
centuries. The animals haven’t changed 
much in 200 years. Chickens, cows, a soli
tary bull, and several teams of prize oxen 
all graze from the turf that fed their pre
decessors. There isn’t a sp>eck of paint on

S
WEEPING HIS AR.MS m

a gesture reminiscent of 
an orchestra leader, Fred
erick Hill, a distinguished 
New York art dealer and 

an expert on American paintings, pre
sented the landscape to his guests. It was 
clearly eighteenth or early-nineteenth 
century. Moreover, it was in mint 
condition—original to the last detail, 
or so it seemed to those of us viewing 
it for the first time. Carefully and 
critically, he pointed out later addi
tions to the complex of farmhouses 
that stood out against the bucolic 
background. Hill’s affectionate tone 
implied that this masterpiece of 
Americana was the possession that 
he and his wife. May Brawley Hill, 
an author and authority on period 
gardens, valued above all others. 
The landscape was not, of course, 
for sale. Nor, for that matter, was it

PRETTY IN PINK In her garden, Hill 
says, she pays extra attention 
*^0 the shape and texture of plants,' 
such as this Centaurea dealbata.

House;TGarden . apkil 2000126





the effort she took to get it 
staned First she had to relocate 
rows of vegetables, which occu
pied a spot between the house 
and bam that was perfect for a 
flower garden. Then there were 
stubborn grasses and weeds and 
some tough raspberry canes to 
move. Next she shaped the 
earth into four triangular beds 
centered on a sundial 

At last. Hill’s flower garden 
was ready for plants. “Lambs’ 
ears and Allium senescens made 
tidy edgings,” she recalls. “I 
filled the beds with divisions of 
old favorites, gifts from other 
gardeners, and new plants that 
I wanted to learn about. Not expecting dozen that border the shrubs along the 
instant results, I gave each bed one large fence. A plume poppy shoot grew into 
plant or shrub—wild indigo in one trian- the boldly beautiful, if aggressive, clump
gle, smoke bush in another— to visually that anchors one comer next to the bam.
fill the space while the perennials filled Several hopeful Vilipendula rubra were 
out. I paid more attention to shape and equally feisty, and expanded to give an 
texture of plants, and having enough of airy authority to the other comer. In 
each kind to avoid spottincss, than to another triangular bed, Hill placed a small,
flower color and bloom time.”

One lady’s mantle engendered the

hoMebase

the subject and lectured extensively, pro
claiming her belief that the United States 
enjoys a recognizable garden tradition 
independent of British or European 
influence. In her view, a different climate 
and the exigencies of frontier life forced 
colonists to develop their own ways of 
planting crops, herbs, and flowers. The 
“pleasure gardens” that appeared in 
front of rural dwellings in Colonial days 
gradually developed into a distinct type, 
which she calls “the old-fashioned gar
den.” The term became part of the title 
of her first book, Grandmother's Garden: 
The Old-fashioned American Garden 
186^^191$ (Abrams, Fumishingthe 
Old-fashioned Garden followed in 1998, 
enjoying equal success.

1 IKE HER BOOKS, May Hill’s own 
version of the old-fashioned garden 
is also the fruit of her studies. 

“What I wanted was an American cot
tage garden overflowing with old favor
ites,” says Hill, who wearily remembers

unidentified plant she had been given 
as a gift. It turned out to be rosinweed



trees, native ferns popped up in its place. 
The ferns thrive in the cool shade, propa
gate quickly, and arc maintenance-free. 
Another path Hill devised is lined with 
sugar maples and silver maples, and leads 
to a group of flower beds filled with a 
delightfiil collection of species primroses.

As she has often stated in her candid 
and concise commentary on the state 
of the horticultural art, Hill believes that 
gardening is an intensely personal activity 
It requires an extraordinary degree of 
patience with the whims of nature, and a 
perpetual willingness to try out new 
ideas. And as tedious as gardening can 
sometimes be, Hill cautions that satis
faction is never complete if you 
delegate the work to others. Good gar
dens, she feels, should grow slowly, keep
ing pace with the growing experience 
of those who plant and tend them. A visit 
to her farm makes it abimdantly clear that 
May Hill practices what she preaches— 
and proves how much useful wisdom 
there is in her advice.

{Silphium perforliatum), and proved to be 
the perfect vertical accent for the bed’s 
apex when joined by the eight-foot-tall 
giant coneflower. Black snakeroot fulfills 
the same function in the adjacent bed. 
Such heirloom perennials and native 
plants are remarkably hardy, surviving 
heat, cold, drought, and neglect.

Over the years, Hill has gradually 
expanded her gardens. Beds of hollyhock 
and foxglove now nestle against the cl^^5- 
board walls of the old farm buildings and 
decorate the wood fences that run along 
the driveway, serving as a perfect counter
point to the main flower beds. One gar
den bur.sts with blossoms at its core; 
another forms a floral frame. The two 
areas complement and balance each other, 
making a gem of simple garden design.

The planrings that stretch out into the 
surrounding woods show off the subtler 
side of May Hill’s skills. The countryside 
surrounding her family’s farm is, for the 
most part, thickly wooded. A particularly 
lovely walk she has devised leads across a 
footbridge and under a glade of m^les, 
oaks, and birches. After the Hills cleared 
away the tangled underbrush beneath the

COUNTRY PLEASURES Rather than have 
wide swathes of color. Hill prefers to 
place bloomins plants—like the purple 
Johnny-Jump-ups, below—as bright 
accents around her garden. From the 
curtained window of her office (which 
shares space with the garage In the 
building), opposite page, Hill has a close 
view of plume poppies,' other prominent 
plants include spiky black snakeroot, 
pink-topped filipendula, and raspberry 
canes, growing outside the rail fence.

^ *
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SENGA MORTIMER h a former garden 
editor of this magazine.
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to repair an ugly gash in the barren 
landscape. The landscape, as in all the 
Earth EUgies images, is an invention, a 
composite of actual environments, old 
photographs, and stage sets.

The carefully choreographed figure 
trying valiantly to care for the scarred 
earth around him, the immense terrain, 
and the outlandish needle create a mon
umental yet intimate tableau, one that 
is also slyly optimistic. As you discern 
the influences—Magritte, Kafka, Native 
American myths—that Shana and 
Robert ParkeHarrison cite, you will 
notice also how well those influences 
have been absorbed into something 
unexpectedly new.

earth angel
Robert ParkeHarrison’s pliotographs mend 
our connection to the natural world

for the viewer, a kind of earnest Every
man who invites the rest of us into the 
experience of each image.

“Mending the Earth” {above), part of 
the Earth Elegies series (which was on 
view at the Bonni Benrubi Gallery in 
New York City until March 4), shows 
ParkeHarrison’s Everyman wielding 
an enormous needle as he struggles

OBERT ParkeHarrison 
and his wife, Shana, 
compose mysterious 
photographs about the 
complex relationship 

between man and nature. Dressed in 
an ill-fitting black suit of indetermi
nate vintage, ParkeHarrison always 
appears in these pictures as a stand-inr
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3Rt CT&£t by arthurc. danto

OMPOSED OF robust 
materials like scone and 
steel, sculpture might be 
thought CO flourish out
side, in harmony with 

nature, rather than enclosed within 
gallery walls, which it merely shares 
with paintings. Such placement is often 
less poetic than it sounds, however. 
Sculpture depends on the interaction of 
light and shadow for its effects, which 
tend to dissipate under changing skies. 
It is vulnerable to birds, to weeds, to 
falling leaves. And when the sculpture 
is in a well-tended garden, it is prone 
to ornamcntalization—akin to urns, 
sundials, birdbaths, and, well, statuary. 
How often does anyone look at the 
sculptures that line the promenades of 
Versailles or the Belvedere?

Sculpture resists this diminution only 
when conceived from the beginning as 
outdoor, rather than displaced indoor, 
art. The best examples transfigure their 
settings into parts of themselves, so that 
if, for whatever reason, they were 
brought into a museum, they would 
transform whatever space they occu
pied into an implicit garden. So-called 
site-specific sculpture rarely achieves 
such magic, but when the sculpture 
defines the setting—when it is the set
ting, as in Antonio Gaudi’s Park Guell 
in Barcelona—garden and sculpture 
become one. We might speak of these as 
sculpture gardens — sculptures that are 

gardens, rather than merely 
placed, as edifying baubles, 
amidst a garden’s pathways 
and plantings.

The little-known sculpture 
garden that adjoins Grant’s 
Tomb on the Upper West Side 
of Manhattan is a thrilling 
example of this genre. It is 
mainly visited by neighbor
hood residents, many of 
whom participated in build
ing it in the early 1970s, but 
it is without question the 
greatest folk-art complex in 
New York, and perhaps in 
America It consists of mosaic 
benches flowing organically 
into one another to form a 
sinuous, serpentine boundary

C

benchmarks
High over the Hudson, a great folk-art 
garden created in the 1970s still survives

GORGEOUS MOSAIC The colorful benches 

surrourvding Grant’s Tomb, a neighborhood 

project led by artist Pedro Silva and created 

by adults and children from the community, 

remain a source of local pride.

HouteerGwdcn . April 2000132
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Orange Butter 
1 stick (V2 cup) 
unsalted butter 

IV2 teaspoons grate 
orange peel 
2 teaspoons 

orange preserves 
2 teaspoons orange 

blossom honey

The European Secret to ffT '
Soft, Spreadable Butter
The French-inspired Butter Bell 
crock keeps butter fresh outside of 

the refrigerator for days without 
spoilage or odors. Flavor and 
freshness are protected by an airtight 
seal of water at the base of the crock.
Comes in many styles and colors.
Pictured: the orginal handpainled 
floral design; $21.95 + $5.95 s/h. Visit 
our online catalog at www.butterbell.com or call 1-888-575-1900 to order. 
CA res, add 8.25% lax, Send ck/m.o. to: L. Tremain, Inc., PO Box 10728, 
Manna del Rey, CA 90292. Makes a great Mother’s Day gift!
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' “The Butter Bell crock
„ _ allows the flavors of 

^ flesh, herbed butters to 
blend beautifully for a 
rich, delicious t^e."

Refer Roelarrt—&iecuftie 
Chef 0/the Four Oaks 

Restaurant, Bel Ak,
Cakfymia, shares one of his 

favotj^ ftavored txjtter
radpes-especMygood the mixtur© intO the ButB 

with scones, muffins or 
other bre^rfyst breads.

B <?UrFg..

Allow butter to softenj 
Mix all ingredients witi 

a wire whisk urttil 
well-combined. Plac<

.V

Bell crock and serve.

The Dream Cleaner
Pumice, with its pure and abrasive power, 
has the amazing ability to clean tough 
household grime. Pumie*. the all- 
natural pumice stick, is safe and perfect 
for indoor and outdoor cleaning.
• Removes stains in tubs, sinks, 

and toilet bowls.
* Cleans ovens, grills and iron cookware.

‘ Removes lime, rust and unwanted paint.
Works wonders on swimming pools, showers, garden 
tools, barbeques and more. At food, drug, hardware

SCOURING

and home centers, or call 1-800-423-3037. United States 
Pumice Co.. 20219 Bahama Street. Chatsworth. CA 91311.

Exclusive Lid Gripper for touchless lid removal

No More Sharp Edges 
on Can & Lid!
A Can Opener That Works Safely
A perfect gift for every cook, this ncu 
can opener from Kuhn Rikon raise:; 
the standards for all can openers 
The Safety Lid Lifter eliminates ibt 
hazard of razor sharp edges after openin g 
cans. The patented Lid Gripper, a min 
set of pliers that pulls the lid up and away, 
makes any can safe and easy to open 
regardless of shape or size. Designed with 
food safely in mind, 
diny lids (and germs) 
stay out of the can and 
your hands never need 
to touch the lid. The 
best new kitchen gadget |K ill IB 
of 1999 is available |B 11| P 

in shiny stainless 
steel with a soft grip 
turnkey for $24.95, 
or in an elegant 
white version 
for $15.95. Call 
1-800-859-6994 !?

ext. HG04 or visit 
the Kuhn Rikon web^e 
at www.kuhnrikon.com

It
wr*.

The wamilli of fine wood raised panels is available and practk<il again

Enffmd
Classic Look for the can 

opener in the can!
CAUUSAT: aaa.UD.C324 

OR VISIT OUR WnStTE: 
NCWeNCLANDCLAtSIC.COMbf'lUr walls arc wearing.view NEW ENCIAND CLASSIC
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Michiko Usami, 24, takes care of wholesale accounts for department! Bodum, Tokyo. Majored In design, fashion design and cooking. Lovii 
because she has the freedom to contribute whicn is still unusual for I
japan. Likes the simplicity of Bodum reflected in both the products an«l 
pany structure. Works 6 days a week, ten hours a day. Plus 3 hours oil per day. If she could wish for anything she'd have two bodies - one til 
work all the time. The moment after she’s eaten is when she’s happyl
she’d like to be married and have a house and garden outside Tokyo. 
Loves tea and Shin Cha because it's easier to use than teabags and pe
traditional way of tea brewing.
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benches confirm this visionary claim, protection than surrounding the mau- 
Whoever wished to contribute was soleum with a chain-link fence, and 
given pencil and paper to work out a theNationalParkServiceshowedimag- 
design, and was then shown how to cut, ination and idealism in commission- 
shape, and lay colored tiles. Only in part ing the work. “The reason the benches 
was the project meant to give outlet to have survived so well,” Silva’s daughter, 
the banked artistic energies of ordinary Rhondi, has said, “is that the people 
individuals. The project was mainly who were doing the graffiti were the 
intended to give some meaning tt> Grant’s ones creating the benches.” What no 
Tomb. The hope was that the increas- one particularly expected was that they 
ingly vandalized building might be would turn out to be a gift to the world— 
preserved by turning destructiveness an audaciously realized monument, 
into artistic energy. Community partici- magnificently sited and filled with the 
pation was felt to be a more certain kinds of surprises children love to dis-

I cover in picture books.

aRt craft
flag, his face, his horse—who lies behind 
the gray wall of engaged columns that 
form the space’s southern boundary.

The benches—there is no official 
name for them—were the idea of Pedro 
Silva, a Chilean-born American artist, 
who worked with an estimated 3,000 
volunteers from the area, many 
of whom were neighborhood chil
dren. Artist Joseph Beuys famously 
said that everyone is an artist, and the

t HE BENCHES had thc effect, 
then, of transforming aggressive 
impulses—it was in thc neigh

borhood of Grant’s Tomb that graffiti 
was invented—into a kind of moral ded
ication, much as the Furies were turned 
into guardians of the law in the Oresteia 
of Aeschylus. In less idealistic times, 
however, thc benches gave rise to a 
different generation of Furies: those 
bent on removing the work felt it to be 
inconsistent with the aesthetics of thc 
tomb and the gravity of its function. A 
Park Services memorandum of 1995 rec
ommended a fence around the perime
ter of the tomb site, with floodlights to 
assure security. It argued that the 
“period of significance” for Grant’s 
Tomb was the 1890s and certainly not 
thc raucous 1970s, to which the benches 
belong. A meeting to discuss their 
removal—an exercise in bureaucratic 
vandalism—aroused the community, 
whose .spirit was mingled with thc art, 
and the plan was indefinitely shelved.

None of the strife and politics need 
color the mood of tranquillity the 
benches evoke. They are wonderful in 
every season. One enjoys them most fully 
if one comes with a companion, to point 
out for each other the details of the 
decorative program and identify the sym
bols that spill across the marvelously 
wavy benches. And don’t miss the touch
ing eighteenth-century memorial to ‘An 
Amiable Child,” placed there a century 
before Grant was. It is just a few steps 
north and across Riverside Drive.

Hot, live gardening action 
24 hours a day.

garden.comeverything under the sun

ARTHUR C. OANTO is art critic for The 
Nation and the author of After the End 
of Art, among other books.

Plants I tools | advice | delivery | chat 1

to get free cool weekly gardening tipsemail U
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rEdls(30veries by elizabeth pochoda

whitman sampletr
In Camden, the ordinary house of an 
extraordinary jx>et is lovingly restored

N 1884, THE POET of the 
open road settled into a small, 
dark, clapboard house on 
Mickle Street in Camden, New 
jersey, for which he had paid 

$1,750. The bright, bucolic Long Island 
of hi.s childhood (“From Paumanok 
starting I fly like a bird”) and the vibrant 
Brooklyn and Manhattan of his young 
adulthood (“Stand up, tall masts of 
Mannahatta! / vStand up, beautiful hills of 
Brooklyn!”) had b«:n crucial to Leaves of 
Grass, the most courageous enterprise in 
all of American literature, and one 
of the most controversial. By his 
Camden years Walt Whitman was ill, 
exhausted, a little discouraged—and 
safe to love. He was a celebrity; his com
forting gray visage appeared on cigar 
boxes and canned goods. His well-worn

Lincoln lecture and his recita
tion of “O Captain! My Captain!,” 
an uncharacteristically conven
tional piece of rhyme and meter, 
drew crowds of moneyed people.
The scandalous sexual and polit
ical material in his work had 
been forgotten, absorbed into 
the general commodification of 
the poet as a genial sage.

This was not the sort of renown that 
Whitman had envisioned when he set 
about writing the great poem of the 
republic. He had put all of America into 
Leaves of Grass, and he wanted it to be 
read by ail of America. Otherwise, why Camden hou.se is discovering how much
had he gone to the trouble of overseeing the poet of the common man lived the
every aspect of its printing and then of ordinary life of his day. You have only 
reviewing it, under various pseudonyms, to consider the houses of other nine 
him.self? Neither money, of which he teenth century American writers—

Melville, Hawthorne, Mark 
Twain, Stowe, or Dickinson 
for instance—to appreciate 
the vast difference.

Margaret O’Neil, the able 
and imaginative curator of 
the Whitman house, says 
she makes sure to tell visit
ing schoolchildren from the 
impoverished city of Cam
den and its surroundings 
“that a major poet lived here 
and that people came from 
all over the world to see 
him.” Whitman would have

1
had only a little anyway, nor celebrity 
could compensate him for not finding a 
well-worn copy of his book in the pock 
ets of every working man and woman. 
And so, what is especially pleasant about 
visiting the recent restoration of his

TOUCH OF THE POET The 

house, above, was a melange 

of accidental acquisitions. 

Whitman’s hat, cane. 

Knapsack, and boots are 

on display in his bedroom, 

left, along with some of his 

furniture. The carpet was 

reproduced by Family Heir* 

Loom Weavers, the wallpaper 
by Brunschwig & Fils.
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FExliscxiveries

liked that, too. His large spirit spent its 
last years in these cramped rooms, but 
he never thought largeness of spirit 
depended upon material plenty or that 
the elegant soul required material ele
gance. Quite the opposite, as his elo
quent preface to the 1855 edition of 
Leaves makes clear.

Even the roughness of American life 
that he celebrated could survive 
in these genteel Victorian rooms. 
Naturallv, their meticulous and 
costly restoration, funded by the 
State ofNew Jersey Department 
of Environmental Protection, 
required omitting the blizzard of 
papers and the menagerie of pets 
reported in contemporary ac
counts of 328 Mickle Street. But 
Whitman's hat, boots, and back
pack are here, and their crude 
beauty gets along fine in these 
domestic surroundings, just as 
their owner did. The restorers 
have been careful not to gentrify 
or prettify things. Page Cowley 
of Cowley & Prudon Architects, 
who is responsible for the detec
tive work involved in the res
toration, says she was guided by 
one principle in assembling the 
paint colors, wallpaper, light fix
tures, and carpets: “When things jarred, 
we knew we were onto something. 
When we were pleased with an effect, 
we knew it was probably inauthentic."

Working from old black-and-white 
photographs, Cowley tried to identify 
the hodgepodge of wallpaper patterns 
that you see in the parlor, She looked 
at patterns in museums and in the 
archives of various firms, figured out 
their likely color schemes, and took the 
patterns to Brunschwig & Fils to be 
printed. Then on to a similar process 
for the kitchen paper, which was 
printed by Scalamandre; the carpet, 
which was made by Family Heir-Loom 
Weavers; and the light fixtures, which 
were reproduced by Jefferson Art 
Lighting in Michigan. The furnishings 
themselves arc authentic, down to the 
bed in which the poet died. Resisting 
the impulse to improve upon the decor, 
Cowley respected the spirit of the

poet’s meager possessions, manyofwhichj 

were castoffs, gifts from friends, 
brought by Mary Oakes Davis, with 
whom he shared the house and who 
acted as his housekeeper.

Such faithful restorations usually give 
off the whiff of a shrine. This one,! 

tucked away in unlovely Camden, gives 
you instead a distinct feeling of the poet
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MELTING POT Mostofthe meager possas- 

sions in the house Whitman called his 

‘^oop” or his ‘‘shanty” were gifts to 

the poet, such as the statue of Grover 

Cleveland in the parlor; the piano lamp, 

donated by his housekeeper, Mary Oavis; 

and the portrait of a Dutch ancestor, 

over the mantel. The wallpapers were 

reproduced by Brunschwig & Fils.

in his time. Accounts of Whitman’s 
funeral—a suitably boisterous affair with 
plenty of food and drink and lively 
music—describe the thousands of ordi
nary citizens who were allowed to walk 
through the house for a glimpse of the 
poet’s life. Those who had read his 
poems may have been surprised to find 
that the man who located the core of 
reality in ecstasy, praise, and the volu: 
tuousness of the body lived pretty much 
as they did. On the other hand, perhaps 
they were gratified.
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paSSiNg fancies by david colman

(don’t) paint it black perfect companion to the era’s nihilis
tic, nightlife-crazed hedonism. Picture 
Ralston smoking, Andy Warhol put
ting on a turtleneck, Yoko Ono singing, 
and color it in.

But the vogue for black outstripped 
those chic and decadent beginnings. 
Almost in the blink of an eye, the black 
leather sofa became the six-pack of the 
furniture world: a man’s own cloud nine. 
Whereas a gentleman’s rooms may have 
at one time reveled in wood paneling, 
duck prints, and a scholarly nude or 
two, the new bachelor pad comprised 
two colors, black and blackish. Why? 
Because it matched the stereo, which 
was to the modem man’s home what the 
fireplace was to his grandfather’s: the 
major source of heat.

Even the kitchen got tarred over, 
with black appliances, black china, and

The tiresome vogue for the absence of 
color is herewith declared over

Cimmerian state of affairs. Who is 
responsible? To paraphrase the ancient 
Chinese proverb: Society prepares the 
crime; the decorator commits it.

As such, black’s infiltration of the 
home was foreseeable, understandable, 
maybe even justifiable. After the insane 
pastels of the 1950s, the Day-Glo 
briars of the 1960s, and the earth tones 
of the 1970S, it was only a matter of 
time, and common sense, before things 
came screeching to a halt, and into 
the darkness we know so well, like a

ET OUT your
widow’s weeds, or 
get out of the way. 
I’ve got a eulogy 
to give. Everyone 
is invited, but with
this caveat: regrets.

flowers, and no one in black.
For it’s acniaily a certain Mr. Black- 

killed in the green billiards room with 
the brass candlestick—whom we mourn
today, So dress for the occasion: in 
mustard, scarlet, plum, or peacock. 
Take your pick.

Have you been feeling mournful? 
Murderous? Jaded, disaffected, blue, 
blue-black, even? Well, maybe you’re 
soaking in it. Black coffee mugs, black 
televisions, black leather sofas, black 
marbles in the bottom of your fishbowl. 
Black blinds, black sheets, black suits, 
black phones, black pots and pans, 
black halogen floor lamps, and black 
gold (Texas tea). Black Mercedes sedans, 
Black Pearls perfume from Liz Taylor, 
black Prada knapsacks, and even black
ened swordfish.

With a dreary, sticky film of noir over 
everything, is it any wonder we have 
black thoughts? It’s not pretty, this

With a dreary film of noir over everything 
no wonder we have black thoughts

j

sleep mask for the home. “Black is often 
the big negation,” says color consultant 
Eve Ashcraft, who uses black in very 
small doses in her work. “So it was 
perfect for that time.”

The time was the late 1970s and early 
1980s, and black decor crept in through
the interior ministrations of____
design maestros like Eric JKK 

Bernard, Joe D’Urso, and 
Michael dc Santis, as the

black Pirelli tiles. “It masculinized that 
room for the first time ever,” Ashcraft 
says. “It really hutched up the place. It 
wasn’t an institutional white, and it cer
tainly wasn’t a decorator color."

And then it spread to the phone. 
“There was a time in the 1970s that 
if you still had a black phone, you 
really didn’t know what was going on,” 

says Beatrice Eiseman, director of the 
^ Pantone Color Institute in New

Housei^yGarden ■ aprh. zooo
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fancies
Jersey and the author of Colors for Tour Every Mood. “Bu 
ten years later, if you had anjthing but a black phone, th( 
same thing was true.”

Black was soon identified not just with high technology, bu 
with being au courant, curiously enveloping both ends of th< 
political spectrum, from the black-tie Reagan White I Ious< 
to the black leather jackets of Act Up activists, from rh< 
dearth of optimism in the design community due to AIDS tc 
the in-the-black highs of the junk-bond bull market.

• H

iY

ouND LIKE A Stretch?Askaround.“IVeconductcc 
word association studies with color for years,’ 
says Eiseman. “At one point in the early eighties 

people would respond to black invariably with ‘mourning, 
‘death,’ and ‘grief,’ and occasionally ‘sophistication.’ Bu 
within just a few years’ time, toward the end of the decade 
I started getting more positive responses. The words 
started hearing were ‘classic,’ ‘expensive,’ ‘sophisticated, 
and the most common, ‘elegant.’ So it did a complete flip 
flop in a really brief time; it usually takes decades fo 
responses to change like that.”

If you ask me, black is the Switzerland of the color world 
supposedly neutral, but these days heavily freighted witl 
unpleasantness. So, all you fashionistas out there who think 
black is the new black, here’s a news flash: Anything but 
black is the new black. People care about color so much 
one study found, that a large percentage of car buyers wouk 
actually opt for a different make or model of car if it cam( 
in the color they wanted.

“Color is a very important consideration for people, right 
at the top of the list, and a lot of companies gloss over it,’ 
says Eiseman. “But the ones that take the time to do studicf 
are surprised how important it is.”

So, while the Dualit toaster came streaming into fashion 
yesterday in chrome, and the supcrfabulous KitchenAic 
mixer made a comeback in frosting white, today’s must-have 
for every overpaid, design-happy caffeine addict is the 
FrancisFrancis! espresso machine, whose friendly little shape 
comes in almost every color of the rainbow. (I prefer the 
sky blue.) And of course, you can get your KitchenAid mixei 
and Dualit toaster in lovely new colors, too, to mix. (Why 
match? I’m thinking red and pale yellow, respectively.) Before 
long you’ll probably be able to get them in the color ol 
the moment, orange. But since that was the official coloi 
of the YzK terrorist-attack/computer-meltdown anxiety, 
it’s already kind of passe.

In i8io, Goethe wrote in his strange and unscientific phe
nomenological treatise Theory of Colours (in which the great 
writer rejected out of hand the concept that light and color 
travel in waves): “People of refinement avoid vivid colors in 
their dress and the objects that are about them, and seem 
inclined to banish them altogether from their presence.” 
Those horrid vivid colors, he says, arc the predilection of 
“savage nations, uneducated people, and children.’

All I can say is that he’s wrong.

S

Stunning country French hiblioreqiie 
sets the tone for formal living and 
beautifully displays antique hcxilui and 
treasured collectibles. The overscale

____________________ sizing creates the impression of builr-in
cabinetry while the aviary wire 
tnmmed doon lend an airy feeling. 
Refined yet relaxed upholstery offers 
inviting and comfortable seating that 

■ handsomely complemented by the 
W wood-framed lounge chair and

ottoman. The well-styled, French-inspired cocktail and lamp tables 
feature scalloped apmas with updated cabriole legs and elegant drop- 
front secretary provides a relaxing place to catch up on family 
correspondence.

Guy Chadckxk & Company is t T 
dedicate! to maintaining a tradition u w 
of excellence, represented by •

distiruxive styling,

t
old wtxld craftsnianshq:< and 
the unique hand distressed 

finish that is
available in 37 •

standard and premium colors. 
Each item is constructed to txder, 
creating timeless heirkxim 
quality home furnishings to be 
treasured through the genera- 

B tions.

Guy Chaddock & Co.
Country French and English Antique Reprodtictions

Bruchvire to the Public • Catalog to the Trade 
(661) 395-5960 * Fax: (661) 395-5970 

2201 East Brundage Lane, Bakersfield, California 93307
Visit OUT website at w%u%v,guychaddock,cnm
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Look at the strength.

Her gentle lines invite me in.

The skin and color — fhm nature.

There's comfiin here.

I'm home.

fOcolors

AMERICANLEATHERCELMO
70 Styles. 70 Colors. Custom Made. 4 Week Delivery.

For our dealer nearest you. call I‘800 *655 *5040 
or visit our website at vrtvwamericanleather.com

Excejwonal lujfs (»> Elmo

Aviibble through devgrar Bennet modular group. C2000 Amoican Leather



lXIVCX)risBCi by jay mcinemey

future returns were light, spritzy beverages that weren’t 
meant to last beyond the succeeding vin
tage.) Ferruccio created a new style of 
full-bodied red wine, using the Sangiovesc 
Grosso grape that he aged in wood casks.

As this wine started to attract atten
tion—and high prices—Ferruccio's 

neighbors began to imitate his practices. Almost 8o years later, 
when Italy codified regional wine making methods in 1963, the 
laws governing Brunello di Montalcino followed Biondi-Santi’s 
techniques. Among the most restrictive in Italy, the regulations 
require five years of aging before release (six years for the riservas). 
The high acidity of the Sangiovesc Grosso grape makes funher 
aging almost imperative, unless you plan to dump the wine in your 
car battery. The glory of Brunello is that it improves and devel
ops complexity for years; Ferruccio’s 1888 vintage has continued 
to astound those lucky enough to have tasted it in recent decades. 
The 1955 Riserva is also legendary, earning a spot on Wine SpecUi- 
tor'% Top Ten Wines of the Century list. And I can personally

confirm that the 1964 is scnsa- 
^ tional—and still developing.

Ferrucciosgrandson Franco pre- 
sides over II Greppo today. A slim, 

r elegant aristocrat who was wearing a 
beautiful single-breasted khaki suit when 

I met him at his villa one summer day in 
1997, he is not a man who believes in instant 

gratification or in change for its own 
sake (or, some would s^, for any other 

sake). There is no stainless steel or 
new oak in the cellar at II Greppo. 

“I don’t trust the new technol
ogy," he says. “I don’t know 

j what it will yield in thirty 
" years." He is as proud of 

the old cement fermen
tation tanks as he is 
of the vast library of 
dusty bottles that go 
h3.ck to the nineteenth 

^ ^ century. And he is fru
gal enough to return 

. the leftover wine in our 
tasting glasses to the old 

oak barrels from which 
it had just been drawn. 

Franco is also proud of his 
north-facing vineyards,which 

further accentuate the high 
acidity of the Sangiovese grapie. 

(Many critics believe that in less 
than perfect vintages, Biondi- 

Santi’s wines are acidic to a fault.) 
And while he doesn’t name any names, 

he dismisses the potential of the vine
yards on the south side of Montalcino.

The years it takes for Brunello cii Montalcino 
wines to come of age are the be>st investment

b AROLO IS THE BACH OF WINE . . .

Strong, supremely structured, a little for
bidding. but absolutely fundamental. 
Barbaresco is the Beethoven, taking those 
qualities and lifting them to hei^^ts of sub

jective passion and pain ... And Brunello is its Brahms, the 
softer, fuller, romantic afterglow of so much strenuoirs excess."

—Michael Dibdin,./! LongFinish

Perched at the peak of a steep, forbidding hill, the town of 
Montalcino towers over the surrounding Italian countryside. 
The same land.scape that has proved 
so forbidding to centuries of would- 
be invaders has also fostered a certain 
amount of cultural isolation. In the 
’70s and ’80s, the red wine known 
as Brunello di Montalcino achieved 
international renown, but its repu
tation has recently lagged some
what in relation to other Tuscan wines.
While the Antinori family 
and a slew of wealthy 
Milanese carpetbag
gers were reviving 
the fortunes of 
Chianti and cre
ating new stars, 
like Sassacaia 
in Bolgheri, the 
sometimes stub
born and long-lived 
Brunellos came 
to seem a little 
dowdy. Change 
has come slowly 
to this part ofTus- 
cany These earthy masculine 
wines require patience, and perhap.s a champion.

For better and for worse, the fortunes of 
Brunello di Montalcino are inextricably linked 
with the Biondi-Santi family The wine was cre
ated in the 1880s by Ferruccio Biondi-Santi at 
II Greppo, his family’s estate. Ferruccio isolated 
a clone of the Sangiovese grape called San
giovese Grosso, or Brunello, after the darkness 
of its skin when ripe. At the time, the region 
was best known for sweet whites made from 
the Moscato grape. (The local reds

>
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A wonderfuliy light-fSied kitchm room «vith a viudted, beamed cciiirig and a mix of Wm Ofu ‘French Country’ and ‘Provenfol* 
style cabinetry. Some details; Grey-black, pauemed granite used alike for cuuntertups and specially fahriccUed Farmhouse comer smk. Forged 
tron handles (one shoumj used to open hidden Tefngcratarlfreezer combos. A “Limestone" Hood ««h stone-like corbels presides over the entire 
assembly and is artfully eidvmced beneath u/ith a diallow, tiled niche over a handsome French'inade commericol cooker.

most elegant traditional kitchens made in America.

Wm^Ois
VAII.
Wm Ohs .Shiiwuxxns 
OREENWICI) 
I’ulnam Kitchens 
HOBE SOUND 
The Kitchen 5>nvnd 
ATLANTA 
LVugn Gallem

CO rerosKEY 
Kitchen 6i Ca 
ECTLOIT METRO 
LtvmK Spaces 
DETROIT MFTRO 
Bella Cucifia 
TKAVERaClTY 
Kirchen & Co. 
MINNEAPOLLS 
North Star ServKes 
ST LOUIS 
Olrn Alspaui^ Ctt
MADISON 
Kitchen Dmen Co.
LAKETAHC^-RENO 
Cabineu Etc. bf Dn«!n

IAS VEGAS
Revival
LONG ISLAND (Himtrn«Kinl 
EumConcepo l.(d.
NEW YORK CITY 
EuroCuncepii Ltd.
TULSA
ShmaciK Kitchent & Bntha 
PHILADELPHA
Jiaime Hudnan Aaoc.
SEATTLE
Kitchen El Beth WotiuNW
JACKSON HlXE 
Jackion Hole Cabinea
For m4wn« oaoide these iliownwm areas aH the Wm 
Ofsi^Ktiirr. 303.371.6550.

Ml NVIir'l SBV8RAL SHOWROOMS DUSPUAY ANCiRITAIL 
^'M OlS CABINCTRY;

•\M iX’Y'ER 
ii. In n Space
A JOLLA 
ii»'hiit»i & Aasoc,

970.926.1155 211.148.6906 702.214.6500
NYCT MlBC

516.493,0981604.6R1.5994 201.661.2270 248.6R2.1600
NYFL MlCA

212.688.910056l.546.ll06858.4565145 248.718.1800
OKi IS ALTOS GACA MI

918J99.4212l.lnl »ru»Aln» 404.261JMII 231.913.4044650.948.7420
PA*S ANGELES OUCAGO PorU ILCA MN

2l5.568.5SOlnuHatu 847.831.1130 612.175.9533310.652,3472K'i'fU i I'Tl

WA\N HlANaSCO 
m tu n Matrix
7NTA BARBARA 

V vipn Studln
'(S'V1»
I'm Oh* ShnwnxHiu

1ND1ANAPCH.LS 
KncHenrhy LVsign
BOSTCM9
Dalu Kitchen Denign 
BATTLE CREEK 
White'* Detign .SiuJm<

INCA MO
206.441.2271117815E880 314.991.6644415.9M.:454

WYCA MA N]
307.711.5190617.482.2566 971.177.6444805.561.2001

CO MI NV
616.979.1019M1.321.12U 775.782.7821
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22. Scalamandra: Specializing in the 
finest textiles, wall covering, and puse- 
memcfie avaiUbie to the deugn ci^. 
Exclusively represents Fiiris. Colony, and 
Airfield in die U.S. 800-932-4561.

23. SdHimaclMn Fabrics, inimnii^. 
wallcoverings, furnishings and carpets avail
able rhrough interior des^ners. For a design
er in your area call 1-800-332-3384.

24. Trivors: In addition to their coUcction 
if fine prints and wovens in exclusive 
designs, Travets now represents Molland & 
Sherry, the firm wordly renowned ibr iheir 
superb woolens and wool blends.

28. Please send me all the fm items in this 

cacqtmy.

33. Saxony Carpot Company: TW
Nina Campbell Broadloom CoUecnon 
now available in brochure format. E.i^ 
field designs with ten coloradons plus I 
border designs present a completely c<k 
nated collecDon of fine wool carpea fi>i 
CD wall or ama rug oearivity. Brochures 
To; Saxony, 979 TTiiirf Ave„ NYC, 100 
Web site; www.saxcarpct.com

34. Woola of Now Zoaland: linluiu 
your home with the long-lasting Ix-auiy 
Wools of New Zealand Brand carpets. 1 
a tree brochure or to locate your nearest 
retailer, call 1-800-452-8864. or visit 
website at www.woolsaz.com for more 
infbrmatxm.

U. LarooihJiJhl: A great frame touchc.s the 
enure room, adding elegance and pcrmnal 
style. For the best in custom frames, ask 
your custom framer for the Cra% Ponzio 
!vignature CoUeaion by Larson-Juhl. For 
more information, call 800-886^126 or 
visit uur website at www.larsonliihl.com.

12. P**l A Company: Offers an exclusive 
selection of Bne, handwoven Aubussnn, 
needlepoint and SumaJe'' area rugs, 
pillows, and fiinunuc. The choke for 
leading architects and interior designers.
Call 800-814-3489. FREE,

13. Please send me all the free items in chu 
uitegory.

1. Rod Baron's AirtirpMs: /^aions and
retail featuring iraporcani architectural 
antiques, decorative arts, and cuUeciibles. 
Free catalog 404-252-3770.

38. Please send me all the free items in
category.

2. UtUo Mo: Linle Me layette, .sleepwear, 
and playweac captures the spirited fitn of a 
baby's world. For newborns and in^is. 
nothing quite equals die quality of Linie 
Me. To find out more, call I -800-533-kids 
or visit www.licdemc.com.

28. MaotorCard ': .ManerCard" 
\acatiuns - offm great prices on superior 
vacation padu^ and cruises. Speak to 
an expert travel consultant today. Gill 
1-800-458-8055.

38. Amoricasi loMlioi, Style. Oimltil 
Selcction...Quality Leather Furniture is 
investment you will enjoy for many yea 
Why wtrlc for anything less chan your 
choice of over 70 designs, 70 colors, 
custom made and shi|^d to you in 30 
days or less. Cbll 800-456-9599 ext. 22 
Free brochure, or visit our website ai 
www.AmencanLeaiher.com

27. Da Baara: To view diamond solitaire 
designs and learn more about how to buy a 
diamond, visitwww.adiamondufbrever.com.

3. Buick Park Avatwa; Luxury. Pure and 
Simple. For mute information on this dejpnr 
luxury sedan, call I-800-4A-BUICK.

4. Cadlilac: The All-N«w Deviltc DTS. 
Experience DeviBe’s Intuitive Icchnologies. 
Visit cadillac.com or call 1-800-333-4CAD

8. Laxus CartMad Pr»4>wnad: The
Lexus Certified IYe-C>ivned Program. 
Owning a Lexus is closer chan you think, 
lb learn mote about our gmund-breaking 
warranty, visit us at www.lexuscpo.com.

8. Uncoln NavlAator I('\ ck- most 
luxuriou.s way to travel...iinywhcrc. To 
learn more about the world's most powerful 
luxury SUV. call 800-446-8888, or visit 
www.lincoinvehicIcii.cDm.

7. Mazda: Leam mure infarmalion 
about the full line of Mazda vehicks at 
ivww.MazdaUSA.com or call 1-800-639-1000. 
Mazda. Get in. Be Moved.

8. NIaaan: The new 2000 Maxima 
represents the crowning achievement in 
Maxima's ten-year history. Increased horse
power fnim 190 to 222. Sports car handling. 
An even larger, more oimforublc, mure 
luxurious intetior. Call 800-^41 -2465 or 
point your web browser rn nisKm-us.i.cam 
for more infcirnuiion.

8. Please .send me all the free items in this 
category.

14. Naw York School of Intorlor
Oaaitn: From a single workshop or lecture 
to Bachelor and blaster degree ptugrams, 
New York’s premier school of intetior design 
offers tup facilities and superb location.
Send for a catalog, including inibtmatiun 
about .30* summer courses.

87. Avory Boardman Ud./Waa< BJ
Manufacturers of fine custom sofas. I
vifabcds, chairs, occomans, davbeds, cucM 
bedding, and hi-risers. Catalog and prica 
S35. To the trade. I

2B. Eiaanhart WaBeoverkiBs Co.:
Plca.se call 800-931-WALL to locate a dealer. 
Website www.eisenwalb.com.

29. hmarAaia: Ek>m the loind of Snows. 
InncrAsia brings you excellent quality hand- 
knoned carpets featuring classic Tibetan 
designs in bold knciful culurs. The ONLY 
rug produaion truly from Tibet, we are 
proud of our singular craftsmanship.
Plca.se call us at 1-800-640-1826. Or visit 
our wchsitc at www.ny.inncrasiii.cum. 
ejataiug S10.

30. Raraatan: Karastan oflers rimeless 
styling, pancm. and color all woven cogeibcr 
to provide enduring floor fashions for the 
home. The Karastan you are considering 
today will be a part of your lifr for years to 
come and with Karastan you know it will be 
a beautiful part. The brochure illustrates the 
beauty of Karastan with color photography, 
shoppit^ tips, and consumer advice on 
using carpec and rugs. Please specify ru^
or broadloom. $3-

31. MIchMlian xiid KohUMeR: Known 
for xiiperlaitvc color and design, tliis cij^cy 
year old company supplies ilic finest 
Tibetan, Oriental, Nccdlepnim, and ocher 
hand made carpets. $7 for kochure. 
212-431-9009.

32. OdACArd, Inc.: Carpets from 
Odegard. Inc. are the benchmark for quality 
in design and materiab for hand-knoned 
carpets from Nepal. Shown at Odegard.
Inc., the New York Design Center, .Suire
1206. the Warfiingron Design Cemer. 300 
D Street. SW, Space 519, and theCJikago 
Merchandise Man, Suite 1828. For other 
representatives or for more information, 
call 800-67D-8836.

38. AXdl Fabn Ele^t casual furni.d; 
brought frcHii the Old World to die Nii 
Innovative design, superior crafrinunshi 
the finest materials. For our free catalog 
1-877-97-FABER or visit www. jxel-talvr.i

39. BAB Italia: For die dealer neuresc 
please wll 800-872-1697.

40. Barlow Tyria: ‘TIk ringll<ili Ciardi 
Ifadition.'' .Made in England since 1921 

our solid teakwood outdoor and garden 
furnishings have ■weathered" the test of 
time. Claaiu award-winning designs foi 
piMibidc. garden, and alfresco cnrm.iinii 
will provide a lifotiine of enjoyment and 
ratis^tion. Eighty-page catalog. S.3.

41. Bomharrft Fumitura Company:
The Siena I 'oillecrion inspired by ihe for 
dabie lerrain and impressive arriscic heiit 
of the Tuscany region of Italy. Siena com 
hinre amtinental stylmg wall fine crah<. 
rrunxhip. Mernhardr...furniture makers si 
1889. wwwhcmhardtfumiture.com faii.i 
$12.

42. Caaolna USA, Ine.: Cassuia USA 
offers a full range of iiimishingt for 
midcntial use. The collection includes 
pieces designed by masters of the M>x1er 
movement such as LeCorbuvier, Q R. 
MatkintOJih, and Frank IJoyd Wrighi. to 
name a firv. For more information, call 
800-770-3568.

43. Cantury Fumlturo Hidaatrioa:
A com|dete desi^ resource. Send for a 
.36-pagc booklet featuring bedroom. Ii\ ir 
nxim, and dining room selecrions from 
more than 20 of our collcctiuiu. We iiiilt 
ir easy in find what vou want to realize v 
dreami. $5. Call 800-852-5552 or visit’, 
website at ■www.cenniryfumirure.tom.

18. Bosiiaac Fadinl, lac.: Boussac 
Fodini, begun in 1763. specializes in 
weaving and printing luxurious highly 
colorized textile in the French and Italian 
rradirions. 212-4214)534.

IS. Chalaaa EdttiMM: Chelsea Editions 
irffers fine hand embroidered textiles and 
bedcovers with coordinating checks, ticking, 
plaids, and damasks (to the trade onlyl. 
Cxilnr brochure available for $20.

17. Chalaaa Hauaa: Contact Chdsea 
House at 704-867-5926 or email 
chstsvc^’chebeahouseinccom.

18. Laa Jofa: Christopher Moore travels 
the world in an effort to unearth Foile de 
jouy denies from hisionc estates, private 
coilecrions. and antique reconditioning 
elForu. Lee jufri is proud to be the exclusive 
dhtributor of these rare and decidedly 
original prims. Brochure, $1.

19. Nancy Corzina: Manufacturer of 
furniture, textiles, acccssotio. and ru^. 
covering all major periods of design.
Nancy Corcine is repreaemed in 15 nujM 
cities nationwide. Catalog, $150.

20. PIfidlar A Ptaidtar. liK.: Offering 
exclusive decorative upholstery and drapery 
product for the professional designer. To 
the Trade only, '^isit our wekite at 
www.pindleccTitn or call 800-669-6002.

21. Pollack: The Pnilack textile aillectian 
is the epitome of innovative design coupled 
with exceptional quality. The line cuniisu 
of over 950 febrics including sheers, velvets, 
silks, and jacquards.

10. Arta da Maxieo: Anc dc Mexico is 
the worid's leading supplier of hand-foigcd 
wmughi-imn lighting and liimiturc. Our 
caulog collections feature over 600 diifereni 
designs. Ail available in 30 distinct hand- 
applied finirfies. For more informacitm, 
please contact your local representative; or 
coil our Customer Service Department at 
818-508-0993, fax ik at 818-56.3-1015. or
visit our website at www.artcdemacicu.com.
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SI. WetTWortee: VC jccrwnriu. carrfiill)’ 
elected cxclukive pnxluL'U include badi 
linings jnd accessorio, unique woshsiands. 
Rimiturc. nlc, and none. Wc are the only 
duiwroam in the counny to oBer thu 
comprchcniive selection of bath and kiichen 
comixinents, Cal! fiOO-899-6757 for the 
.sliosvmnm neareai you or viair our w<H>site 
at www.waicrworlo.net. Oialog, SIS.

92. Wm Otis, tnc: Exquisite Old-World 
kitchens hrmging the suphiscicacion and 
spirit of traditional Europe into the 
premium American kitchen, hdcganr, 
warm, furniitire-like. Thirty-cight-page 
ailor brochure, S8.

93. Mrosc x-nd me all the free items in this 
category.

■laMic SofK Qasaic Sofa specialize 
Bfom handerailed solas that fit your 
■i.auuas. Providing the largest fabric 

iiv availalile, combined with over 20 
nylcs. A dawk: Sohi will offer last- 

cgaiicc. Please call 212-620-0485 for 
information.

S7. PoNferm USA, Ine.: Italy's leading 
manu£umirer of high-end docei {vstems, 
wall-units, bedroom and dining room furni
ture since 1942, For the showroom near you 
call 1-888-POLlEORM or visit our website 
at www.pc^fbrnmsa.com

59. Suthwland: Sutherland 'leak 
Collection is all about beautifully designed, 
comfortable fomishings and accessories for 
indoors and outdoors.

59. Woodard, Ine.: Woodard, Inc. a leader 
in cbe casual furniture industry trunufac- 
cutes iron extended aluminum and cast alu
minum furniture under the WiKvinrd and 
Lyon-Shaw brands. S3.

90. Please send me all the free items in this 
category.

70. Please send me ail the free items in this 
category.

71. Aquawaro Amorlca, Inc.:
.Specializing in high-end Italian products 
for the bath. Aquaware is the exclusive 
importers for C'esana Shower Dtwirs and 
Biiih Screens, Cyciamc China Sanirywarc. 
Rerrocci accessories, and our new and 
exciting Aquaware Colleciiun.
800-527-4498 aqtiiiw.ircKanl.com

72. Canac KItcdiona: AMAZING NEW 
KITCHEN lDEAS..,Terrilk tips...expcrt 
advice...and more! C'anac's foil color 
‘Kitchen Planner' u the ultimate guide tor 
emting the kitchen ynu’ve always wanted. 
F.asy-to-iead and loaded with piaures, 
('.anac'i exciting new Kitchen PLinncr covers 
it all. To order, please tend your name and 
address along with a S5 check (payable to 
Canac Kncherul to: Canac Kitchen Planner, 
.360 )ohn Street. Thornhill, ON Canada. 
L3T ,3M‘).

72. KoMar Bath » KItciMa Maaa: A
compteic set of foil-color product catalc^ 
covering baths and whirlputds, shtrwers. 
lavatories, toilets and bidets, kitchen and 
entertainment sinks, faucets and accessories. 
1-800-4-KOHLER Ext. MR4. Kohler Co. 
S8. www.koWcrco.com

74. Mlala AppUanca* Ine.: Superb 
European dishwashers, laundry products, 
ovens, cooktops, and vacuum cleaners. 
Extraordinary appliances for ordinvy tasks. 
To speak directly tu vour Miele appliance 
dealer call 888-M.3-5302.

75. Naff KItchana Mfg. Ltd.:
Exrraordinary kitchen environments that 
meet the quidiry & design standards former
ly unly European manufacturen cuukl ofier. 
Exquisite styles, custom finishes & unique 
accenones provide new design Irccdom at a 
value point that will appeal to the North 
American market.

76. Paacodt Allay: Premier importers of 
luxury bed and hath linens and accessories 
for over 25 years. Call 8(X)-810-070fi for a 
retailer near you,

77. SlaMatIc: The .SieMaiic Kitchen Rook 
is 128 large-format pages of exciting kitchen 
design ideas featuring SicMaiic's iniernacion- 
allv famous line of cabinets and accnsarics. 
$l'9.95.

79. Tharmador: [.earn whylkermador has 
become the brand of choice for so many 
discriminaiir^ cooking enthusiasts. Our hee 

brochures offer you a wide range of 
options K> meet your specific kitchen 
requirements, cil 8(X)-656-9226.

79. TOTO USA: TOrrO lemvcnis the 
toilet. Award-winning for their water-savuig 
performance and reliable Bushing effideiKy. 
Plus unprecedented functional seats, in 
eluding Zoc with buili-in bidet, warmer, 
and deodorizer. Prrfraion by design.

90. VHili^ RanSa Corporattati:
Viking Range ourfirs the ultimate kitchen 
with cooking, ventilation, cleanup, and 
refrigeration products, as well as outdoor 
grills, 888-845-4641. www.vtkingrange.com.

B
Caiitar of tha Amarlcas:

y world-dast shopping inside a 
775.000 square ftiut design 
iring 155 shtiwroortu of cxdu- 
liture, fobric, flooring, lighting, 
), art. antiques and decorative 
.Complimentary concierge pro- 
TA/DOC uffers consumer access 

ippiog assistance to ffnd everything 
Heed tu decorate and design a home,
;. or vacht.

n„

Donghia's elegant and nrik-

I
handsome collections of uphoktcTcd 
oil', textiles. caUes. anJ rebted acces- 
are wet! known for their signature 
g, blending classic with modem lines, 
iiitW with cbe unexpected, and an 
i.il use of texture and color sensibility. 
S3 for a brochure.

94. Frootoro-cooi: Furniture and giln for 
the home. Finest brands, wonderful service 
and complrmcniaTy shipping. Frontcra.com 
a superior shopping experience.

99. ttqrdwi.eoHi: Garden.com is the 
leading source for the fuiest in gardening 
products, adviu. and information. Over 
20.000 products! (iardcn.com - everything 
under ihe tun.

99. Please send me all the tree icem-s in this 
category.

91. AnMtoCa & MacMn 
ComorvatoriM: Amd^ & Machin 
Coosctvuortcs arc designed to the hi^Ksi 
quaiirt' to withstand all dimates. For a foil- 
color brochuic, phone 800-922-0110.

92. Amtico lnt«mat<oiia(: Design out of 
the Box from Amtico-luxuiy vinyl tile in 
realistic woods, degam stones, and authentic 
quarry tile looks. Free catalogue.

93. AnctorMn Wimlow A Patio Door 
Library: Building or Remodding? Tlir 
windows and patio doors you choose are 
one of the most important decisions you 
will make. For free informative guides to 
using windows all 1-800-426-426I.

94. Caasbridgo Pavors: Add beauty and 
maintenance-free Cambridge Pavingnones 
with the value added surface protection of 
AtmorTek” to your "Casdf*. ArmorTek™ 
will assure you that your driveway, garden- 
walk. patio, and pool deck will look like 
new forever. www.cambridgcpavcr5.CDm - 
idqjhonc at 201-933-5000 or bx 
201-933-5532.

99. Jacuzzi Whirlpool Bath: Jacuzzi 
Whirlpool Bath features the Designer 
Collection, a distinctive offering of 
whirlpool baths, shower systems, toilets, 
bidets, and lavatories.

59. Palla: Receive a FREE Dieambook 
from Rdla* Windows flf Doors, the company 
that never compromises on materials, crafts
manship. design, or performance.

57. PozzI Wood Windows*: Flandcrafred 
in Bend, Oregon by artisans who take pride 
in their work, tfozzi Wood Windows and 
I^tk) Efoon will fill your home with warmth 
and beauty. “The Art of ftizzi’ will guide 
you through the details of choosing the 
ri^c window for you, from style to nrergy 
efficiency, Pozzi Wood Windows. 800-257- 
9663 exc. RSHG. www.pozzi.com FREE,

55. Trax* Easy Caro Doekinc*: It's 
amazing whar you can dream up when 
you're not busy sealing or staining. Trex* 
Easy Care Decking. For a book of inspira
tion, call l-800-BUY-TREX Ext. 134 or 
visit www.rrexxom.

69. Vista: Vista cuts excessive heat gain 
glare and ultraviolet reducing lading and 
improving interior comfort. Neutral 
appearance, professionally installed. 
Manuiacturet's warranty.

Vraneooeo Molon aiomiwo;
imr'i cullcaiofts include exceptional 
ilneeitms of classical styles from Louis 
•Hid period 18th century En^and 
ire and elegant Art Deco. S25.

bmi^i: Fine French home furnishings 
II' bedroom, dining room, and living 
with upholster)' and occasional pieces 

1 for today’s style of living, lamornnv's 
SIO.

Chaddech A Coipny;
iii.iiiiircr of Country French and 
uJi antique repruduclion home fomish- 
(hji are customized to older. We feaiurc 
distrexied ffnishes available in 37 

iatd and premium coion.

WardM* Furattw*: Our 20 color 
Hire |m>vides a rich sampling of solid 
I fomiruie and upholstery in a variety 
4e* and fintibes.

Heweden; Hentedun furniture is 
ig the finest made. From lovingly 
led traditional, to sleekly sophisticated 
I'lnpmxry, this is furniture for a lifciime.

KIngsipy B«t«: America's leading 
ufintiirer of solid teak outdoor 
ituic. For the dealer nearest you, 
www.kingsleybate.com or call 
978-7200. Catalog, $5.

UglM RoMt: Discover the citnelcss 
pi manufiKtured in France. To order 
150-page catalog, or for the score in 
area, call 800-BY-RCSET, JIO.

Larbt Marali: Hampt ns four potter 
Custom to speclficacion. Inquiries call 
759-87(X). www.ioriniTuinh.com.

Ilw MKcbpll QoM Company: For a
brochure on great looking, incredibly 
feftablc, easy-to-takc-of sofos, chairs, 
more, call 800-7W-5401.

Tha Naw Vortt DaaiBn Cantar: In
oumry's oldest building devoted endre- 
fumishings. the NYDC's 100 show- 

15 provide an international venue for the 
t furniture, fabrics, accessories, and 
cd products. Call 212-679-9500.

to

97. TarCat: IUU 800/800-8800 for store 
location nearest you. Assortment of items 
vanes b)' store, www.targct.comI tut.

99. Orrafaea: Uruque. dcjpm, handmade 
crystal from Sweden. *'''■***■" and contempo
rary barware. stems, candlesticks, decacers, 
and gifrwarr. For a free brochure call 
800-351-9842.

99. SwarevakI: Swarovski. Austrian crystal 
gifts, collectibles, home decor nhjecis. and 
Jewelry. For free brochure and teuil store 
ncamt you, call l-800-(i48-82lU.

90/91. Vlairi: Bring an tu the tahic with 
Viciri's Italian design, quality, and style, 
Viciri leads trends and creates cIiumcx with 
our Italian handcrafted gifts. acccsHiries, and 
dinnerwarc. Irresi.stihly Italian! (90) 
Collector's Catalogue. 250't color photos, 
S65; (91) Brochure, free. For a store near 
you, call 8(K)-277"5933 or visit 
www.vieici.com.

92. Pleax send me all the free items in dm 
category.

93. HollaNd Aisiarica: Imagine exploring 
cbe world’s most desirable islands, beaches, 
cities and rights - and unpacking only once. 
For your brochure call 1 -ST'..SAll.HAL x
715



be coming around about the time my Brunello has always been expcnsivi 
five-year-old twins start collecting Scxrial partly because it has a proven ability t< 
Security. As austere as Gaja’s young improveovertime—somerhingthatcan
wines can seem, thev arc positively not be said of some of the new Super 
voluptuous by comparison. Tuscans or California cabernets, whicl

sell for upward of Sioo a bottle. Unfor 
RTiST SANDRO CHIA is tunatelv,manvBruncllosareconsumcdII

another recent arrival who is restaurants shortlv after release. T*his i 
helping to define the evolving called infanticide. It’s not against the law 

style of Brunello. When he bought the but it should be. A good Brunello shouk 
derelict medies'al fortress of Gastello ne\’er be consumed before its tentl 
Romitorio in the early ’80s, Chia decided birthday Ifyou want instant gratification 
to cultivate some of the prime vineyard try Rosso di Montalcino, a far mor< 
land that came with it, “The locals affordable version ($15 to $35), which i 
thought I was crazy, spending what I did released sooner and is generally ready u
on my vineyards,” he says, reflecting the drink on release. This is a great time tt 
fact that this is still largely a region of discover the wines of Montalcino. Thi 
small farmer/winegrowers. “I went to the 1995 Brunellos—the first great vintagi 
local wine store with a friend and listened since 1990—have just been released 
as the owner described the crazv artist on Drink the terrific 1997 Rossos w'hile yoi
the hill and his lavish ways with money.” wait for the 1995 Brunellos to blossom 
Chia’s first vintages, produced by former 
Biondi-Santi consultant Carlo Vittori, 
are extremely promising—the old-style 
Brunello power finessed by the practical 
magic of new technology.

It has become fashionable in the wine 
press to complain about the prices of 
Brunello (S45 and up, for regular bot- 
tlings; and S75 and up, for the riservas).

UNCX)rke^d

Angelo Gaja is the new kid in town, 
having purchased, some five years ago, a 
vineyard on—you guessed it—the south 
side of town. Gaja is the man who made 
Barbaresco famous, the hyperactive per
fectionist who introduced new French 
oak barriques to Italian grapes (not to 
mention sticker shock to those who 
thought of Italian wines as cheap). And 
he may be the man who brings Brunello 
di Montalcino into the new millennium.

Gaja chose the estate of Pieve Santa 
Restituta in part because of his admira
tion for the wines of Gianfranco Soldera, 
another carpetbagger, wdio produces tiny 
amounts of rich, expensive, and relatively 
voluptuous Brunello at his neighboring 
Case Basse estate. If Gaja’s Barbarescos 
arc any indication, his 1995 Brunellos— 
the first great vintage over which he 
had full control—will almost certainly 
create new admirers for the region, even 
as its superripe, heavily oaked style will 
annoy traditionalists like Biondi-Santi. 
These wines should develop for years, 
but will be drinkable far sooner than 
Biondi-Santi’s, whose 1995 vintage should

a

THK 0K>0 FILK
The follovtnng hard-to-find Brunellos from 
the great 1990 vintage are just reaching 
maturity. Tasting notes on these wines 
should reflect the future of the just released 
1995s. Buy them now and wait.
1990 JSOLDEKA CASK UASHK 
IlKl NEUjO I>1 MOVT/VlJtTSO 
A baroque masterpiece, this wine exudes 
tobacco, cedar, and mushrooms from across 
the room. Rich, silky, and decadent.
I91X) HANT.A HI«>aTnX\
BKLNtlULO Ul .MOVrAIATNO 
Hl.’CiAKlLUh] This top bottling from 
Angelo Gaja’s estate is a real stealth 
bomb concealed in a cherry lozenge. Starts 
slow, becomes richer, and then explodes 
with complexity. Still a baby—a big one. 
1990 TETSITA MUWJIAIJ 
BRI’NELIX) UI MO.VIAIX'INO One 
of the most elegant Bamellos I have tasted: 
the sweet fruit and the long, tongue-caressing 
finish remind me of a great burgundy. 
lfJ91) ^L\IX>NN.\ l>KI. I*IA>0 
KISI::K\A »Kl .NRIJX) 1)1 
>K>XlAljt'I>0 This Madonna has far more 
in common with the Material Girl fiian with the 
Virgin. This stuff is truly voluptuous, bursting 
with ridiculously ripe fruit and exotic perfume.

FOR INSTANT GRATIFICATION
1997 AM) T-AIJ-rSTl

HLVN 1)1 (ONTt: »tC)«KO 
L)I MOT.AIjCLNO The two latest 
vintages of this fine Rosso are beautifully 
balanced and approachable examples 
of Sangiovese Grosso, although the '97 has 
the edge in power and concentration. $20
1998 TENTTA ntl(;<;LAU HOiASO 
DI MO.NTAIX’IM) One of the best 
of the ’98s, a nice mouthful of cherry 
and cinnamon. $22

WHSOiWOO

Machin Conservatories hand made in 
England from the finest materials

Macliin and .\mdega design office.s throughout the USA and Canada. For your copy of our 
brochure please call 1-800-449-7348 or visit our website www.amdega.com 
All other countries call *44 1325 468522

A\ACMIISI
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t
as made plain by such movies as Phase 
Don't Eat the Daisies, released in i960. 
Picture-perfect children were banished 
from the screen, replaced by scores of 
endearing brats who threw grown-ups 
into a dither trying to placate their 
whims. Read carefully, though, the story 
accompanying this illu.stration presaged 
this shift awav from an adult-centric 
view of the world. It was published under 
the headline “How to give parties the 
children

Under the spell of Hollywood’s latest 
wide-screen musicals {Giff, with its famous 
theme song, “Thank Heaven for Little 
Girls,” was released the same year), par
ents tried to turn birthday celebrations 
for their little Billys and Ann Maries into 
choreographed affairs worthy of Leslie 
Caron. In this photograph, the children 
look as if they are waiting for their cue to 
break into a musical number.

The next few years, however, would see 
a dramatic change in children’s conduct.

HIS FANTASY Easter produc- 
tiOT,staged in 1958 by House 6“ 
Garden, captures the last gasp 
of an era that treated children 
as little adults and birthday 
parties as an opportunity for 

them to exercise the rudiments of social 
poise and grace. Though there is a hint 
of mischievousness in the air, no one is 
challenging the assumption that this is 
an opportunity for children to show off 
their good manners.
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(BariowBrie)

Fine teakwood outdoor and leisure furniture, 
made with care and craftsmanship since 1920.

Ensuring a lifetime of satisfaction and enjoyment.

Manufactured from plantation grown teak.

Recipient of seven international design excellence awards.

Barlow Tyrie Inc.
1263 Glen Avenue Suite 230 
Moorestown New Jersey 08057-1139 USA

Tel; 1 • 800 451 7467 Fax, 856 273 9199 www.teak.com

Available Through Architects and Interior Designers.

A subsidiary of Barlow Tyrie Limited. Braintree. England
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Saxony
CARPET COMPANY tNC. ^

979 Third Avenue (D&D Building) 
New York, NY 10022 
212-755-7100 • Fax: 212-223-8130 
u-ww.saxcarpel.com

Carpels woven in England by
LTD.

Fabrics; Osborne &r Utile 
hrough architects and designers.1 All ctmfTU Cof'^TiKhl



Surfing the Web site
of a grand kitchen store,

She appeared like a vision. 

At first sight 'twas amour.

The most wondrous rolling pin - 

Fifi was her name.

No handles had she 

But rolled just the same.

The same? Nonl Better!

So much easier to steer,

For applying more pressure 

Over there, over here,

One pound and a quarter, 

Her weight magnifique! 

Two inches across - 

Incredibly chic.

Maple, not marble 

Nor aluminum gray.

Through the monitor she called. 

1 was compelled to obey.

With the click of o mouse,

Mon transaction complete.

‘Merci, epicurious.com."
The site for people who eat.

it.vis't'’®sfourants serve

com



Every choice should he this clear. VISTA* Window Film is the obvious choice for designers who demand 
the extraordinary. Your exceptional design, priceless works of art, delicate fabrics and furniture all need

VISTA's protection to block out virtually all the cumulative damage from UV rays as well as heat and glare. 

The choice is yours.

1-800-345-6088

VISTA
WINDOW FILM

Expect the extraordinary.ASID The Skin Cancer Foundalion hcu „ 
recommended VISTA <u a device i_ 

far VV prolrciian of the skin. WIC

•MJii
induslry
touna$uIon

www.vista^films. com
© 2000 CPFilms Itit. V7STA' is a Tegtstered trademark of CPFitms Inc., Muytinsfillf, VA.

Thi’ twture of L'crtuin (iciicato fuhriai urid U'iU lead to premature fading regardless of the u/’/ilieutiuri of any u'tncJtm’ /il»i or treutnu'nl.
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Beacon Hill Standard Time

Match the unexpected

in coior and texture to the

neoclassical in design

and discover a room with as

much future as history.

Available through Interior

Designers and Architects

1.800.921.5050

ACCESSORIESFURNITURE FABRICS TRIM



first principle Red, blue, yellow. Simple, primary colors—yet, all
together, they make up ... life itself. There are very few animals who perceive 
color as humans do. We respond to it from the core In clothes or furnishings, color 
of our nature, as deeply, emotionally, and inexplic- alters character. A vivid blue 
ably as we do to music. In the Renaissance, in fact, transforms homey quilted 
the notion was advanced that color is music. In upholstery and a handcrafted 
this issue, a celebration of color, we say: Play on! rug into the stuff of fantasy.
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apartment, interior designers
William Diamond and Anthony Baratt

reinvent the country-house
look with vivid color

BY SUZANNE SLESfN

PHOTOGRAPHED BY MELANIE ACEVEDO

STYLED BY BARBARA KURGAN
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NEW YORK-BASED intcnor 
designer William Diamond and his business partner of 19 
years, Anthony Baratta, first saw the Manhattan apartment, 
they were uncharacteristically speechless. First there was its 
size: 11,000 square feet. “There are duplexes and triplexes that 
are bigger,” Diamond says of the apartment, which crowms one 
of the Upper East Side’s most prestigious prewar buildings and 
was originally owned by financier Vincent Astor, “but this is 
the largest one on a single floor that we know about.”

And then there was the decor, “It was all done in space-age 
modern.” says Diamond, with acres of white walls, an all
black foyer, steel doors, monumental works of art, and— 
horror of horrors—“not one fireplace!"

All in all, it was exactly the sort of spare, monochromatic 
interior that provokes shudders from the two designers, whose 
stock-in-trade has been a multilayered, vividly colorful, detailed- 
to-the-inch style that takes the traditional country look to new 
heights. “The mix of pattern and color is what we feel decorat
ing is about,” says Diamond, who, looking to such icons as Sister 
Parish, Madeleine Castaing, and Michael Taylor as his heroes, 
rarely leaves a surface unpainted, or a pillow unembroidered. 
Baratta, who specializes in architectural ornament, is, like his 
partner, unabashedly proud of what the two do, and secs the 
exuberance of their style as a response to the sober ’90s. “That 
decade w’as about the fear of decorating,” says Baratta. “Deco
rating was pejorative.” And that, he adds, “was upsetting.” 

Upsetting maybe, but not deterring. The designers enthusi
astically seized the chance to turn the huge, unadorned apart
ment into what they call an “American fantas\'”—a multihued, 
deeply textured extravaganza. “We saw the place as a big coun
try house in the sky,” says Baratta. And if, to some, a folksy sen
sibility seems a surprise in a Manhattan high-rise, Diamond 
replies, “all great decorating has an element of unexpectedness."

While the overall feel of the apartment is one of a luxe, oh- 
so-American, folk-art-filled country house, the intense color 
palette has never been seen down on the farm. “They allowed 
us to be our creative best," Baratta says of the team’s clients, 
a young couple with three children, who had collected a 
cache of works by Wyeth—both Jamie and Andrew. But liv
ability was a key factor for the family, and Baratta wanted to 
show that “even really large rooms can have a homey quality” 

He devised intricate moldings — many handmade—that

BLUE IS CELEBRATED IN THE LIVING ROOM, where the walls 

are covered in a Clarence House floral linen. Fog Bound 

Island, by Jamie Wyeth, hangs above an antique mantel acquired 

from Francis J. Purcell, a Philadelphia dealer. A Diamond 

Baratta-designed plaid covers the armchair and ottoman, while 

the wing chair, at right, is upholstered in an antique quilt 
found through the Midwest Quilt Exchange in Columbus, OH.
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eye-catching
The color scheme is one that commands attention, Blue is supposed
to diminish appetite, but when it is paired with red, as it often is
here, the combination draws one in. Oddly enough, the use of several
different patterns keeps the color combinations from being hard to
look at, as does the calming influence of white. —Bride M. Wheian



LAYERED, PATTERN-ON-PATTERN
decorating reaches Its zenith in a comer

of the living room, opposite page. An

extraordinary antique quilt hangs above

the sofa, which is upholstered in a

handwoven wool windowpane fabric.

embroidered with bouquets. A painted

antique trunk stands in for a coffee
table. THE UNIQUE RUG in the living

room, this page, is made up of braided
eirctes that surround hooked wool

medallions, which are based on Delft

tile motifs and botanical prints.

V



create curves and niches along the walls and frame the doors. 
Instead of highlighting the moldings in the usual white paint, 
they chose two or three shades of blue and green. “We saw 
it as a fifties sensibility applied to an eighteenth-century inte
rior,” says Baratta. The details changed the atmosphere of the 
space immediately. As Baratta notes proudlv, “In this day and 
age, anything can be done with moldings.”

That, plus lots of shopping. In Savannah and Philadelphia, 
the designers ferreted out vintage mantelpieces for the fire
places that had been plastered over behind the walls, From 
shops and markets in London, Tennessee, C'^onnecticut, Massa
chusetts, California, and Maine, they gleaned rugs, quilts, 
trunks, and side tables. Once the fireplaces were reopened, plans 
were made to upholster, paint, or stencil most of the walls—and 
some of the floors—of the generously proportioned rooms. 
Custom rugs and fabrics were designed and ordered. “We did 
‘WASP decorating,’ but in a more graphic way,” says Diamond. 
As Baratta puts it: “We pump>ed up the volume.”

t
o ACCOMMODATE the unusually long, 60- 
foot gallcrylike foyer, the designers commis
sioned Tilton, New Hampshire-based rug 
weaver Jan Jurta to make what may well be 
the world’s longest braided runner. “She had 
to make it in a school gymnasium,” says Dia
mond. For other rooms, the two designers 
created rugs in startUngly original tartans and 

plaids. Woven in acidlike hues, in novel combinations, the par 
terns might suit a particularly flamboyant Scottish clan. But the 
living room carpet is the virtuoso performance of the apart 
ment. Baratta’s design, the blue-shaded rug combines braided 
circles with hooked pictorial medallions—a technique, to the 
designers’ knowledge, never used before.

By contrast, there is the red family room, with its ovcrscale 
sofas covered in a custom-designed fabric depicting squirrels 
and birds. “It’s meant to seem as if you went out in your yard 
and looked up into the trees,” says Diamond, who also designed 
a rug for the room that depicts lions, deer, and wild birds. “Ani
mals are her passion,” he says of his client. “But she won’t con
strain any animal. She feels every creature should be set free.” 

And clearly she felt that same way about letting the imag
inative powers of her designers take flight. ck;

THE DECORATIVE EFFECTS ar« mt«n»ifi«d by the view '

from one room into the next. In the breakfast room, top left, 

reproduction chairs from Barton Sharp, NYC, sit at an 

antique table. The Osborne & Little fabric Thanksgiving was 

used for the seat pads and lambrequins. IN THE LIBRARY, 

left. Iris at Sea, by Jamie Wyeth, anchors the wall above a 

sofa, designed by Diamond Baratta and upholstered in a 

custom-made quilted plaid-and-check flannel. The wool tartan 

draperies were designed by Diamond Baratta. VIEWS OF 

NORTH AMERICA, a hand-blocked wallpaper byZuber & Cle, 

opposite page, makes a scenic backdrop for a dining room wall. 
The wing chair at the head of the table is covered in red fait 

from Unika Vaev. The pillow is made from an antique needlepoint. 

The brass chandelier with vintage paper shades, one of two 

in the room, is from Price Glover, NYC. Sources, see back of book.
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trade
With their love oftraditional American crafts, their 
ingenuity, and their willingness to work hard, 
William Diamond and Anthony Baratta mi^t he 
considered downright patriotic. For this project, 
they created dozens of animal and floral designs 
for prints, hooked rugs, woven fabrics, and 
embroidery. They also came up with orignal ^ 

plaids, selected folk art and antiques, and 
then skillfully layeredpattern and ^
color in palettes ofboldprimaries and soft
pastels. Most of the fabrics are custom-made by hand:
their rug iterate homespun forms in ambitious new
ways. ‘'We reinvent the wheel each time," says Diamond.

‘But that’s what we like to do." — SABINE ROTHMAN

► animal magnetism
TO MAKE THE LARGE family room feel cozy, Diamond
and Baratta chose draperies of Unika Vacv’s red felt,
and designed a dark tartan for the walls and a hooked
rug depicting wild animals. The sofa is covered in a custom-
made cotton, with images of squirrels and birds suggested
by 19th-century prints. Custom design is a joint effort.
Baratta makes eariy sketches, then he and EHamond
collect images from many sources. Using a photocopier,
they play with shapes and scale, then create a collage
that artist David Cohn as one m

< singing the blues
FOR ALL THE HOMESPUN charmofthe

riotous blue living room, each custom-
made element, such as the tartan and calico
patchwork, has a complexity all its own.
The handwoven and -embroidered wool
sofa fabric took a year to produce. The
Scotch ingrain wool with images of Colonial
houses was inspired by i9ch<entury
coverlets, Baratta’s sketch, far left, was the
first step in the creation of the ingenious rug
chat combines hooked and braided sections.



► highland fling
THOUGH THEIR CLIENTS wanted a delicate touch in

the bedroom, the designers weren’t about to ^andon
pattern and color. They covered the walls in Petit
Flora, a cotton-and-Iinen fabric with hand embroidery
(which was ordered, of course, in a custom color)
from Chelsea Editions, and created a pink tartan
for the draperies. A.M. Collections made the floral
wall-to>wall rug, also designed by Diamond Baratta.

< finding a niche
IN THE FEMININE bathroom for the woman of
the house, a Kohler sink was inset prettily into an
antique English dressing table. Custom architectural
moldings make an elegant niche for a Waterworks
bathtub. (Similar moldings arc available through
Architectural Paneling, NYC.) Artist Da\nd Cohn
stenciled the floor with a Diamond Baratta
design of ferns, butterflies, and dragonflies.

► hooked on folksiness
DIAMOND baratta’s DEBT to folk art isclcarcst in thc
dining room, where a hooked rug creates a sense of tradition
on a grand scale. American Hooked and Sewn Ru^: Folk Art Vnder-
Jbot, by Joel and Kate Kopp (University of New Mexico Press,
1995), became the designers’ bible. Another novel tartan com
plements Zubcr & Cic’s Views of North America wallpaper.
Needlepoint lambrequins and seat covers were made in Portugal
to Diamond Baratta’s design. Sources, sec back of book.
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shelving unit set against a bright blue,couple, “go nuts” over the galley kitchen.s SOON AS Nick Cindric
yellow, and green wall adds the sort ofwith its 45-degree-angled cabinets.peeked throu|^ the window of
colorful punctuation that the CindricsFor the Cindrics, the house became, asthe early modernist house in 

Fort Lauderdale and caught a glimpse of 
the kitchen, he knew he had found the 
place that he and his wife. Tish, were look
ing for. Once inside, the couple—he is a 
contemporary-art dealer, she is a photo 
srdist—who had recently moved to Florida 
from Santa Fe, marveled at the large center 
room of the i960 mode! house, thought to 
be by Charles Aiarkel, a Miami architect. 
“A bunch of little rooms was not what we

are drawn to. Yet, instead of being retro, 
the house has a distinctly up-to-the- 
minute look. “It's a hybrid,” says Nick. 
“How can we not be influenced by 
today? We live in the year 2000, not the 
fifties or sixties.”

Nick says, their “hotbed of ejqjerimenta- 
tion.” He constantly moves things around, 
and thinks that making dramatic changes 
in the colors of the walls is both exhilarat
ing and relaxing. “We/KJre color,” Sc^Tish. 
“We’re simply not beige people. I don’t 
wear taupe, but do wear bme green, ice 
blue, black, and white,"

So do the furnishings. In the living 
room, the 1960s pitlike seating by Marco 
Zanuso that the couple found in St. 
Petersburg (it came from a bank in Fort 
Myers) retains its original bright orange 
upholstery. "The fact that the color was 
original was particularly appealing.” says 
Nick. “The fabric naib the time period 
and its scnsibility.”The fact that the pieces 
had come from a bank was also a godsend 
“People were not eating on them, so they 
lasted,” Nick says. A tubular chrome

This might also explain the graphic 
look of the master bedroom, where 
Nick painted on the headboard a series 
of large, taxi-yellow circles, using a 
rubberlike paint. The effect is even more 
dramatic when the bed is paired with 
its lime-green bedcover, made of fake 
monkey fur. There was nothing acciden
tal there. “I had it in my mind to have 
such a thing, but it was impossible to 
find the fabric,” Tish says. How did they 
succeed? “We found it on the Internet,” 
she says. Nothing could be more up-to- 
date than that.

wanted,” says Nick. “We needed a big space 
to show our collections of modem art and 
midcentury furniture.”

With the exception of their having 
to add under-the-counter lighting and 
stainless-steel feet to the cabinets, the 
kitchen was the one room that needed 
no changes. “We bought the hou.se from 
its original owners,” says Nick, “and the 
kitchen was intact.” Visitors, say the
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FLORAL JUNGLE BUGS, 3 1995 painting by
Kenny Scharf, gives vintage furnishings such

as the Marco Zanuso low chairs in ttie living room,
opposite page, a contemporary edge. The acrylic

Env^ope coffee table is a cofv of a 1948 Wendell

Lovett design. THE SWAN CHAIRS, by Arne Jacobsen,

this page, are from Senzatempo, Miami. The

chrome shelving unit is a 1970s piece by Tricorn.



THE ICONIC BLUE TIFFANY'S BOX inspired 

the wall color In the dining room, this page. 

The Cindrics designed the birch Surfboard

table. The chrome DKR>2 chairs are by

Charles and Ray Eames for Herman Miller.

BANDIT SNOOZES IN the Still intact

kitchen designed by architect Charles

Markel in 1960. Sources, see back of book.
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going places
The dominant colors in this house—yellow, acid green, 
and Tiffany blue—combine to denote movement, which is 
appropriate for a new version of '60s and 70s design. The 
Cindrics. too. are always on the move, frequently changing 
their interiors and employing colors that reflect their sense of 
decorating as a permanent adventure. For all its edginess, 
the color scheme is easy to look at. —B.M.W.



Rich, burnished tones give a warm, cocoonlike feel to a 
Manhattan apartment whose owner is home oply at nighy

/} /
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LACQUER MEETS LEATHER In a

tha wall*, paintad to match an Itaniii* appoin ■ih
a glossy backdrop for a brewtvloathar

settee. Two 1940s Louis XVI-style R-
Himiin leather uphotstaryk Pattern is

in Cosimo fabric by QuadrHte, NYC; gMad bronza
tables; and herringbone coco'hWHiaB from Carpet Innovations. NY.

A bust of Mars flanked by antelope horns from John Rossalli

International, NYC, and 19th*cantury urns are cool touches.



YDU w^Mldn’t want to spend an afternoon in 
jU^ S Anott’s East Side, New York City, apartment— 

fl^t to burrow in for the night. These warm- 

Usultrv, sensuously decorated rooms arc not 
at tlK best in daylight. Like certain women—say, in 

llel by Colette—they virtually glow in the dark. 
Pm here only at night," explains Knott, the presi- 
;t of Quadrille Wallpapers and Fabrics, Inc. So he 

used warm, burnished colors, uplighting, and an eclec
tic mix of neoclassical furnishings to create an atmos
phere reminiscent of nineteenth-century Paris. “The 
whole place is very moody," he says with evident 
delight, “It keeps you in a cocoonlike state.”

When Knott first saw the one-bedroom apartment, 
it was a wreck—a shattered beauty with great bones. 
But he was charmed by the elegantly proportioned liv
ing room, with its high ceiling and generous bay win
dow. He had the woodwork stripped and found it was 
African mahogany Painter Julius 2iikla then lacquered 
the walls in a color (inspired by an Hermes ^fx>intmcnt 
book) that Knott calls saddle leather. “Tlie real key to 
the apartment is the lacquered walls,” he s^. They cre
ate a luminous backdrop for pieces like the George III 
gilded settee, upholstered in rich brown leather.

A sofa covered in a medieval pattern of red and 
gold satin and chenille damask from C^adrille neatly 
bisects the room. If a visitor sits down, she can 
admire the objects grouped on the mantel, including 
a bust of Mars with a sphinx perched on his helmet- 
part of Knott’s collection of souvenirs of the grand 
tour. A nineteenth-century traveler just back from 
Rome or Herculaneum might have pulled up a neo
classical armchair and taken tea at the round table. 
Its centerpiece is a marble brazier filled with (of all 
things) magnolia leaves.

Sensory pleasure, and surprise, were key to every fin 
de siecle interior. Knott achieves such effects through 
pleasing juxtapositions of color and pattern—the geo
metries of a pair of gilded bronze Japanese drum 
tables against multicolored herringbone coco mat
ting—and by the introduction of unexpected ele
ments. An elaborate eighteenth-century Venetian 
console table supports a huge contemporary flower
like painting. The effect is monolithic, modern, until 
the visitor peers at the surface and sees that It is made 
of densely scripted writings from the Rosetta stone.

Refreshed by discovery, the visitor brushes aside the 
giant palm leaves in the doorway to move to the bed
room, with its graceful sleigh bed. A ceiling print of 
yellow medallions on a blue background is an inspired 
mismatch to orang^-olivty striped Turkestan fabric from 
Quadrille on the walls, which arc hung with engravings 
of decorative details from nineteenth-century French 
interiors. Does Knott delight in these outlandish 
irmovations of Parisian designers? But of course!

toi
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THE CUI09tCA1.CY PROPORTIONED livMg

room—bbected by a sofa clad in Courtesan, a

satin-and<KenNle damask from Quadrille—is a

study in perfect symmetry. The sofa, overhung

with a tele chandelier, is backed by a 19th-cefMury

mechanical table from Pagoda in Hudson, NY.
A silk and viscose damask by Quadrille covers the

table in the bay window; the neoclassical German

armchairs are from Arenskjold Art in Hudson.

A silk tiger fabric on an ottoman and a Tramp 

ai^ wdoddn pyranfld provide bints pHOflbism/*
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ECLECTIC FANTASY fiSmisMngs in the living room include 

an tStixentury Venetian gilded console; a modestly clad 

19th-century plaster torso; an image of the Rosetta stone 

by Simrel Achenbach; a Moroccan wall sconce; and an 
Asian lacquered box from Pagoda. IN THE BEDROOM, 

opposite page, a lyrical 19th-century American Phyfe & ^__







inner sanctum
Architect Gonzalez de Leon has 

given Mexico City’s traditional patio house 
a modernist interpretation

WRITTEN BY JOHN MORRIS DIXON PHOTOGRAPHED BY TODD EBERLE

PRODUCED BY ILENE ROTHSCHILD STYLED BY MICHAEL REYNOLDS
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Tlie greens of the few carefully
placed plantings acquire an 

almost surrealistic intensity
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RCHITECT TEODORO Gon- 
zalcz de Leon usually builds 
large. A cosmopolitan man 
accustomed to dealing with 
developers and major itistitu- 
tions, he is responsible for 

__ i* such recent Mexico Qty land
marks as the Arcos office tower and the 
music school at the city's new national 
conservatory, Ciudad de las Artes. But 
his best work is hidden behind a sub
dued street wall in a quiet center-city 
neighborhood. I lere Gonz^ez de Leon 
has married the environmental virtues 
of a traditional patio house with the 
clean architectural forms dear to a 
dedicated modernist.

In designing a house for himself, 
Gonzalez de Leon borrowed the tradi
tional concept of rooms wrapped around 
an internal court, because he welcomes 
the privacy, the insulation from street 
noise, and the way the patio modulates 
sunlight. But when you look into his 
patio, you sec no nostalgic pastel walls 
or carved wood derails. Instead you see 
what the architect calls “a complex 
assemblage of primary volumes.” He 
generates his designs out of geometric 
forms-~squarcs, triangles, circles, cubes, 
and cylinders—and he makes their 
surfaces white or near white to intensify 
the effect of light and shadow. Seen 
against pristine concrete walls and pale 
sandstone paving, the greens of the few 
carefully placed plantings acquire an 
almost surrealistic intensity.

What is most inventive here is the way 
the architect places his “primary vol
umes" at sli^t angles, to make his entire 
indoor/outdoor domain seem much 
larger than its 75-by-90-foot dimensions. 
Viewed from the living room, the patio 
appears to expand between .splayed walls 
toward an improbably long far wall. 
Geometric elements are placed strategi
cally along the patio—a low cylinder 
planted with flowers on one side, a 
pyramid of stairs on the other, and in the 
center a tilted rectangle of grass that 
“represents greenery in an abstract

THE PALE COLORS of the interior make
the greens of the patio even more intense.

The casa sofa in the living room, by

Laberdi, is covered with Mezclilla cotton.

La Paloma, the sculpture in the foreground,

is by Juan Soriano. The glass table was
designed by Gonzalez de Leon. The sculpture

on the patio is also by Juan Soriano.
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In liis life as in his designs, 
Gonzalez de Leon is a 

thoroughgoing modernist

Bold primary colors at theway,” according to Gonzalez dc Leon.
entrance to this city house.While the angles visually enlarge the
pages 182-189, are powerfulmajor patio, they also enhance the little
and welcoming. They makeback garden that the architect has intro

duced on the far side of the main living a congenial statement to
the public at large. The palespace—a feature not found in traditional
hues of the interior, by 

contrast, create an atmosphere of privacy and silence, issues that were much 
on the architect’s mind when he decided to resurrect the inner courtyard of 
a traditional Mexico City patio house and wrap his rooms around it. —B.M.W.

patio houses. This sliver of green provides 
an intimate vista from the dining room, 
its sides converging to make the far wall 
look more distant (Cent, on page 216)
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THE MIXTURE OF FURNISHINGS in th« lounge Is
as bold as the room’s colors: a sofa designed
by Andre Arbus and two 1930s chairs surround
a blue Yves Klein coffee table from the 1960s.

The paintings and drawings are by Pierre Ludovic
Dumas, the grandfather of Jerome Faillant-Dumas.

me art g
Taking their inspiration from oil paintings, Jeroi

4

r

PRODUCED BY CAROLINA IRVING





The reds for which I am passionate,” Faillant-DumasHEN JEROME Faillant-Dumas
exclaims, in articulating his palette of refined tones andsees red, no one worries or leaves
hues, “are red Visconti colors: a red that is more pink than 
burgundy; a dark red with a blond powder in it, so It is deep 
but never flashy.”

“Good taste, bad taste," the energetic Faillant-Dumas 
announces as he shows a guest the apartment, “is a stupid 
conversation. Decorating is all about preference: what you 
feel; what you like. For me, decorating is more about fantasy

the room. A creative consultant
for Yves Saint Laurent perfumes and By Terry cosmetics, he 
comes from a family richly appreciative of art. So, reds, 
particularly the red that Faillant-Dumas has mixed for his 
apartment in the 7th arrondissement in Paris, and even 
his surprising greens and purples, arc a wonderful thing. 
It just has to be the right color, that’s all.

HousecrGardcn - aphii. 2000192



th* decor is never pond rous. The
purple velvetemtehair, opposite pase.
in the foyer of the ikiartinent

fti|ry wall shelf found 

at a flea market. Wa CORNER of the

sits in front
of an ebony and

lounge, this pege^j^ antique taMe holds

a sllvar lamp front the 1930s. The sketch {
above it is by Pierrfr Ludovic Dumas.
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hangs above cupboards covered in green velvet.



majestic repose
A regal violet, with its parent colors of
red and blue, dominates much of this
apartment, sending a message of
magisterial control, especially in the public
rooms, where the colors in the paintings
have inspired the decor. The bedroom.
with its more sensuous paintings of
women, on the other hand, uses a softer
shade of violet, one that signals the
desire to be cosseted. The bedroom’s
secondary color scheme, with wood
tones of orange in the headboard and
green and yellow in the carpet, indicates
harmony and further distinguishes this
room from the formal spaces, In the
bathroom, the calming blue, balanced
with white and the soft violet on the
door, echoes the bedroom, —B.M.W.
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THE PRIVATE ROOMS, like the bathroom, 
left, and the pantry, right, employ softer hues. 
The tub is a 1920s design from Epie d'Or, 
Paris. THE TABLE in the iour>ge, bottom left, 
is a re^ition of a 1930s Pierre Chareau 
design. THE painting in the lobby, bottom 
right, is by Ruben Alterio, 1993. LOUISE 
Faillant-Dumas holds Noisette in the pantry, 
right Sources, see back of book.

than inspiration. That is why I love 
artists’ colors that are intense,”

Incense as the colors are in the 
Faillant-Dumas apartment, the effect is 
sublime, courageous by American stan
dards, and never harsh. Faillant-Dumas s 
colors have been extracted from a series 
of paintings done by his maternal grand
father, Pierre Ludovic Dumas (1892- 
1973), that his mother, Lola, who was 
a chief art archivist at the Louvre 
museum, gave him for the apartment. 
“We tried to extract almost exactly the 
color from our paintings and match it or 
complement it in fabrics and colors for 
the walls,” says Faillant-Dumas.

h E DID not use a 
decorator, but re
lied instead on arti
sans, who helped 
him refinish, paint, 

and upholster. “The rest we did with our 
own hands,” he says proudly, adding that 
he sometimes fears that “decorators pro
vide too much result and not enough 
personality.” Furniture, mostly French 
pieces from the 1930s, was located in the 
treasured flea markets of Paris. Look 
and hinction often transcend pedigree. 
For instance, the suedette chairs in the 
dining room that have a Bauhaus feeling 
about them? “We aren’t really sure what 
they are, but they are very comfortable,” 
Faillant-Dumas says, and laughs. “Maybe 
you don’t have to have good food if you 
have a good chair?"

The renovation and decoration took 
place over a four-month period, and 
minute attention was given to the 
proper lighting for the colors in the 
apartment. A .striped carpet from 
Madeleine Castaing, an avatar of 
French ’30s-stylc decoration, flatters 
the clean, Hau.ssmannian architecture 
of the rooms. “The apartment is not 
calculated," Faillant-Dumas says. “It 
is from the heart.
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HOT COLORS give a coot look to a sitting
room, opposite page, that David Hicks
designed for his Jeimyn Street shop in 1976.
'Style is not what you do but how you do H,”
said Hicks, pictured above in a slick white
comer of his Johannesburg, South Africa,
store. **1 am always looking for total simplicity
and practicality in modem design.”



Hold Moves
David Hicks was fearless in his
use of color. He thought nothing
of mixing vermilion, shocking
pink, puce, and salmon in a single
room. “I have always had a
pa.ssion for what some people
would call clashing colors,” he
declared. “I call them vibrating
colors.” Though startling, the
effea was often stunning. In a
Yorkshire dining room, Hicks
combined siren red chairs, a
fuchsia tablecloth, cherry red
curtains, and dark aubergine
walls. His own London flat
featured violet leather IxjuLs XV-
stylc chairs and matte, dark
brown walls. In David Hicks
on Decoration, he outlined
a scries of remarkably detailed
color schemes: milk chocolate
walls are matched with coral red
chairs, turquoise cushions, and
white flowers; a Chinese yellow
room demands a white sofa
and orange and green chairs.
There are really few colors
that do not go together, if you
imderstand how to mix them.”

HICKS DESIGNED a room in a riot of ptnks.
top, for the 1973 Ideal Home Exhibition in
London. SCARLET TRIM and red Herman
Miller chairs, above, accent the blue walls of
Hicks’s London headquarters. IN AN OFFICE,
right, he used one striped fabric for the walls,
curtains, and sofa, but varied the direction.
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Red All Over
A modernist, Hicks reinvigorated the English
country-house look, imbuing it with a cool
glamour and excitement. “I despise the
fussiness of what they call ‘English country
style,’ ” he said. “I’d like to blow it all up." In
the historic homes of his well-to-do clients,
Hicks carpeted galleries with wall-to-wall jute
(“an unexpected, inexpensive covering, which
makes an excellent foil for fine eighteenth-
century furniture”), covered antique chairs
with rough-weave hessian, and introduced
contemporary art into period rooms. Though
respectful of formal living, he had a fresh
approach: he gave the staircase hall of a 1780s
Irish manor a blazing scarlet ^oss and turned
the ex-chapel of his own Oxfordshire cotmtry
house into an explosive red dining room.

HICKS THREW THE CEHTRAL HALL pT ttifl Duke of

Abercom's Irish manor, top left, Into high relief

wito a dose of color. THE CENTERED TUB In his

wife’s bathroom, top right. Is a Hicks trademark.

THE CLARET WALLS, burgundy carpet, cerise chairs,

and scarlet tablecloth In Hicks’s Oxfordshire dinirtg

room, right, prove his adage ’AH reds go together.”
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SEDUCTIVI TONES of
brown predominate in
Hicks’s London drawing

licks was equally masterful room. ARRANGEMENTS
L-ith neutrals. Many of like the one below were
his quietest palettes—like a source of pride. “It is
that of the drawing room perhaps I who have matte
n his London house—were the tabiescape into an art

[also his most sophisticated. form.” said Hicks. “Indeed,
Dn 1972, he designed the I invented the word.”
Kpace—with its“Gxa-Cola”
kvalls, mole-colored Louis

lx VI chair, and dark
Icarpet—and jolted it to life

ith the sn^py yellow ofIW
Ian Ellsworth Kelly painting.
I Ic used a soft touch

Ko take the chill off mono-
Ichromatic interiors, like
an all-white bedroom he

created for a client; rustic
Igla/cd tiles play against the
softness of a draped four-
poster bed and a slick
chrome and leather chair.
He also transformed a
simple scheme with small
gestures, such as tablescapes,
which he described

'objects arranged asas
landscapes on a horizontal
surface.” No request fazed
him. “There is an acceptable
way of using almost
everything,” he said. “If
someone asked me to design
a room, but confessed
that they collected
ignomes, 1 would make a
gnomescape on a table.”

DAVID KLEiNBERG "Hicks was a pioneer m
mastering the mix of styles from different
period-s— something that has influenced every
designer working today." william hodgins “I
was his associate for a few years. David ofxrned
mv eves to newwavsoflooking at colors
and the arrangement of objects. I lis attitude
was fresh and clear. He respected the past but
was not held back bv it." Jeffrey bilhuber

“Hicks w'as the first to have a global impact
on interior design. Before him. the profession
was a parod\' of itself a cottage industrv’
for the very rich. I le made it something that
everyone could appreciate—if not afford—
and he let the world know that it was an
honorable business.” auson spear “He was
a great colorist. He was daring, yet classical.



DELIGHTING IN th« un«xp«CtMt, 
Hicks funked up an Engkah country 
house with a Joe Cotombo chair and 
Clinch fabric-eoveied walls, above. 
EYE-POPPING archival afcatches 
include an unexecuted 1966 design 
for a restaurant, left, and carpet 
patterns based on a Gothic 
quatrefoil nwtlf, background. 
WHEN MARK HAMPTON waS 
Hicks's American design associate 
in 1972, Hicks helped the young 
decorator furnish his apartment, 
opposite page, top, with a Queen 
Bee carpet, Perspex cube table, 
and Saarinen Tulip chairs. THE 
ENTRANCE to Lord and Lady 
Cholmondeiey's London penthouse, 
opposite page, bottom, is a study in 
browns. Sources, see back of book.
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Solid Geoineti*y
Hicks treated pattern like a torch,
bringing fire to dreary antiques-filled
interiors and adding heat and depth to
otherwise severe contemporary rooms.
It’s practical, it gives atmosphere, and,

of course, pattern can be mixed with
pattern,” he explained. Dissatisfied with
the designs on the market in the 1970s,
Hicks created his own patterned fabrics,
wallpapers, and carpets, for companies
such asJ.P Stevens, Connaissance Fabrics,
and I larmony Carpet Corporation. Partial
to bold geometries, he took inspiration
from classical motifs—the gothic trefoil.
the Celtic knot—and Middle Eastern
traditions such as Turkish florals and
Persian mosaics. Encouraging readers to
use multiple designs in a space, Hicks
declared that “to achieve an interesting
room, courage is always necessary.
As so many of his projects make evident.
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would meet m town andin
say, ‘Hey, they have great things to eat!' ” the owner says. “Wc
rinally put in plants the deer didn't liki •potentilla and barberry."
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THE BRILLtANT YELLOWS of a Stretch of daylilies set off the 

equally dazzling purples and reds of the delphiniums and 

bee balm beyond. Color more than compensates for a relatively 

narrow varietal range. “I don't gamble too much," the owner 

says. Climate and altitude limit her choices, and, she adds, *Tm 

not there to be able to husband things through the winter.”



N A CORNER OF WESTERN Colofado, whcfe

the air is thin, the rain scant, the winds harsh, and 
the soil undernourished, there is what Hollywood 

moguls might call a high-concept garden. At 7,300 feet, it is 
indeed high, and it s planned with a single, simple principle: 
color. There is no geometric dazzlcment here, no paths that 
invite contemplative strolling, no staggering variety of plants, 
just great saturated swaths—purple, yellow, red.

John Ruskin once observed that “the perception of colour 
is a gift just as definitely granted to one person, and denied 
to another, as an ear for music.” The woman who owtis and 
nurtures this cattle-country garden, which begins along the 
driveway and wraps around the northwest side of the house, 
has the gift and uses it. In such a challenging site, planting for 
color is an intelligent and rewarding choice.

She and her hasband live on their Colorado ranch only in 
summer, and originally had no garden at all. About eight 
years ago, she began this one. “It was touch and go. I had to 
plan what I knew would grow with what I hoped would 
grow,” she says. “We lose thirty to forty percent every year 
because of winds and drought.” Over time, she has found 
several varieties that endure, and she sticks with them — 
delphiniums (“very happy in this atmosphere”), daylilies, 
lupines (“troublesome, but so beautiful I keep putting them 
in”), daisies. “I don’t want to wait three or four years to see

how something develops,” she says. “I haven’t the patience.” 
Color, she emphasizes, “is what it’s all about. I pay atten 

tion to the harmony, and work out very carefully where 
everything will be. 1 say to myself, ‘We need more white 
down there; there’s too much red over there.’" Each May, she 
orders hundreds of plants, and a team of cowboys —known, 
to their horror, as “the flower girls" —helps put them in. 
“They’re macho,” the garden owner says, “but they always 
come back to sec how it turns out.” Doubling up ensures a 
full-bodied garden. If an eight-inch space is called for, the 
owner makes it four; a six-inch interval shrinks to three. 
“Sometimes we even triple up. It’s very tightly planted,” she 
says. In this sun-dried landscape, the result is so stunning, 
even the greediest eye is satiated.

PURPLE PLUMS, delphiniums, and hollyhocks, above, overlook 
a bright display that includes bee balm, daisies, snapdragons, 
coreopsis, chrysanthemums, and columbine. Originally, the owner 
wasn’t going to put in snapdragons, but they thrive in this spot. 
“They’re so pretty, and they last a long time,” she says, “i ordered 
three hundred this year.” The garden has mainly summer flowers— 
no tulips or daffodils—but there is something in bloom 
throughout the season. THE TOWERING DELPHINIUMS, opposite 
page, are more than 5 feet tall. “They just grow well here,” 
the owner says, adding that she does fertilize them regularly.
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sourcESWHERE TO BUY IT

Selected Seeds, Albion, ME. 207-437-4301. Select 
Secds-Anrique Flowets, Union, CT. 860-684-9310. 
Thompson & Morgan. 800-274-7333.

COVER
Sunflower printed linen. JU09F-03, Cowtan & 
Tout, NYC. 212-733-4488. Available through 
architects and designers. A massive Newcastle- 
upon-lyne Pearhvare Documentary )ug, 
TTiomas Fell & Co., dated June 30,1831. Found 
at auction, Sotheby's. 800-444-3709.

HUNTING AND GATHERING Pages 75-112
Unless otherwise noted, the following arc avail
able through architects and designers. Page 76, 
Donghia. 8oo-donc.hia. Page 78, Clarence 
House, NYC. 212-732-2890. Page 84, Stark Fine 
Furniture. NYC. 212-752-9000. Page 88. suede 
upholstery on Eames chair. Hermes Leather, 
NYC. 212-947-1133. Page 90, Mrs. MacDougall 
Inc., NYC. 212-688-7754. Cowtan & Tout. NYC. 
212-647-6900. Page 92, Lancomc. available at 
fine department and specialty stores. The Panton 
chair, by Verncr Panton, 1939. S830 in the origi
nal high-gloss, S293 in polypropylene with mane 
finish, Moss. NYC. 212-216-2190. Page 96, 
Fendi. 800-336-3469. Page too, www.ford.com. 
Page 108, Stark Wallcovering, NYC. 212-752- 
9000. Chanel, available at fine department and 
specialty stores. Page no. Christopher Coleman 
Design, Brooklyn. NY. 718-222-8984- Page iia, 
Pucci International, NYC. 212-633-1058.

Student Design 2000
TABLE OF CONTENTS 

Page 8, top left: Sunflower printed linen, 
JU09F-03, Cowtan & Tout. NYC. 212-753-4488. 
Available through architects and designers.
Center Left: Cosimo pillow fobric. Quadrille 
Wallp^rs and Fabrics, Inc., NYC. 2i2-733-293>5. 
Available through architects and designers.
Center right; vase, Target. 800-800-8800. Page 
12, top left; ceramic vase with long neck, $250, 
glass bowl in foreground, Sioo. Christopher 
Coleman Design, Brooklyn, NY. 718-222-8984 
Available through archiwets and designers. 
Painting, Man or Jupiter, 1999. S6,ooo, by 
Richard Tsao. Maigaret Thatcher Projects, NYC. 
212-675-0222. Screen from Comma Collection, 
82,750; dot carpet, designed by Pia Wallen, 
82,600; Kanm Rashid'sTK-Spcctra table,
S1.248, Totem Design Group, NYC. 212-925-5506. 
Plexiglas pedestal, S130, and Plexiglas Mandarin 
coffee t^le, 8800. Plcxi-Craft, NYC. 212-924- 
3244. Paints, 084 and 091 matte finish, Benjamin 
Moore. 800-826-2623. Top right; Panton 
chair, by Vcmer Pamon, 1959, S830, 
from Vitra, available at Moss, NYC.
212-226-2190. Umbrella, S55, 
available at Eraporio Armani 
Boutiques. Places, S20, 
designed by Jennifer 
Benjamin, available at 
Zipper, Los Angeles.
323-951-9190. Bot
tom: Rico sofa.
The Mitchell Gold 
Company 800-789-3401.

DOMESTIC BLISS Pages 37-70 
Page 37, ceramic vase with 
long neck, 8150, glass bowl in 
foreground, Sioo, Christopher 
Coleman Design, Brooklyn, NY.
718-222-8984. Available through 
architects and designers. Painting, Man or Jupiter. 
1999,86,000, by Richard Tsao. Margaret Thatcher 
Projects, NYC. 212-675-0222. Screen from 
Comma Collection, S2.750; dot carpet, designed 
by Pia Wallen, 82,600; Karim Rashid'.s Tri-Spectra 
t^le, 81,248, Totem Design Group, NYC. 212- 
925-5506. Plexiglas pedestal, S130, and Plexiglas 
Mandarin coffee table, 8800, Plexi-Craft. 212- 
924-3244 Sunset chair, designed by (Kristopher 
Fillet, 81,853, Cappcllini Modern Age, NYC. 212- 
966-0669. Caviar orange leather tray, 81450, Aero, 
NYC. 212-966-1500. Cenedese orange-footed 
bowd, 8175, and passes, 855 each, Homer, NYC 
212-744-7705. Bottle, S360. .Salon Mode me,
NYC 212-219-3439. Striped vase, 8240. A Happy 
Medium, Brooklyn, NY. 718-599-7141. Paints,
084 and 091 matte finish on walls, 021 matte finish 
on floor, Benjamin Moore, 800-826-2623. Page 38, 
Denise Spatafora, Surroundings, NYC. 212-580- 
8982-Jonathan Adler, NYC 10013.212-941-8950. 
Page 40, Sharon Simonaire Design, NYC. 212- 
242-1824. Douglas Wilson Ltd., NYC. 212-594-7365. 
Page 48, Christopher Norman, NYC. 212-647- 
0303. Page 52, Silk Trading Company. 800-854- 
0396. Page 65, Petersen Automotive Museum, 
323-964-6356. Museum of Neon Art. 213-469-9918. 
Page 68, The Vegetable Shop at (Kino Nojo,
6123 C^alzada del Bosque. Rancho Santa Fe, CA. 
Fondue pot, Le Creuset. 773-404-0202. Page 70, 
The Cook's Garden, 800-457-9703. Johnny's

iU-
At • tfm* when most people are 
looklrtj back in time to the events, 
issues, and designs that have 
shaped the 20“* century, Kravet Is 
looking to the future to explore 
the shape of design in the 21** 
century. Who will be the emerging 
designers that affect the way we In the next 100 years?

Design a one4>edroom apartmant 
and you could be one^f-three 
Kravrt Student Design 2000 
winners. Prizes Include:

live

FURNITURE REPORT Pagaa 114-121 
Pages 114-115, Offi and Company 8oo-383*«m, 
Dcliarobhia. Inc. 949-251-8929. (ialerkin 
Design, Gardena, CA. 310-769-1275. Ralph Lauren 
Home Collection. NYC. 112-641-8700. Pages 

116-117. Century Furniture. 
800-852-5552. La Baige. 800- 
253-3870. Pages 118-119, 
Brown Jordan, El Monte, CA. 
616-443-8971. Harden Furni
ture, Inc., McCfonnelJsville, 
NY. 315-145-1000. Hickory 
Chair Company 800-349-

___ 4579, Baker Furniture. 800-
59-BAKER. The Milling Road 
campaign chest, 81,107, by 

Joe McCambridge, Baker Furniture. 
Trunk cases, right of sofa, by Jay 
Holland, about Si,000 to S2.000 each, 
Mulholland Brothers. 877-685-4655. 

Safari leather trunk, 82,370. Sarreid, 
Ltd,, Wilson, NC. 252-291-1414- 
Lcather trunk with straps, top 
left. 83,240, and square trunk, 

below pottery, 82,925, Henredon. 800-444- 
3682. Cocuchas pottery, about S200 to S700, 
(Kramica Michoacana, Rifle, CO. 970-625- 
8888. Pages 120-121, Bernhardt. 877-205-2404. 
John Widdicomb C.ompany. 800-847-9433. 
Currey 6c Company. 404-885-1444.

VIEWFINDER Pag« 130
Bonn! Benrubi Gallery, NYC. 212-517-3766.

REDISCOVERIES Pages 142-144
Page 142, Family HeirLoom Weavers, Red Lion, 
PA. 717-246-2431- Drum Taps wallpsqper, Brun- 
schwig & Fils, NYC. 212-838-7878. Page 144, wall
paper patterns, from the top: Halcyon, Leaves of 
Grass border, Camcradu. Brunschwig & Fils.

UNCORKED Pages 150-154
Italian Wine Merchants, NYC. 212-473-2323. Park 
Avenue Liquors, NYC. 212-685-2442. Vimfcra 
Imports. 516-467-5907. Crossroads, NYC. 2i2- 
924-3060. Wally's, Los Angeles, CA. 310-475- 
0606. Union Square Wines, NYC 212-675-8100.

. $1,000 in cash
• an opportunity to earn royalties 

on your design
. a trip to New York City
• a chance to spend a day In 
the editorial offices of 
House & Garden

• a V.I.P, ticket to House & Garden’s 
invitation-only party to celebrate 
the International <^ntemporary 
Furniture Fair at the Museum of 
Modern Art New York City

Dominique Browning, Editor 
House & Garden
Christopher Coleman, Designer
Albert Hadley. Designer 
Parrish-Hadley Associates
Victoria Hagan. Designer 
Alexa Hampton, President 
Mark Hampton. Inc.
Larry Lasio. Designer
Brooke Stoddard, Senior Editor 
House & Garden

For more information about this program, call 1-8^533-^44.

DOMESTIC BLISS 
Pages 37-70
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C^ilt upholstery. The .Midwest (^uilt Exchange, 
CKIumhus, OH. 614-221-8400.
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UP COUNTRY Pages 160-167 
Interior designers, William Diamond andkravetcouturekravet kravet
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Anthony Baratta, Diainond-Baratta Design, 
NYC. 212-966-4261- Pages 160-161, Country 
Braid House, Tilton, NH. 603-286-4511. Sun
flower printed linen, pattern JU09F-03, 
Cowtan&Tout, NYC. 212-753-4488. Available 
through architects and designers. Sconces and 
lanterns. Price Clover, Inc., NYC. 212-722-1740. 
Pages 162-163, Dahlia linen, 33341/1-0,
Clarence House, NYC. 212-752-2890. Available 
through architects and designers. Franci.sJ.

Purcell Inc., 
Philadelphia, PA. 
215-574-0700. 
Midwest Quilt 
Exchange. 
Ccilumbu.s, OH. 
614-221-8400. Star- 
patterned sofli, 
Yankee Quilts, 
Nashua, NH. 603- 
883-6641. Pages 
164-165, Dahlia 
linen wallcovering, 
33341/1-0. Clarence 
House. Pages 166- 
167, Barton Sharp. 
NYC. 212-925- 
9562. Osbome 6( 
Uttle, NYC. 212- 
7?t-5553- Available 
through architecTs 
and designers. 

Zuber at Cie, NYC. 212-486-9226. Available 
through architects and designers. Unika Vaev, by 
ICF Group. 800-237-1625.

ouse
House & Garc/e/iWMEJShowhouse

Tour 29 coloffuHy decorated rooms by leading designers from the United States 
and abroad. Walk six acres of artfully landscaped grounds cultivated by 

the area’s renowned landscape architects. Visit our Color Showhouse Cafe.

HUNTING & GATHERING 
Paget 75-112

L.L Bean 
Osborne & Little 
Peacock Alley 
Robert Mondavi 
Santa Barbara Design 
Sutherland 
Si^Watic

' Participating Sponsors: 
Anichini
Amtico International
Aquaware
B & B Italia
Classic Sota
InnerAsia
Kravet

TRADE SECRETS Pages 16S-169
Unika Vaev, by ICF Group. 800-237-1625. 
Decorative artist, David C’.ohn, NYC. 212-741- 
3548. Chelsea Editions, NYC. 212-758-0005. 
Available through architects and designers.
A.M. Collections, NYC. 212-625-2616. Kohler. 
8oo-4-K()H[j-R. Waterworks. 800-323-5060. 
Architectural Paneling, NYC. 212-371-9632. Zuber 
& Cie, NYC. 212-486-9226. Available through 
architects and designers.

Style 365
Swarovski
IVex
Vista Window Film 
Walter Zanger 
Weber 
Woodard

THE ACID TEST Page* 170-175
BC Concepts, Fort Lauderdale, FL. 954-792-2785. 
Nick C^indric Cxintcmporary, Fort l.auderdalc.
FL. 954-587-2236. Pages 172-173, Senzatempo. 
Miami, FL. 305-534-5588. Eero Saannen-designed 
side table. Knoll. 800-445-5045. Pages 174-175, 
Herman Miller, Inc. 800-646-4400.

vf

•It.

tomorrow■■SATURATION POINT Page* 176-181
Interior designer, John S. Knott, Quadrille 
Wallpapers and Fabrics, Inc., NYC. 212-753-2995. 
Available through architects and designers. 
Styling hy Paul Romano tor Quadrille. Orchids, 
florist Helena l,chane. Inc. NYC. 212-888-7763. 
Flowers, Frank Salaris for Stonckelly, NYC. 212- 
875-0500, Construction, Ubeito Construction, 
NYC. 212-874-4100. Pillows and antiques uphol
stery, Second Life Upholstery, NYC. 212-254- 
5699. l,acqucred paint job, Zsikla Painting and 
Wallcovering. Inc., NYC. 212-645-7242. Pages 
176-177, Ca^t Innovations, NYC. 800-457- 
4457. John Rosselli International, NYC. 212-772- 
1137. Pages 178-179, Pagoda Antiques, Hudson, 
NY. 518-822-1025. Arenskjold Antiques Art, 
Hudson, NY. 518-828-2800. Ceiling decoration 
by Oasis Studio. NYC. 212-147-0915. Da Vinci 
tablecloth fabric and Vladimir striped fabric 
on chair. Quadrille. An fabric on pair of arm
chairs, Haas Fabrics, Jersey City, NJ. 201-792- 
5959. Wooden pyramid, Ben Wilson Antiques, 
Hudson. NY. 510-821-0866. Candlesticks,
H.M. Luther Antiques, NYC. 212-505-1485. Side 
chairs, David L. Petrovsky, Ltd., Antiques, 
Hudson, NY. 518-822-0201. Sofa,Jonas Uphol
stery, NYC. 212-691-2777. Available through 
architects and designers. Centerpiece, Bob 
Pryor Antiques, NYC. 212-688-1516. Pages 180- 
181, Donegan Antiques, Hudson, NY. 518-822- 
0S80. Sconces, Siillwaggon Antiques, Hudson,

Amoricaui Leather and House & Garden magazine invite you to 
buy a little comfort — and to give some back — during the 

American Leather/House & Garden Charity Auction on eBay.com.

Beginning AfKil 1", you will have the opportunity to bid on nine 
“French Accent” contemporary leather chairs by renowned 

San Francisco designer, Rick Lee. Proceeds will benefit Oxfam, 
an organization dedicated to creating lasting solutions to hunger, 
poverty, and social injustice in the workfs poorest communities.

To place your bid on these new classic designer chairs 
a better future for so many visit the ebay Web site at wvrw.ebay.com 
and click on “American Leattier/House A Garden Charity Auction 2000”.

and the hope of

For more information on the
“French Accent” chairs and
the full line of custom-designed
classic styling comfort by
American Leather, visit
wwwJtmericanLaather.com
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Inner Sanctum
(Cont. from page i88) than it actually is.

Traditional patios, Gonzalez de Leon 
notes, were usually located in the most 
favorable part of the site for light and pri
vacy, and so is his. It is on the south side 
of the property, where a low adjoining 
building allows ample sunlight and a 
property-line wall ensures visual privacy 
for his main living areas. An ii-story build
ing at a rear corner of the site overlooks 
the patio and makes curtains necessary 
for privacy in the bedrooms. But it takes 
only a few horizontal baffles over the 
small back garden to block the view from 
the tall structure into the dining room.

In his life, as in his designs, Gonzalez 
dc Leon, who is in his 50s, is a thorough- 
^ing modernist. His pool is not just a foil' 
for reflections, but an essential part of his 
daily regimen. He does at least 35 laps and 
then walks another 7 laps in the water. 
“For me, it’s a way to wake up," he says. 
“Otherwise, I don’t feel alive.” Nor are his 
library and studio mere accoutrements of 
the good life. He paints in the studio 
from 9:30 to 12:00 four nights per week, 
turning out abstract works in primary 
colors. While he paints he listens to 
music by twentieth-century composers, 
ranging from the early modernist Arnold 
Schoenberg to Elliott Carter and Gyorgy 
Ligeti. “If you don’t listen to it, you will 
never understand it,” he says of modem 
music, and the parallels to painting and 
architecture are obvious.

“When I don’t paint, I read,” says the 
rarely idle architect. His extensive library 
is divided between two sides of the same 
long widl; the literature and the art books 
on the library side, and the architecture 
volumes in the studio.

Can the lessons of this updated patio 
house be ^plied in other places? The 
potential for rich indoor/outdoor envi- 
ronment.s on urban sites has long been 
explored in American cities such as 
Charleston and New Orleans, and re
cently in New Urbanist communities that 
require gardens to be hidden behind 
street walls. Patio houses are particularly 
appropriate in the Sun Belt, but they have 
been built successfully as far north as 
Chicago and Boston. For those of us who 
would like to live in densely built areas 
convenient to our work, Gonzalez de 
Ledn’s adaptation of the patio house 
could be the answer.

House i Gwthtfs advertisers invite yoe to 
find out more about their products ami services.

HOUSE & GARDEN 
www.house^rben.com
ACURA www.acura.com
AMDEGA 800-922-0110
ANDERSEN WINDOWS
www.andersenwmdows.com
800-4264261
ARTE OE MEMCO www.artedemexico.com 
BiBITALlAwww.bebitalia.com 800-872-1697 
BARLOW TVRIE www.teak.com 
BESTSEliCTIONS.COM www.bestselections.com 
BOUSSAC 212-421-0534 
BROWN JORDAN 800-743-4252 ext, 221 
BUiCK PARK AVENUE
www.parkavenue.buick.com
8004A-BUICK
CAMBRIDGE PAVERS. INC.
www.cambridgepavers.com
cambridge@cambridgepavers.com
CANAC KITCHEN 800-CANAC-4-U
CASSiNA www.cassinausa.com 800-770-3568
CLARIHS www.clarins-paris.com
DK ANTIQUES wvm.dkanbques.com
DONGNIA FURNnURE/TEXTILES 
www.DONGHIANY@aol.com 800-DONGHIA
DUPONT STAINMASTER-
www.stainmastercarpet.com 800-4-DuPont
DURASOL AWNINGS www.durasol.com 
800-556-0025 marketing@durasol.com
EUfN TRACY www.ellentracy.com 
800-925-7979
FEIZYRUGS www.fei2y.com 800-779-0877
FROHTERA.COM www.frontera.com
GE MONOGRAM www.ge.com 800-626-2000
GEORGE SMITH www.^rgesmith.com
G1FTEMP0RIA.COM www.^emporia.com
HARDEN FURNITURE. INC. 
www.harden.com harden@harden.com
HOKANSON www.hokarreon.com
HOMEPORTFOLIO.COM www.homeporttotio.com
HUNTD; DOUGLAS vmw.hunteidouglas.com 
S00-32-STYLE
IMPROVENET www.improver^Lcom
JACUZZI WHIRLPOOL BATH www.jacuzzi.com 
800-288-4002
JAGUAR www.jaguar.CTm 800-4-JAGUAR 
KITCHWWD www.kitchenaid.com 
KINGSLEY BATE www.kingsi^bate.com

KOHLER vmw.kohlerco.com 
800-4-KOHLER ext. MR3
KRAIffT wvm.krawet.ojm 888-4-KRAVET
LARSON-JUHL www.larsonjuhl.com 
800-886-6126
LEEIOFA www.leejofa.com 800453-3563
LIGNEROSET wvm.ligne-roset-usa.com 
800-byroset
LINCOLN NAVIGATOR wvm.lincolnvehides.com 
800446-8888
LITTLE ME wvm,littleme.com 800-533-KlDS
MASTERCJUID wvm.mastercard.com
MAZDA www.mazdaUSA.com 800-639-1000
MIELE APPLIANCES. INC. wvm.mieieusa.com 
888-643-5302 moreinfo@mieleusa.com
MONDERA.COM www.monctera.com
NANCY CORZINE 212-7584240
NCTF KITCHENS wvm.neffweb.com 
800-944-3833
NEW YORK DESIGN CENTER wvm.nydc.com
NEW YORK SCHOOL OF INTERIOR DESIGN 
www.nysid.edu 800-33NYSID 
admissions@nysid.edu
NISSAN www.nissan-usa.com 800-741-2465
OLDSMOBILE www.oldsmobile.com
PAMELA SOLDWEDEL SCULPTURES 
www.soldwedelsculptures.com
PARIS CERAMICS www.parisceramics.com
PERENNIALS wvm.perennialsfabrics.com 
800-717-8325
PINDLER & PINOLER www.pindler.com 
800-669-6002
POLIFORM wvm.polrfonnusa.com
RICHARD SCHULTZ DESIGN, INC. 
vmw.richardschultz.com
ROBERT MONDAVI wvm.tobertmondavi.com
SCALAMANDRE wvm.scaiamandre.com 
800-9324361
SCHUMACHER www.fschumacher.com
SUTHERLAND vmw.sutheriandteak.com 
800-717-8325
STYLE 365 wvm.styie365.com
TARGET wvm.target.com 800-800-8800
THERMADW wvm.thermador.com
TOMMY HILFIGER wvm.tommy.eom
TRAVERS vmw.traversinc.com
TREX DECKING vmw.trex.com 800-BUY-TREX
VUATERWORKS www.waterworks.net 
800-899-6757
WMOHS wvm.wmohs.com
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CE CustemStyle" 
Refrigerator

CE Triton' 
Dishwasher

correction Due to a
printing error in the February 2000 CE Spectra" 

Rangeissue, the numbers were dropped from the
site plan on page 129. Here is the correct
map and legend. 1 Arbor 2 16th-century*style garden 3 Fountain terrace 

4 White garden 5 Benches 6 Locust walk 7 Shade garden 6 Covered garden seat 

9 Grass terrace 10 Fountain 11 Viewing terrace 12 Dell 13 Armillary sphere

Collection (2); MPTV; (lamma Liaison. Fourth 
row; Alisport; courtesy of The Time; courtesy 
of Ralph Lauren; FPG. Page 46, clockwise 
from top: Jacques Primois; Horst, courtesy 
ofConde Nast; Jonathan Becker; Karl I.agcr 
feld; F. Lagrange, courtesy ofTanais Edicioncs 
Publishers; Horst, courtesy of Conde Nast.
Page 146, from left: counesy of Pirelli Tiles; 
Tunc Life Syndication; Esto Photographies; 
courtesy of MoMA; NcaJ Peters Collection; 
Gamma Liaison. Page i;6, Housei"Garden,
April 1958, courtesy of CNP archives.

The preceding is a list of some of the products, 
manufacturers, distributors, retailers, and approxi
mate bst prices in this issue of Himse & Garden. While 
extreme care is taken to provide correct informarion, 
House & Garden cannot guarantee information 
received from sources. All information should be 
verified before orderii^ anv item. Antiques, one-of- 
a-kind pieces, discontinued items, and personal 
collections may nor be priced, and some prices have 
been excluded at the request of the homeowners.

— PRODUCED BY MARtiARETA. BUCKLEY

NY. $18-828-2039. Schweitzer Linens, NYC. 
212-249-8361.

INNER SANCTUM Pages 182-189
Architect, Teodoro Gonzalez dc I-eun. 011-52- 
5-286-5460. Pages 184-1$$, I-aberdi, Mexico 
City. 011-52-5-354-7635- Pages 186-187, Srarco, 
Mexico City 011-52-5-576-9565.

THE ART OF COMPOSITION Pages 190-197
Pages 194-19$, Madeleine Castaing, Paris. 
011-33-1-43-54-91-71. Pages 196-197, Epi d’Or, 
Paris. 011-33-1-46-33-08-47. Carrelages du 
Marais, Paris. 011-33-1-42-78-17-43.

Designing your dream kitchen 

begins at homeportfolio'com 

Visit HomePortfolio.com in April to 

browse the sleek modern styles of 

CE’s Profile Performance SeriesT 

Clip ideas into your online portfolio, 

find the nearest showroom or buy 

online. With thousands of the

STRICTLY HICKS Pages 198-205
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poliTe
society

by william norwich

c- s

s IF THE modern dinner 
party weren’t beset with 
enough problems—so many, 
in fact, that Tatter recently 
declared it dead as a viable 

social force—more trouble lies ahead, thanks, or 
no thanks, to this year’s high-profile presiden
tial and senatorial campaigns.

In the coming months it’s quite likely that your host, or 
the person seated next to you, may actually attempt to 
engage you in a conversation about politics. Or your host 
may try to set an agenda for political discussion between 
courses. What could be more deadly? Either everyone will 
agree and the room will go thick with pride, or everyone will 
disagree and divide with mutual contempt. Inevitably, one 
strident guest will hold forth with a rant about honor. What 
was it that Emerson said? “The louder he talked of 
his honor, the faster we counted our spoons.”

At dinner for ao the other night, our host announced that 
we would go around the room and say who we would vote for

a
An agenda for dinner

conversation can be deadly
if the election between Mayor Rudolph Giuliani and Hillary 
Rodham Clinton for New York’s U.S. Senate seat were to 
take place tomorrow.

We obliged. The rich men said they would vote for Mr. 
Giuliani, TTie women, and two gay men, said they would vote 
for Mrs. Clinton. The host meant to provoke some lively dis
course, but the trouble with New York in these days of wine- 
colored roses and overachievers is that most people only have 
enough energy for gossip. They think when they’re paid to.

“Really?" commented Christopher Hitchens, the Washington- 
based columnist for Vanity Fair. “I always thought you had 
a much better chance of having a solid political conversation 
in New York than in Washington. At least in New York 
you might find someone who could argue politics on princi
ple.” And dinner parties conducted like opinion polls? “I’d 
begin a movement to ban them.”

“Setting an agenda for conversation can work, but you have 
to know your customers,” observes Louise Grunwald. a lead
ing Manhattan hostess and a House & Garden contributing

LlVkOX

editor. “I’ve been there when someone clinks his glass and 
says, ‘Now we’ll talk about the Saudi seven-point peace plan.’ 
That’s a killer, especially if you have an amusing group of 
people who are getting on well.”

If you do want to talk about politics at a social 
occasion, do so by muting your views as opinions rather 
than dogma. If you don’t like another person’s opinion— 
if that dreamboat turns out to be a bigot—stay cool and 
change the subject. e&ai
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